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[Jet ctansrrcpei; cii in de kantlljn schrij’e,z is ecu sootï

strooni qJbiazen, ecu ivordeioos tcnigpmten tegen zinnen
die indnik niaken. Je schrc’eu III nier bU het iezen, maar ce
warcn momenten waaivp ik liet liefsr Iiad gcdaan. iIei
nierkitaardigste vind ik nog dat ik omnogetijk kan
onihouden wal ci statif. ?eikc’iis ais ik het bock opsia komen
die oiideitrecpte passages aLç nienlv voor en dan doncieji

die iiaarhcid recr avec me hccn.

Couine Pabnen, Gehcel dc Uwe, 2002

Cornue Palmen in GeÏieeÏ de Lire (Amsterdam: Prornetheus. 2002). 113. The quote is from ber
novet Al1 Yours.” Mv tnmslation from the Dutch: Underlining and writing in the inargins is like
letting off steam. tike taiking back to sentences that impress us. You do not scream as you read. but
there were moments when I wish [bat I could have. What I stiil find most surpiising is limI it is
impossible for mc to remember what bas been written. Everv time that I open the book. those
underlined passages popup as if [bey w’ere ne’ and that is when the truth hits me again.”
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Sommaire

L’hypertexte, ce récent paradigme textuel, a été vu comme une pratique de la

pensée associative tout en étant critiqué, et même craint d’être une menace à la

pensée historique et à l’alphabétisation. Perçu, surtout par des théoriciens des

sciences humaines, comme superficiel et comme une pensée qui devient

indifférente au temps, (à l’Histoire); l’hypertexte est soupçonné d’être le début de

la fin d’une culture qui estime la mémoire par-dessus tout. Mon hypothèse est

qu’au contraire l’hypertexte, à cause de sa nature rhizomatique, mieux que toute

autre pratique culturelle, permet à ses lecteurs de devenir conscients des

fonctionnements de la mémoire et de leur institutionnalisation.

En d’autres mots, dans cette thèse sur la pratique de la mémoire dans les

mo(n)des hypertextes, je veux démontrer que l’hypertexte a le potentiel: ) de

devenir le site d’une compréhension différente de la mémoire; 2) d’aider le

réapprentissage des chemins de la mémoire; 3) d’historiciser la façon dont la

société occidentale moderne a traité la mémoire. Avec l’hypertexte, une toute

nouvelle pédagogie de la mémoire est en jeu, pour lequel la mémoire en tant que

pratique du souvenir, du rappel, de la pensée associative pourrait être l’archétype

même.

Avec les médias électroniques de l’information, le texte et l’image peuvent être

manipulés de diverses façons, autant par le lecteur que par l’écrivain qui en fait,
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deviennent tous les deux des “lecteurs-créateurs” ou “artistes-chercheurs”. Dû â

l’interactivité, l’esthétique de l’hypertexte est basée sur le mouvement à travers des

pratiques culturelles plutôt que sur des artefacts finis, ainsi que sur la

fragmentation et la discontinuité (recyclage/collage) plutôt que sur une continuité,

et sur une interactivité plutôt que sur une passivité linéaire. Comment est-ce que

nous nous souvenons quand tout est en mouvement? Quand les barrières entre le

sujet qui se souvient et l’objet qui doit être archivé sont floues? Quand les

frontières du temps/espace deviennent de plus en plus problématiques â travers un

recyclage culturel envahissant? En essayant d’aborder ces questions, parmi

d’autres, cette thèse traitera de l’hypertexte comme le site des pratiques de la

mémo ire.

Dans mon parcours de la mémoire par association, le rapprochement d’icônes

culturels aussi différents que Madame Bovaij’ de Gusta\le f laubert, Ernesto Che

Guevara de Alberto Korda et Anne q!’ Green Gables de L. M. Montgomery, me

permettent de montrer les implications du réseau hypertextuel quant à d’autres

compréhensions et d’autres pratiques de la mémoire. Par ailleurs, la bibliothèque

labyrinthique de Borges et le rhizome de Deleuze et Guattari, deviendrons les

icônes théoriques qui aideront à mieux comprendre et à ré-apprendre une lecture

autre dans laquelle s’inscrit l’hypertexte.

Prise entre la linéarité imposée par l’écriture et le modèle de l’hypertexte, cette

thèse a été pensée et rédigée comme si elle débordait de son cadre à la manière des
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pratiques et des oeuvres culturelles étudiées ici. Puisqu’une oeuvre d’art continue à

voyager et à resurgir dans différents médias et différents modes d’expression, cette

thèse montre qu’aucune analyse culturelle ne peut être vraiment gravée ou fixée.

Mots-Clefs:

— hypertexte — mémoire — rhizome — liens — icônes culturelles — littérature — texte —

fragment — lecteur — pédagogie — communauté — réseau — surface — absorption —

métamorphose — h(rker — labyrinthe — Gilles Deleuze — Félix Guattari — Jorge Luis
Borges — Ernesto Che Guevara —Madame Bovaiy — L. M. Montgomery —
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Résumé

LA PRATIQUE DE LA MÉMOIRE DANS LE MO(N)DE HYPERTEXTE

Afin de permettre un questionnement et une exploration par la mise en action

d’hyperliens, une lecture hypertextuelle est formée avant tout de reprises et de

débris fragmentaires. fragmentée, cette thèse si elle avait pu être présentée sous

forme numérique et hypertextuelle aurait eu une dynamique qu’il lui manque sous

format papier. Cette réflexion interroge l’hypertexte comme pratique culturelle de

la mémoire ou plus précisément comme pratique d’une pédagogie de la mémoire,

que j’appelle une «carte de la mémoire culturelle sur le Web». Elle s’inscrit dans

une étude de l’hypertexte comme une pratique qui modifie le comportement d’un

lecteur et son rapport à la mémoire, son appartenance à une communauté ainsi que

sa relation à la lecture.

Penser l’univers de la mémoire au sein des sciences humaines en tenant compte

du virage des nouvelles technologies suscite un débat qui demande une réflexion

sur la transmission du savoir et sur le rôle des pédagogues des pratiques

culturelles. J’ai analysé la mémoire dans une nouvelle pratique «esthétique», en

l’occurrence, la pratique hypertexluelle. Dans cette pratique de l’hypertexte et de

la mémoire par association, le rapprochement d’icônes culturels aussi différents

que Madame Bovaiy de Gustave flaubert, Ernesto Che Guevara de Alberto Korda

et Antie of Greeî Gables de Lucy Maud Montgornery, me permettent de montrer

les implications du réseau hypertextuel quant à d’autres compréhensions et
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d’autres pratiques de la mémoire. Par ailleurs, la bibliothèque labyrinthique de

Borges et le rhizome de Deleuze et Guattari, deviendrons les icônes théoriques qui

aideront à mieux comprendre et à ré-apprendre une lecture autre dans laquelle

s’inscrit l’hypertexte.

faire des sauts de lecture dans chacun des liens du réseau textuel revient au texte

décrit par Antoine Compagnon dans La Seconde main, où il met en scène

«l’homme aux ciseaux» lisant en coupant des passages pour ne retenir que

l’essentiel. Les citations répétées des lectures antérieures mettent en mémoire un

réseau étendu de liens. L’hypertexte est un ample système conceptuel, une «grande

toile» heuristique où il est possible de lire, d’écrire et de transmettre du matériau

culturel à dimensions variables qui donne lieu à de nouvelles considérations et de

jonctions quand il s’agit d’examiner notre héritage mémoriel et son mode de

transmission.

L’hypertexte s’inscrit dans une intertextualité non-canonique et non pas dans un

parcours de lecture obligatoire. Il se situe plutôt dans l’esprit d’une lecture

aléatoire, poussée par la curiosité. J’ai tenté lors de ce travail de répéter

l’anticipation borgésienne de la Bibliothèque de Babel menant à la quête de la

mémoire et de la pédagogie d’une culture textuelle livresque depuis toujours

fragmentaire et annonciatrice de l’hypertexte.

Ce sont les pédagogues, sorte de gardiens du savoir, de l’archivage et de la
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transmission des liens qui vont avoir le rôle de rendre les connexions et les détours

kaléidoscopiques entre des textes et des concepts disponibles et identifiables. Pour

reprendre Gilles Deleuze et félix Guattari dont les pensées m’ont inspiré tout au

long de cette réflexion: «tout concept a une histoire en zigzag. Dans un concept, il

y a des morceaux ou des composantes venus d’autres concepts.))2 De même,

l’hypertexte s’organise à partir des fragments d’une histoire en zigzag. C’est en

suivant les traces et les morceaux d’une histoire; en essayant de repérer les

interférences et les manières dont on l’a recyclée et reprise, que le lecteur pourra

distinguer et déplier une mémoire culturelle faite de rencontres et

d’entrelacements. L’hypertexte confronte le lecteur au mo(n)de du texte où iL faut

de plus en plus lâcher prise avec l’idée d’un original; d’une authenticité.

face à la présence de plus en plus visible du texte métamorphosé sous forme

hypertextuelle, les questions auxquelles j’ai tenté de répondre au cours de cette

thèse étaient de l’ordre de: Qu’est-ce que la mémoire? Le maillage rhizomatique?

Une communauté? Et l’appartenance culturelle à travers des icônes? Ainsi que la

promotion de la lecture? J’y ai répondu par le constat que la présence d’une

pratique de la mémoire dans la réutilisation d’une icône culturelle permet la

persistance de la tradition par sa répétition et son insistance mais aussi par son

recyclage. De ce constat, découle la question: Dans quelle mesure, les

communautés des réseaux électroniques sont-elles à la fois des communautés de la

différence et de la mémoire?

2 Gilles Delcuze and Félix Guattari. Ou ‘est-ce que la Philosophie? (Paris: Éd. de Minuit. 1991). 23.
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Cette nouvelle configuration du savoir que l’on retrouve avec l’hypertexte

créerait avant tout, la possibilité d’avoir accès à des références, â des allusions, à

tout un passé culturel, serait une nouvelle école où l’on peut apprendre à tisser les

liens d’une mémoire que l’on se ré-approprie, que l’on recycle.3

Le recyclage appartient à la transition d’une dynamique à une autre, c’est aussi le

passage d’une mémoire à une autre. Évidement, il ne suffit pas de tout

«décharger» sur les réseaux électroniques, il faut aussi savoir trouver et suivre des

pistes. Le recyclage et la reprise des matériaux culturels dans une pratique

hypertextuelle ne mènent pas nécessairement à un oubli ou à une perte. Il s’agira

ici de montrer comment l’art de recycler notre mémoire dépend de nos capacités

de créer nos reconnaissances. L’hypertexte permet l’apprentissage d’une mémoire

culturelle et aussi de retrouver des intertextes.

L’hypertexte opère un décadrage perpétuel à partir d’idées ou de souvenirs figés,

où il s’agit de passer d’un point fixe en point fixe et en même temps, mobile. La

mémoire fait jonction entre différents matériaux tout comme un texte qui sans une

mémoire de textes antérieurs ne peut unir idée, concept et raison. Dans

Sitvestra Mariniello dais « Le discours du recyclage» in Claude Dionne. Sitvestra Mariniello.
Walter Moser. eds. Recvclages fco,ion,ies de / ‘appropriation culturelle, (Montréal: Les Editions
Balzac. 1996) explique que: «Les médias accélèrent les processus de recyclage culturel en
éliminant ou en réduisant les barrières géographiques. linguistiques, culturelles, et sociales. Aussi.
les médias rendent le phénomène de reprise visible en tant que reprise: le passage d’un médiwu
un autre (dc l’écriture au cinéma, par exemple) rend plus visible le « recyclage » d’un discours, d’un
personnage. dune situa%on. La vitesse. d’autre part, qui caractérise la production discursive des
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l’hypertexte, nous nous faisons distraire par le cadre absorbant de la surface d’un

écran, où il nous faut tenir compte du fait que les cadres et les repères culturels qui

attirent l’attention du lecteur changent. Pourtant face à l’oubli, le lecteur tourne

toujours autour des mêmes fils qui sont repris incessamment. À Umberto Eco de

noter qu’il a: «redécouvert que les livres parlent toujours d’autres livres, et chaque

histoire raconte une histoire déjà racontée)) et de renchérir, «c’est pourquoi mon

histoire ne pouvait que commencer par le manuscrit retrouvé, c’est pourquoi cette

histoire aussi serait une citation.»4 11 y a la perpétuation d’une mémoire livresque

en ce que chaque oeuvre ou icône sont distinctes et porteuses de nouveauté même

si beaucoup se ressemblent, elles sont souvent des variations qui vont transformer

le champ poétique. Ainsi, une icône qui a un impact reconnaissable finira par

entrer dans la mémoire.

Dans cette étude, il s’agira de rentrer dans l’expérience d’une communauté de

«lecteurs-créateurs» de la mémoire. C’est une communauté qui ne peut plus se

passer du «clavardage» et de la «navigation)) et pour qui l’écrit et la lecture

reprennent sens dans une tentative de reconstitution de la mémoire. ici, un

document est au service de la découverte et découle d’une hypothèse heuristique

d’une nouvelle littérature engagée dans une idéologie de l’ouverture telle que vu

dans l’exemple ici des listes de discussions sur Internet consacrées à Montgomery.

J’ai choisi le terme d’hypothèse heuristique afin de souligner une volonté de

médias. raccourcit le temps qui sépare les diverses manifestations d’un discours et attire l’attention
sur la répétition. sur la réintroduction du délà vu ou du déjà entendu.», 9.

Umberto Eco. 1postilleAu nom de ta Rose (Paris:Grasset. Livre de Poche. 1985). 25.
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découverte qui réside dans la lecture hypertextuelle. Cette métamorphose

esthétique du texte ou nouveau paradigme esthétique dira Guattari dans

C’haosmose, a pour idée de base de localiser l’hypertextualisation au niveau d’une

pédagogie qui va permettre une lecture d’une mémoire dite associative.

En terme de structure, l’introduction de cette thèse met en place des définitions

de l’hypertexte, la première partie se penche sur les pratiques de l’hypertexte, la

seconde partie analyse l’importance de la mémoire comme un archétype en ce qui

a attrait à une pratique du souvenir et de la pensée associative dans la pratique

hypertextuelle. Quant à la troisième partie, elle se penche sur les liens de lecture

ainsi que l’hypertexte comme une manière de promouvoir le goût de lire et le

projet d’un monde connecté qui s’inscrit dans la possibilité d’acquérir des

connaissances à l’intérieur d’une mémoire collective ainsi qu’une nouvelle forme

d’entraînement de la mémoire.
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Su mina ry

Hypertext lias oflen been discussed as a practice of associative thinking while

being criticized, or even feared, as a threat to historical thought and to literacy.

Seen especialÏy by scholars in the hurnanities as superficial and as a thought that

grows inditïerent to tirne, (to history), hypertext is suspected of being the

beginning of the end of a culture that valued rnernory above ail things. My

hypothesis is that hypertext, because of its rhizomatic nature, allows the reader to

become aware of the workings of memory and of their institutionalization better

than any other cultural practice. In other words, hypertext, bas the potential of: 1)

becoming the site of a new understanding of memory 2) helping to relearn the

ways of memory; 3) historicizing the way modem Western society lias dealt with

memory. A whole new pedagogy of mernorv is at stake within hypertext of which

memory as a practice of remembrance, recollection, associative thinking could be

the very archetype.

In the electronic media ofthe information age, text and image can be manipulated

in a variety of ways, both by the reader and the writer who, in fact, both become

“reader-creators” or “artist-researchers.” Due to interactivity, hypertextual

aesthetics is based on movement across cultural practices rather than finished

artefacts, on fragmentation and discontinuity (recycling/coliage) rather than

continuity, and on interactivity rather than linear passivity. How do we remember

when ail is moving? When the barriers between the remembering subject and the
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object to be archived are blurry? When boundaries between time and space

become more and more problematic through a pervasive cultural recycling? Trying

to address these questions, among others, this thesis deals with hypertext as a site

of memory practices.

in the associative rnemory, the coming together of cultural icons as different as

Gustave Flaubert’s Madame Bovary, Alberto Korda’s Ernesto Che Guevara and L.

M. Montgomery’ s Anne qf Green Gables, allows me to show the implications of

hypertext networking with regard to other understandings and practices of

memory. Furthermore, Borges’ labyrinthic Iibrary as weIl as Deleuze and

Guattari’s rhizome become the theoretical icons that help to understand and to

teach a different literacy in which hypertext inscribes itself.

Caught between the linearity imposed by writing and the hypertext model, this

thesis was thought and written as if it were spilling out of its frame just as the

practices and cultural works studied herein. No cultural analysis can really be

frozen; as this thesis shows, a work of art continues to travel and to re-emerge in

different media and modes of expression.

Keywords:

— hypertext — memory — rhizome — links — cultural icons — literature — text —

fragment — reader — pedagogy — community — networking — surface — absorption —

metamorphoses — lurker — labyrinth — Gilles Deleuze — Félix Guattari — Jorge Luis
Borges — Ernesto (lie Guevara — Madame Bovaiy — L. M. Montgomery —
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introduction

Hypertext Practices

What can popular Western cultural icons5 as diverse as Gustave Flaubert’s

Madame Bovaiy, Alberto Korda’s Ernesto Che Guevara photograph and Lucy

Maud Montgomery’s Aime qJ Green Gables possibly have in common? Despite

the non-linearity in this association of narnes, the practice of rnemory in hypertext

networking allows for these icons to meet against ail odds of any linear traditional

hierarchy.

The practice of memory relies on the usual media —a novel, a film, a painting, a

photograph or score— where the final work is of extreme value because a work of

art once finished attains a stable condition. In the electronic media of the

information age, however, text and images can be manipulated in a variety of

ways, both by the reader and the writer who, in fact, both become “artist

Rather than spealdng in tcrms of ligures” which are more part of lingtsistic studies. I choose tise
term “icon” to designate [lie chosen cultural examples studied in this thesis were motivated by the
visual aspect of a hyperlink oflen called au icon. as in a symbol on a computer screen used in
hypertext documents. Tise icon here is based on tise Greek (EzKovs) word for an image. Also. as
the hypeflext icon asks for a clicking performance or for something like a due to be foiiowed. I
wish to also use tise idea of an action when it comes to clicking on a hvperlink icon. For me.
Aladaine Bovarv, -1nne of Green Gables, and Korda’s photograph of Ernesto Clic Guevara arc
icons because like tise clickable image icons prcsent in hypertexts. they can lead to multiple
hyperlinked associations. Que eau also sec ]av David Bolter’s studv on lwpertext vhere ise daims:
“Although an icon mav have a name. it is above ail a picture that pcrforms or receives an action.
and that action gives Use icon its meaning. Tise word icon” is more appropriate than programiners
may realize.” In IVriting Svace, The C’oinpuler, ffipertext, a,ul tue I-Iistorv of IVriting (Hillsdale.
Nei Jersey: Lawrence Erlbamn Associates. 1991). 52.



researchers”6 or what I cal! “reader-creators.” eader-creator because these

readers must themseÏves create their links. Due to interactivity, hypertextual

aesthetics is based on movement across cultural practices. Rather than finished

artefacts, it works on fragmentation and discontinuity (recycling/coilage) rather

than continuity, and on interactivity rather than linear passivity. Borges’

Jabyrinthic library (defined in section III) and Deleuze and Guattari’s rhizome

(defined in section 1) are the theoretical icons for another pedagogical literacy in

which hypertext inscribes itself.

A belief in the potentia! of e!ectronic media as a powerfu! new learning milieu

prompted me to study the presence of new media in cultural practices and

particularly at hypertext as a cartography of a memory. Broad!y defined,

hypertexts may be seen as computerized documents that can become excellent

archivai research environments, for they have the potential to give access to

reference and memory-l i nked documentation.

This work deals with the hypertextua! cartography of memory and its purpose is

to enable the reader —as weIl as myself to elucidate the nature of hypertextual

practices as transgressing textual maps for rethinking and reshaping rnemory. The

idea is that hypertext works in a manner simi!ar to mernory as a semantic network

Hervé fischer in his article: ‘les artistes-chercheurs ont un rôle déterminant dans la nouvelle
économie’ (Montréal: La Presse. Fornm. mardi 20 mars 200L p. A17). uses “artists-researchers”.
an expression lie borrows from sociologisi Lucien Goidmaun to designate multimedia artists of the
80’s and artists in general. as pioneers who innovate societv and have the intuition for future
communication models and new tendencies.
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in which texts, images and ideas from books, films, paintings, photographs or

music are linked together by association.

This analysis shah attempt to demonstrate through different cultural practices

how hypertextual ways of documenting storage and transmission are producing

new approaches to knowledge acquisition. By studying in turn novels, short

stories, films, web sites, web based Iistservs, and photographs, I shah question the

cultural practice ofmemory and its repetition as welI as its resistance.

My hypothesis, confirmed by observation, is that instead of foïlowing a canonical

and culturally fixed methodology, that is, hierarchical, cultural practices and

various media should instead be shared in order to devehop what I cail a pedagogy

of memory. Pedagogy of memory, as we will see, deals with how to find, read,

teach, research, transmit, and archive— voluntarily as wehl as involuntarily— the

associations provided by memory Iinks. Sharing these memories is done by mixing

various media such as fragments from books, films, paintings, photographs, or

musical scores.

Hypertext includes zapping, clicking, quoting, connecting and linking

documentation fragments as well as passing through or absorbing, gleaning,

immersing, muÏtiplying, archiving, repeating, and replacing intertextual rhizomatic

memory practices.
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The word practice should be understood here as a custom, a habit, an action, or a

way of reading a cultural performance that affects the way we rernember or

recollect. Practices of memory are flot rehearsals or repeated activities, although

we shah see that repeated cultural objects in different media do question the ways

in which objects are shared, remembered, and recuperated.

But, here is a flrst common definition ofhypertext:

Hypertext describes a program that providcs multiple pathways through text
enabling ffie user to follow existing hyperlinks, to lïnk related items of text
together in a non-linear and random access manner,7

Hypertext may seem to belong exclusively in computer programs and to be

possible only because of browsing programming devices. However, we shah see

that hypertext is a more complex reality and, more specifically, that it is much

more than a tool providing the user with multiple pathways, that it is also a way of

thinking and remembering, especially thinking about the workings of knowledge

and mernory.

I recognize the benefits as well as the limitations of hypertextual computer-aided

instruction when the transmission of memory is at stake. in fact this study sees

hypertext practices as a memory-place, essentially replacing the book and the

hibrary as memory-place.



This thesis attempts to grasp the nature of hypertextual practices within today’s

literate information society. By exploring certain characteristics of networked

media through the recurrence of cultural icons in film, literature and photography,

1 will try to show how hypertext transgresses the boundaries of specific artistic

disciplines by linking these objects. My hypothesis states that hypertexts, like

travelling icons8 create a movement across cultures and disciplines, in order to

open up the interrelations or dialogues between cultural documents. The image of

travelling cultural objects emphasizes the fact that a text in the broad sense ofthe

term undergoes changes through time, different cultural spaces, different media

and diverse interpretations.

The aim of this dissertation is to consider the impact of the passage of cultural

objects as welÏ as the appropriation, translation and transformation of ideas and

icons across cultures and continents in the electronic media ofthe information age.

In studying how works of art are recycled and appear in different media and

disciplines, I will consider several intellectual exchanges and reappropriations of

cultural thought. Necessarily, I shah also go ftirther and question the possible

hosses and gains suffered by cultural objects in their transfer to other media. These

objects present on the global marketplace are greatly accessible through

digitization the usual analog media, books, films, paintings, photographs or music

can be translated into pixels and digits in order to be stored in electronic databases.

In Tue Cvberspace Lexicon, Bob Cotton and Richard Oliver. (London: Phaidon. 1991), 98.
8 While icons can be related 10 a tradition. thev are not stable and do not hold a continuitv. The
ramifications. traditions and histories of associations of icons ofteu go off on a tangent.
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Aïthough inhabited by the resistance that hypertext opposes to traditional writing

practices, this analysis wishes to show how different media criss-cross references

in a random-access manner when it cornes to cultural productions ofrerniniscence.

For, in our conternporary remix culture, cultural objects like text, images, and

ideas blend and link whilst media occurrences do flot aiways fit the frame of a

page nor a book 110f a canvas.

Lin kin% and Mixing Wor(1)ds

Mixes or combinations of various cultural objects allow for new perspectives to

emerge, and as I questioned hypertext and hypertextual practices, my research

necessarily spread in several different directions, because a hypertext would, by its

very nature, open up not only different questions but also rnany types of

documents. The composition of this “text” keeps demanding practices other than

the mere use of ink and paper ordered in a chapterlike forrn. In fact, the use of

several media would have been more effective to illustrate the cross-referencing or

combinations of various cultural objects. However the institutional restraints do

not allow such a thesis presentation.

in the recent editions of the Oxford Dictionary of Current English, hypertext has

also been defined as the
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[p]rovision of several texts on one computer system, with cross-referenccs

from one to another just as the hjpermediaÏ cultural world in which we live,
ïs the provision of several media (e.g. audio. video and graphics) on one
computer system. with cross-rcfercnccs from one to another.

Hypermedia and hypertext are now one and the same because the convergence of

intermedial technologies bas made it possible nowadays for a hypertextual

document flot only to connect written words (or Ïexias as George P. Landow says

in accordance with Roland Barthes’ terrninology) but also to link to the other

media worlds ofnon-textual information such as audio, video and graphies.

Features of hypertextual practices have emerged more and more in the last

decade due to the growing use of computers and the electronic highways such as

the Internet. Historically the beginnings of hypertext are oflen attributed to

Vannevar Bush who already spoke in terms of links, traces and webs that are

nowadays commonplace.

Hypertextual studies ofien historically pinpoint Vannevar Bush’s 1945 As We

AIay ihink article about bis “Memex” concept and Ted Nelson’ s “Xanadu” project

as a starting point. For Vannevar Bush, it was important to take into consideration

the fact that the human mmd works through associations when it cornes to

classifying knowledge. Already in 1945, he was preoccupied with the growing

number of scientific publications and worried about their classification. Articles

and studies on hypertext ofien return to Bush’s Memex information disposition. In

1967, in his article “Science is not Enough”, he stiil believed in an information
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storage and retrieval device designed to augment the memory capacity of its users

but thought that it could flot yet be accessed. Now, of course we know that we can

have access to large memory storage.

As for Ted Nelson, he was looking for an electronic alternative to publishing in

the late 1970’s. For him, computers were the “Dream Machines” ofthe hypertext

which he saw as an ongoing system of interconnecting documents that when

quoted, were actually attached by a hyperlink to the quoting text. Nelson’s vision

of a link was designed to let searchers of a large database explore and compare

texts so as to look up related topics and references in order to create a new mix or

combination of connecting ideas or documents. Associative thinking and

comparïsons are, of course, flot new cultural practices, but jumping from one

category to another through links instead of hierarchical indexed linear searching

was going to be much more efficient with new information technologies.

In the sarne way as film is for Pier Paolo Pasolini the written language of reality,

hypertext, by repeating, or re-enacting the associative work of rnemory could be

seen as the written language of memory. In fact hypertext makes us aware of

associations and its practice teaches its agents the ways of rnemory and the

cognitive paths of associative thinking. Because hypertext bas the capacity to

assemble word, image and sound, this multimedia language is flot only textual but

also visual and oral.
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Hypertext illustrates the remix logic or resampling that makes up cultural

production today based on memory downloads made to be reused. Becoming

familiar with a subject —let alone understanding it— through the practice of

hypertext changes the idea of knowledge and the faculty of recalling or

remembering by allowing knowledge to be more associative than logical. The

practice of hypertext instiils the capacity to recall cultural memories. This means

that memory which has traditionalÏy been preserved over the ages and committed

to written culture as the only holder ofknowledge is no longer configured to print

it can also be digitized, stored and organized hypertextually in a computer

memory. One of the hypotheses 1 advance in this thesis, as 1 wiÏl show, is that

jhypertext is memory’s written languagej.

Sampling is one ofthe forms used in this work. While you read or, rather, as your

thoughts wander through this thesis, it may sometimes seem to mn like a

hypertext, precisely because it is very fragmented. You may wonder about the

relevance and the coherence of certain subjects that are brought up — this is

intentional — for this text is an attempt to bring together subjects that could only be

related by the way reminiscences link, as I will show, and may flot seem structured

at ail.

This text witt tilypad through what coutd seem farfetched ideas or bits of cultural

souvenirs but this will be done in order to show how hypertexts operate in a

similar way. 1 have made this methodological choice in order to demonstrate the
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associative memory practices created by strong iconic images that are gleaned in

hypertext.

Fragmentation is a defining characteristic of hypertext, which is made up of

fragments and repetitions. Hypertexts are thus reading paths where one wanders

into the adventure ofknowledge seeking.

Icons Crossin Cultures and Continents

The visual pointer icon can easily create a link in the sarne manner as

mernory links up souvenirs and fragments of recollections in order to build up a

stoly. The connection of fractured memory images in a hypertextual way, my

focus here is on the relation between hypertextuality and memory.9

In hypermedia computer system studies, links are described as being “highlighted

text” and “button-like objects.” The link between two fragments, sometimes called

“cards”, is represented by a Iink icon such as

If the user moves the mouse so that the cursor is ovcr the icon and clicks the
mouse button, the svstem “traverses” the link bv retrieving the destination

Landow concluded in bis second analysis on hypertext that discussing hvpertextual narratives and
fictions “involves deducing its qualities froin the defining characteristics of hypertext- its non- or
multilinearitv. its multivocality. and ils inevitable blending of media and modes. particularly its
tendencv to marr the visual and the verbal. Most who have speculated on the relation between
hypertextualilv and fiction. concentrate. however. upon thc effects il wilI have upon linear
narrative.” In George P. Landow. Hpertext 2.0, The Conveîgence of Contemporan’ Critical
Theorv and Technologv (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Universitv Press. 1997). 183.
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card of the link and dispiaving it on the screen in a window to be read or
‘Oedited.

The different ciiÏii,i’aI icons examined here even if 1 see them as precursors of

hypertextual practices though not as hypertexts in the strict electronic sense of the

term. In the different sections” or should I say. sites that follow, each cultural

example or case triggers off and is absorbed by broad hypertextual practices. My

thesis deals with cultural icons (in the form of literary, cinematographic and

photographic images) and shows how they are recuperated through hypertextual

networking.

Icons are traditionally known as hoiy paintings or statues but in today’s electronic

culture, icons are also these images that ftmction as the symbol on a computer

screen in the form of a digitized image to be clicked on just as for example the

following visual pointer icon: . This icon in the form of an arrow or cursor is

the image the reader uses to point and click on the screen.

10 Peggv M. lnsh and Randali H.Trigg. Supporting Collaboration in Hypermedia: Issues and
Ixperiences. In The Socier’.’ of Text. Edward Barrett. cd. (Cambfidgc. Massachusetts: MIT Press.
1989). 93.

The difficullv I encountered in organizing and especiallv in having to code-name or to divide
w’hal I hesitated in calling the parts of the thesis. For I wondered whether thcv shoiild be called
sections, chapters. or paragraphs? Or even just sites? Divisions used (o organizc a book illustrntc
the canonical way of print culture ibat alwavs needs to categorize. 10 make sections and subsections
w’hereas thinking in terms of hypertext practices ïs an exercise of thought association where one
follows memon lane and does nol nccessarilv work as if being put into a chapler-like format. Web
lingo likes to speak in tcrms of navigation from onc site to the othcr.
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Rhetorically, icons are synecdoches, figures in which a part is made to represent a

whole.2 Icons in serniotics are signs that have a signifier even if their referent

does flot exist. For example, the iconic image of a saint does flot prove this person

exists or ever existed. However, iconicity to a certain extent implies resemblance

with its meaning. For example, in the story of Robinson Cmsoe, the footprint that

Cmsoe sees in the sand does flot look like a foot, but the forra is sufficiently in

tune with the contours of a foot to be able to function as a due or a sign on the

basis ofsirnilarity. in this case, the sign signais the presence ofa human being.

This analysis deals with texts that iead the reader meandering and exploring the

rarnifiCaÏic)ns of the rhizome composed of the popular cultural icons of an

associative memory. Icons as different as Gustave flaubert’s A.’Iadame Bovary, L.

M. Montgomery’s Anne of Green Gables and Alberto Korda’s Ernesto Che

Guevara wiIl show the implications of hypertext networking with regard to other

understandings and practices ofmemory.

It is no coincidence that Jean-Paui Sartre, Julian Barnes and many other authors

have written on Fiaubert’s famous character while J. Renoir (1934) and C. Chabrol

12 As Tzvetan Todorov explaïned in tbe Dictionnaire encyclopédique des sciences du language:
‘L’icône est ce qui exhibe la même qualité. ou la même configuration de qualités, que l’objet
dénoté, par exemple une tache noire pour la couleur noire: les onomatopces. les diagrammes qui
reproduisent des relations entre propriétés. Pierce amorce encore une subdivision des icônes en
images. diagrammes et métaphores. Mais, on le voit aisément, en aucun cas on ne peut assimiler
(comme on it fait souvent erronément) la relation d’icône à celle de ressemblance entre deux
signifiés (en termes rhétoriques, l’icône est une synecdoque plutôt qu’une métaphore: peut-on dire
que la tache noire ressemble à la couleur noire ‘?): ni. encore moins, celle d’indice à celle de
contiguïté entre deux signifiés (la contiguïté dans l’indice est entre le signe et le référent, non entre
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(1991) have brought Madame Bovary to the big screen. On the other hand, the fact

that Canadian freckle-faced, red-haired, romantic Anne Shirley of Amie of Green

Gables is popular not only in Canada, but around the world is also significant.

This literary character has been reused so often that it has spin-offs3 including

musicals, films, television series, T-shirts, doils, and a tourist industry as well as a

very chatty Lucy Maud Montgomery community shared by reminiscing readers on

the Internet. Irene Gammel in editing two books that examine Montgomery within

Canadian iconography and the national and international popular culture that is

derived from Montgomery’ s literature cleverly describes the popularity of

Montgomery’s cultural icons phenomena by saying:

No other author has had Montgornerv’s stistarned power to export Canadian
literature and culture around the world. 14

The boundaries between fiction and reality disappear in the hyperreal
simulacnim. And not? Some votmg Islanders grow up believing that
Aune really existed and are disappoiuted when they flrst leam that Aune. like
Santa Clatis is fictional.
[Olnce situated within the domain of popular culture, Montgomerv’s name
becomes a complex construct. No longer does it represent just the author of
books: it also represents the author behind a pop culture’ industrv that
includes musicals. films. tourist sites, an officiai provincial licence plate.
dolls. postcards. t-shirts, spin-off books. and much more. as Montgomerv’ s
value spawns a multimillion dollar industry in tourisrn and entertainment)

deux entités de même nature). Picrce met d’ailleurs expressément en garde contre une telle
identification”, 115.

See (lie essays in Making ili’onlea, L.Mlilontgomerv ami Popular Culture. irene Gammel. cd.
(University of Toronto Press. 2002) and also the essavs on “Aime as Cultural Icon” in LAI
Afontgomerv and Canadian Culture, Irene Gammel and Elizabeth Epperly, eds. (University of
Toronto Press. 1999)

4 Irene Gammel. “Making Avonica: An Introduction” in illaking .1 i’onlea, LAI Mon tgoinerv and
Popular Culture. op. cit.. 3.
15 Ibid., 5.
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Montgomery no longer “represent[sj just the author of books, it also represents

the author behind a ‘pop culture’ industry”. These words can refer to many other

cases. lndeed in the proliferation of media, several other popular cultural icons

take on many facets and emerge under several formats in diverse worlds.

Hypertext practices will show how icons are perpetuating as welI as changing the

aura surrounding a certain popular cultural memory.

Besides Emma Bovaiy and Anne of Green Gables, 1 will scwtinize another icon:

the “Che” as reproduced in Korda’s famous photograph: a face to be found in

films, in books, at tourist sites, on postcards, on T-shirts, and more (see figure

on page 242). Precisely because hypertext includes zapping and clicking modes,

the recycled picture of the “Che” will be able to show this incongmous memory

meander.

In this context, hypertext practices encouraged by increased use of the internet,

inevitably question associative reminiscences and the practices of memory as well

as memory loss. Two other icons guide me in this journey, Borges’ labyrinthic

library and bis infinite Book of Sand on the one hand, and Deleuze and Guattari’s

rhizome, on the other. The first icons crystallize the labyrinthic nature of cultural

memory. Deleuze and Guattari’s rhizome helps the reader to understand and to

teach a different literacy in which hypertext is inscribed.
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Practices of Memorv

The first section or site of our analysis uses textual clippings or tag words that

attempt to explain what hypertext is in order to highlight the importance of

hypertextual practices in ouï contemporary cultural practices. A second section

deals with memory practices by exploring the nature of hyperreality through the

stories of Madame Bm’arv and the postings of the faithful readers of Amie qf

Green Gables on the Internet. The third site shifis focus to the importance of a

pedagogy of rnemory where the hypertext model seerns to offer a partial answer to

the question: why do cultural practices nowadays recycle cultural objects rather

than turn to the question of origin? For this, we read Borges’ labyrinthic vision of

cultural memory, and the over-reproduced recycled photograph of the Guerrilla

activist Che Guevara.

The abrupt rambling or jumps from one subject to another, subject-hopping or

“du coq à l’âne” as the French expression goes, are done purposely to illustrate

memory’s wanderings. What may seem at first glance to be totally irrelevant will

fali into place once it has been understood that this analysis, just like a hypertext,

disseminates ideas in order to take a walk down memory lane.

One should keep in mmd that mernory does not work in a fixed orderly fashion

souvenirs do flot pop up in a stable and fixed manner. Marcel Proust, of course,

has shown us how memory loss can be retrieved through involuntary memories
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being brought up through writing. In Marcel Pfoust’s 1913 Du côté de chez

5iann, ail is the only way to find memory or lost moments of remembrance

because reality is created within rnemory.

Soit que la foi qui crée soit tarie en moi. soit que la réalité ne se forme que
dans la mémoire. les fleurs qu’on me montre aujourd’hui pour la première fois
ne me semblent pas de vraies fleurs.16

Comparatist J. Hillis Miller in bis article “The Ethics of Hypertext”, argues that

in A la recherche du temps perdu, “Marcel treats his mernories as though he had a

hypertext program for moving around with them”17 and that the possibility of

making a great number of links in Proust’s masterpiece “can be seen as a huge

database of memories.” In the foÏlowing quote. MiÏÏer explains that when reading

Proust “making recollections and cross-referencing memory inside the text” like in

a hypertext is what readers are taught to do:

A la recherche du temj.s perdu can be seen as a huge database of memones.

Marccl treats his memories as though he had a hypertext program for moving

around within them. Anywherc oti begin will lead ultimatelv by a series of
links evervwhere else in that vast storage disk of recollections, but this tvill
flot happen according to anv predetermined pathways. We readers must do
the same. We are constantly coacbed into doing the same by the narrator’s
intricate system of cross-references. These are not entirely unlike hypertext
links. though in order to be a good reader of 1?echerche the reader must have
stored the whole enormous text in his or her rnemorv and do the work a
hvpertext does for you. Thc good reader of this novel will connect whatever

passage he or she is reading with earlier. similar passages and create a virtual

16 Marcel Proust. Du côté de chez Sil’ann. Combrav” (Paris: Gallimard. Collection Folio. 19$7).
182 [In English from the translation bt C.K.Scott Montcrieff. (New’ York: Raudom House. Inc.
1928). this quiole goes as follows: “Whether it be that die faith which creates lias ceased W exist in
mc. or that reaiitv vi11 take shape in die iricmory alone. the flowers that peopic show mc nowadays
for the firsi lime neyer scem to me 10 bc tnie flowers.

J. Hillis Miller. The Ethics 0f Hvpertext” in Diacrirics 25.3 (Baltirnore. MD: Joims Hopkins
University Prcss. faÏl 1995). 37.
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lwpertext without the aid of anv machine other than the printed pages and his
or her own memorv. 18

Art is made up of the author’s reminiscences even though certain affective

souvenirs fail into oblivion. They can, however, resufface in particular

circurnstances, as in that famous passage when the author experiences his

involuntary mernory arising once the madeleine has been dipped into a cup oftea.

Whereas voluntary rnemory turns to intelligence through specific points of

reference, affective and involuntary mernory allows for a particular souvenir to

corne up unforeseeably arnong countless souvenirs. Involuntary souvenirs are

impressions coming from an emotion, an aroma, a flavour or a sound that in turn

can ptovoke reminiscences.

Hypertext deploys itself as involuntary memory does and, a hypertext link can

elicit a series of associations just as Proust’s madeleine triggers off the links of

involuntary associative memories. Similarly, hypertexts have the capacity to

redistribute documentation networks. Relocation of documents within hypertextual

structures can reorganize and rearrange references and thus be picked up again in

order to reappear within cultural practices.

However, hypertextual wanderings can occur in such a manner that they will lead

the way through constellations of information coming from many diverse media.

As already stressed, an electronic document is a mix ofseveral cultural practices:

Ibid.
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The idea of hvpertext is that one bas an electronic document in which each
page might have buttons leading flot to one single next page btit to rnanv
possible next pages. Hvpertext can include sounds. rnages. film clips, and
computer demotistrations as well as words.’9

If we consider documents of a written, graphie and spoken nature, we may

assume that documentation archives contain information that could be qualified as

cultural memory. In a sense, hypertexts redistribute a memory network. Even if,

every revisited, reused or rediscovered document is often found in a particular

referential or intertextual context, its redistribution is nonetheless the recovery of a

temporary repeated memory.

Associative-thinking links illustrate the very essence of hypertext readings.

Hypertextualized readings seem to occur within unorganized textualities, whete

there need not be a table of contents. In fact, it looks more like an index where one

can click clusters, to explore ideas that have been grouped together.

Hypertexts within their undefined movements work against established structures

and authorities because they are opposed to centralized thinking and may

sometimes seem to misguide the reader. The kind of reader who is used to

following an organized path using no initiative will, indeed, gets lost. Text

documents in which the author bas laid out a stmctured reading plan divided into

Rudv Rucker. R.U. Sinus & Queen Mu. Monde 2000. .1 User’s Guide tû t1;e Ài’ Eclge (Ne
York: HarperCollins books. 1992). 148.
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paragraphs, chapters, sections and a chronological set of writings guided by the

mies ofprint have long-been the way to present a text.

Aithough hypertext oflen uses established ideas within the cultural institutions as

a starting point, drawing from cultural canons and archives to set a concatenation

into motion, it is decentraiized. At the same time, it mostly ailows unexpected

wanderings so that just as souvenirs surface and are reminiscent of the Proustian

madeleine from Remembrance oj Things Pas!, hypertext wanderings aitow for

memories to emerge and encourage the search for points ofreference and links.

Hypertexts are mostly made up ofreactivated cultural remains nevertheless, they

are different from archivai practices because hypertexts do flot work like a neatly

structured storage place. The text you are about to explore is constnicted as much

as possible as a hypertext. The different topics and questions are deait with in a

way to provoke dispersed wanderings from one idea to the next one just as within

hypertexts the reader wanders from one iink to the other. In fact, if this thesis

couid have been presented electronicaliy, it would have illustrated its purpose by

being pointer ciickable

Despite its paper format, this work seeks the interactivity which iliustrates a

hypertext so cieariy. It is set up in such a way that the different fragments

presented under the different headings need flot be read in a fixed order, they can
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be read either separately or in random order. To indicate this possibility on paper, I

have deliberately repeated certain textual fragments as if they were the hyperlinks

that form the web structure ofthese thoughts from which mie can travel to-and-fro.

The landmark book by Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari A Ïhousand Plateaus

inspired this work as I noticed that the subject of hypertext could flot be treated in

a fixed and linear fashion. Their choice ofa fragmented format and especially their

analysis on the rhizome have deflnitely informed this analysis.

Already, Deleuze and Guattari insisted on working together in such a manner that

their texts would flot be identified to either one of them. Their ideas would be

networked in different plateaus in order to produce a collective as if their

intellectual approach was as prolific as their storage of souvenirs and

conversations. Working together on philosophy, literature, cinema and

psychoanalysis, these creative thinkers resisted reductionism and totalizing visions

such as the Oedipal theory or a Marxist approach. Also, rather than seeing

Remembrance of Things Pas! as the deploying of a whole memory or the attempt

to close the past in a story, Deleuze saw Proust’s work as the coming together of

fragmented multiple worlds.2°

Particular iconic objects can trigger off such multiple worlds. In Proust et les

signes, Deleuze catis them signs, Ïike the madeleine, the cÏmi’ch towers’, or the
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cobhlesiones in Remembrance o/ ihings Pas!. They show how a world of memory

can emerge from an unconscious souvenir. Deleuze acknowledges the problems of

interpretations but also acknowledges how we seek to experience a revelation or a

meaning through particular signs:

Tout se passe comme si la qualité enveloppait, retenait captive l’âme d’un
autre objet que celui quelle désigne maintenant. Nous « développons » cette
qualité, cette impression sensible, comme un petit papier japonais qui
s’ouvrirait dans Veau et libérerait la forme prisonnière. Les exemples de celle
sorte sont les plus célèbres de la Recherche, et se précipitent à ta fin (la
révélation finale dci « temps retrouvé » se fait annoncer par une

multiplication des signes). Mais quels que soient les exemples, madeleine,
clochers, arbres, pavés, serviette, bruit de la cuiller ou d’une conduite d’eau,
nous assistons au même déroulement. D’abord une joie prodigieuse. si bien
que ces signes se distinguent déjà des précédents par leur effet immédiat.

D’autre part une sorte d’obligation sentie, nécessité d’un travail de la pensée:
chercher le sens du signe (il arrive pourtant que nous nous dérobions à cet
impératif. par paresse, ou que nos recherches échouent, par imptussance ou

malchance: ainsi pour les arbres). Puis, le sens dit signe apparaît. nous livrant
l’objet caché — Combrav pour la madeleine, des jeunes filles potir les
clochers. Venise pour les pavés...

Deleuze in Proust et les signes also points out that the confrontation of multiple

worlds makes signs, or in rny analysis I would rather say icons, which appear

differently and can neyer be deciphered in the same way:

L’unité de tous les mondes est qu’ils forment des systèmes de signes émis par

des personnes, des objets. des matières : on ne décotivre aucune vérité, on
n’apprend rien, sinon par déchiffrage et interprétation. Mais la pluralité des
inondes est que ces signes ne sont pas dci même genre. n’ont pas la même

manière d’apparaître, ne se laissent pas déchiffrer de la même façon. n’ont

pas avec leur sens un rapport identique.2

20 Gilles Deleuze, Proust et les Signes (Paris. PUF, 1961) or see Proust ami 5gns for the English
translation. Translatcd from thc French by Richard Howard, (New York: G. Braziller, 1972).
21 Ibid.. 1$-19.
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From this viewpoint, multiple-linked sections of words coming from different

worlds and multiple pathways will be a major figure for understanding

hypertextual practices. Even beyond multiple ways, I believe that the rhizome,

introduced by Deleuze and Guattari, helps greatly in understanding how a

hypertext ftmctions. Indeed, I shah show in the following section that their

nomadic, scattered approach actually illustrates how memory practice works.

22Ibid.. 11.



I. Hypertextual Practices

The Written [anguage of Memorv

In hypertext, the rhizome bas been used to describe a copy-cut-and-paste,

sampling, fragment linker. The rhizome has no centre and ramifies in various

directions without having a limit. As Deleuze and Guattari explained: “n’importe

quel point d’un rhizome peut être connecté avec n’importe quel autre, et doit l’être.

C’est très différent de l’arbre ou de la racine qui fixent un point, un ordre.”23 Thus,

thinking hypertext as a rhizome is thinking that any Iink can be made between any

two fragments that the reader wishes to connect in some way. Because

hypertextual linking practices offer nomadic, scattered multiple pathways, the

readers make arrangements ofmultiple-tinked sections ofwor(l)ds.

Hypertexts can immerse the reader in the associative constellation of memory

fragments and souvenirs. Hypertext can be conceived as a way of providing hnks

or as a practice capable of activating the links within the images of cultural

memori es.

23 Gilles Delcuze and Félix Guattari, ‘Rhizornc”. in Alille Plateaux, Capitalisme et schizophrénie

(Paris. Editions de Minuit. 1980). 13.
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Hypertext is based on a number of iconic images that are the junction points or

so-called hyperlinks between cultural pasts and learning processes. These Ïinks

allow the reader to enter the dynamics of collective memory.

This is what I will show when demonstrating how the active Internet-based Lucy

Maud Montgornery readers interact by linking their childhood mernory to the icon

ofAiine ofGreen Gables. These readers are now reminiscÏng about experiences of

their own reality through e-mail discussions they are using hypertext organized

web pages based on their favourite author and they are increasingly forming a

collective inter-linked scrapbook in a daily life experience.

The icons that are used as triggers in hypertexts oflen treat words as images on

which to click in order to encourage our cultural activity. With these word-irnages

and through the gesture of clicking, the rhizomatic nature of culture and of

knowledge becomes accessible.

According to Pier Paolo Pasolini, cinema makes reality accessible in a different

way.24 I propose here to link to Pasolini’s discourse on film, and by doing so, I

suggest that hypertext reproduces memory’s language, like writing re-produces

oral language.

21 Sce Pier Paolo Pasolini in Heretical Empiricism (Bloomington: In±ana Univcrsity Press. 198$).
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• Language is composed of oral language and written language.

• Cinema is to reality what written language is to oral language.

• Cinema makes us aware ofreality as language.

• Reality is already a language, more precisely: an oral language.

In Pasolini’s theory of film as written language of reality, it appears that film

sensitizes us to the fact that reality is already a language. In other words, film

reproducing reality makes us understand that reality just like the practice of

hypertext makes us aware of how memory works, and perhaps reveals a potential

ofhypertext flot yet seen.

In other words, the practice of hypertext makes the cyber-gleaner aware of the

associative nature of memory and knowledge just as, according to Pasolini,

cinema’s audio-visual signs reveal reality. For Pasolini, the images seen in cinema

make us aware ofthe invisible language ofreality.

Anticipating the next section, my hypothesis is that memory as a practice of

remembrance, recollection and associative thinking can be considered as the

archetype of hypertext, and that in fact pertext is like the written language o1

mernoryj.
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Moving from the idea that memory functions as a pre-existing practice of

hypertextuality, this work thus raises questions about art, memory, history,

representation, and the institutions of knowledge. In looking at remembrances, I

shah also consider the repetition of several concepts and ideas when thinking

about hypertext. One of them will be the “rhizome” that has been repeatedly

referred to as an illustration ofhow hypertextuality ffinctions.

When querying the problem of the archived document in the age of the digitized

document, we shall see that on the World Wide Web, we are in between text

archives, in search oflinks. Browsing within hypertext leads to knowledge sharing

as weIl as combining the real and the digital.

According to Montreal-based artist, sociologist and philosopher Hervé Fischer,25

icons are a cctlture’s visual condensations. Functioning like hyperlinks, icons are

perfect résumés or frames of cultural practices:

L’art est iconique. ou il n’est pas.

Ces icônes nous apparaissent comme des condensations visuelles
symbolisant dans leur structure. leur esthétique et teur thème. les structures.
les valeurs et les préoccupations principales de la société qui les porte. Elles
renvoient donc aux grands mythes de chaque société. Elles deviennent des
images social es référentielles mai cures.

25 Ahihana/vse Du futur. bv Hen’é fischer. vas published on the Internet in 2000. 11e text can be
secn and read free of charge al lfflp://www.heneflscher.calfr!mfhtml. A review on the web site
says Ihal: cThe publication of this book ias not decided on bv a readïng committec and publisher.
but b an author.’
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La même analyse s’applique évidemment â une sculpture. une architecture.
une oeuvre musicale, cinématographique ou littéraire, à tme chorégraphie:6

L’imagination du futur vient du passé: les idées qui jaillissent comme des
fleurs, plongent leurs racines dans la mémoire des théories ancestrales.27

Icons are major cultural references, for “art is iconic or is not art” (L ‘art est

iconique ot n ‘est pas) as Hervé Fischer aise explains:

The question is not one of realitv’s resistance te. or its vanishing into, a
triurnphant virtual parallel world, but of the close and creative hybridizing
bettveen reality and its pewerftil and expanding digital simulacmm. Here is
the foundation of an innovative society. Fer example, allew me to prephesy
that virtual shopping centers tike Amazen.cem will soon open real urban
boutiques which xviii support each other and enjoy the best of beth werlds,
for our cenvenience and therefore its own financial success, if it is not se
proud of its original radical vision that it is blinded te the advantages ef this
strategv. in the beginning of the computer image. creaters defended 100%
pure computer-generated graphics without any video capture but nowadays,
we aim te combine real and digital production.28

We want the best of both worlds and try to preserve ail memories. from this

vantagepoint, the redistributed knowledge netwerkl is more of a scattering where

going from ‘click te click’ metamorphosizes the text as the reader goes along.

When gleaning from one site te another, text changes in eue click, giving way te a

new transmission. While passing from eue electronic page te another, the reading

path creates rhizematic “reading leaps”, between and within texts. I suggest here

that there is a link between the continuous metamorphosis of the text and the

rhizomatic reading.

26 Ibid., 160.
27 Ibid.. 16.
28Again click and sec Hervé Fischer’s web site where features the follewing text: “Te 3e Or Net
Te 3e.. Digital” sec http://www.hervefischer.ca/fr/mf.html
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Hypertexts interlink by using cross-reference examinations. This is essential

when one uses a browser like the nowadays popular www.google.com search

engine, for many references appear depending on the search words gleaned but

they are ephemeral. for even if archives can be found, one has to know that an

archive exists in order not to repeat what has aÏready taken place, and miss a

relevant link by being unaware ofits existence.

Even though the çjstributed knowledge networkj is scattered, knowledge

remains o network, and this network implies redistribution because every link

conjures up a different fragment of information or memory.

But again, rernembrances are flot necessarily memories of an original time and

space — in the linear sense of thinking that memory happens in a particular time

and space. We can create souvenirs by linking together document fragments

without them having necessarily to be either from the same moment in time or

from the same space.

With the possibilities of modifying any document when using the new media

technologies, creating document memories is now beyond reality needs. Any

document can be either changed or created from another existing piece without

anyone ever needing to know from whence it came or how it was recycled and

brought back to the public eye. News broadcasts are constantly confronting us
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with the question: “is this picture for real?” We see, hear and read things and we

are îlot sure how they were composed, sampled or put together?

In the information age, virtual memory has changed the real into the hyperreal.

This is what Jean Baudrillard implied when he said: “simulation is the generation

by models ofa real without an origin or a reality: a hyperreal.”29

We shah see in my scattered examples how new technologies can repeat

memories so that for example, Lucy Maud Montgomery readers remember

childhood readings, but can also deform and create them from scratch by hinking

up and mixing each other’s memories. Linking and looking for multiple recycling

of cultural images will on a very different note, make me glean and link to the

sampling reutilization of images like the iconic memory created by the Korda

photograph ofErnesto Che Guevara.

According to Umberto Eco in his 1986 essays TraveÏs in Hyperi’eatity, popular

culture in the United States holds many cultural models that look so much hike the

original that flot knowing their origin does flot even matter or that the original

When there are no references left. when resurrections become ailificiaL nostalgia takes ail ils
importance. For Jean Baudrillard in Simulacres et Simulation: “Lorsque le réel n’est plus ce qu’il
était, la nostalgie prend tout son sens. Surenchère de vérité, d’objectivité et d’authenticité secondes.
Escalade dti vrai, du vécu, résurrection du figuratif là ou l’objet et la substance ont disparu.
Production affolée du réel et de référentiel, parallèle et supérieure à l’affolement de la production
matérielle: telle apparaît la simulation dans la phase qui nous concerne — we stratégie dtt réel, dc
néo-réel et d’hyperréel. que double partout une stratégie de dissuasion.” 17. It is not about a faise
representation but it is about hiding the fact that the real is not real anymore aiid for Baudrillard. it
is about the importance of saving a principle of reahty: “Il ne s’agit plus d’une représentation
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would seem unimportant if compared to the copy. However, a copy even if it is

just as real or even more real (as the prefix “hyper” suggests) is repeating a

memory.

for example, in his article “Parthenon, Nashville — From the Site of History to

the Sight of Memory” published in the volume on cultural recycling, Waste Sue

Siories, Éric Méchoulan analyzes whether the replica of a famous building can be

seen as authentic, or whether it is just as real or even more real. Or, as Méchoulan

daims, the replica creates a new history of relationships and does flot just repeat a

memory. When contemplating the famous Parthenon flot in Athens but in

NashviÏle, Tennessee, Méchoulan wonders:

What does it mean to possess a Parthenon at home. whcn one is ilot
Athenian? Not a small reproduction. mmd vou, but the re-creation of a full
scaic Parthenon. Such is the experience of any Nashville citizen. Btit what
kind of experience is it to behold a modem Parthenon arnidst the green
spaces of Nashville Centeirnial Park —a nice place, indeed. for a Sunday

30stroli?

for Méchoulan, the experience of a Sunday stroti ta the Nashvilte Parthenon is

that of an immediate moment in time uniting past and present and leaving behind

the conscious dimension of history possible in Athens. Whereas in Nashville,

“ttlhey are able to resist loss and temporal damage, because they unite the very

fausse de la réalité (Fidéologie), il sagit de cacher que le réel nest plus le réel. cl donc de sauver le
principe de réalité in Si,nttlacres et Simulation. (Paris: Gaulée. 1981). 26.

Fric Méchoulan. Parthenon. Nashville — From ihe Site of Historv to tue Sight oC Mernon’. in
Brian Neville and Jokmne Villeneuve. eUs. Waste Site Stories (Mbanv NY: State Universitv of
New York Press. 2002). 143.
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ancient and the very new without any obvious break”31, on the European continent

experiencing the Athenian Ruins takes past and present apart. Méchoulan talks

about a rupture in time that can neyer be re-experienced and, I suppose, can only

be Ïived as the loss ofa history.

Now. experience ofruins and experience in niins are two different things.
Historical cxperience is an cxpcrience of a caesura, of a rupture between past
and present: it is strnchtred bv the toss of the past as present. Historv is an
experience of mediation; it is an experience ofniins. At Parthcnon. Nashville,
historv seems to offer the experience of irnrnediacv, but—paradoxicallv
enough—an imrnediacy of duration: history as tradition, not as scientific
discourse; history as something present, not as mi object of studv. A short
sighted” history. so to speak.2

Can we say then that oniy an aura remains in Athens for tourists to glean? It

should then corne as no surprise that, where originality is indeed the result of

“fake-recycling,” something like a Nashville Parthenon would be designated as an

“original replica”—that is, as Tvléchoulan puts it, a site that “dissolves time in the

imrnediacy or synchronicity of its presentation”.33

“Nowadays people experience h not oniy as a locus of history, but as a place of

memory.”34 According to Méchoulan, collective memory must communicate a

common feeling of identity and, even more, of imrnediacy. Méchoulan argues that

the replica creates a new history of relationships. Fair enough, but I believe that a

‘ 147.
32 Ibid.. 14$.
33lbid.. 149.

Ibid.. 119-150.
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Sunday strnlÏ to the Parthenon takes a whole other dimension now that I can travel

to either Athens or Nashville simply by browsing the Internet.

In my opinion, the experience of searching for these buildings through image

replicas can be just as authentic. Furtherrnore, the hypertext experience of the

Parthenon acquired by clicking personal web sites of tourist pictures taken during

a visit to either Athens or Nashville are for the web sites gleaner that I am, a way

ofsharing memories without having visited either place physically.

For example, taking a virtual tour of the Parthenon in Nashville, Tennessee, can

be done by browsing the hypertextual slideshow on the web site at the following

URL: http ://www. nashville. gov/parthenonltour. htm where it is indeed explained

that

The Parthenon stands proudly as the centerpiece of Centeirnial Park,
Nashville’s premier urban park. The re-creation of the 42-foot statue Athena
is the focus of the Parthenon just as it vas in ancicnt Grcece. The building
and thc Athena statue are both fiuli-scale replicas ofthe Athenian originals.

Originallv built for Tennessee’s 1897 Centennial Exposition, this replica of
the original Parthcnon in Athcns serves as a monument to what is considered
the pinnacle of classical architecture. The plaster replicas of the Parthenon
Marbies fotind in the Naos are direct casts of the original sculpttires which
adomed the pediments of the Athenian Parthcnon, dating back to 438 B.C.
The originals of these powerful fragments are housed in the British Museum
in London.

The Partbenon also serves as the citv of Nashville’s art museum. The focus of
the Parthenon’s permanent collection is a group of 63 paintings bv l9th and
2Oth centurv American artists donated bv Jarnes M. Cowan. Additional
gallerv spaces provide a vernie for a varietv oftemporary shows and cxhibits.
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0f course, the Parthenon stands as an icon of Ancient Greece. Visiting the

original Parthenon in Athens remains in the pure tradition of linear history telling,

browsing a new history of relationships between originals and copies invites to

rethinking memory practices and values. Why? I believe that just a tourist trip to

history in order to be able to daim “been there, done that, seen it ail,” is less

educational than forming an opinion afier having experienced a variety of cross

references referring to what a Parthenon is and can still become. To this end, a

web search on the Parthenon can be highÏy valuable.

Becoming aware ofrecycling is about learning history, yes, but history in today’s

Athens is in the present. It is history exposed to the contamination of time,

pollution, alteration and forgetting. The pedagogical aspect of browsing through a

new history of relationships whether on the World Wide Web, in Nashville or in

the ‘real’ Greek capital depends upon a different encyclopaedic ideal of

experiencing the Athenian Parthenon and having the possibility of discovering ah

its facets, recurrences and copies and not just a tourist trip to the authoritative

Acropolis nowadays media staged with son et lumière. In the sarne way, we shah

see how tourists travel the globe hooking for traces of the past and how fans come

back from Cuba wearing a Che Guevara T-shirt or travel to Prince Edward Island

in the hope ofcatching a glimpse ofGreen Gables.
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Beyond the Book-Form, Back to Associative Practices

Hvpertextual writing creates a semiotic blur of cross-referencing. Everv word
is. in principle. a hot word that is linked to endlcss chains of reference,
which, in turn, are linked to other referentiat traces. furthcrmore, these
networks are not fixed or stable but are constantly changing and shifting. The
text is no more secure than the author is authorative.

B pushing the encvclopaedic ideal to its otiter limit. hvpertextual networks
bring its collapse.

Hypertext is a thïnker toy.35

The above-boxed citation, which ifinctions here as a recurring hyperlink, cornes

from a printed book. I have staged it as if it were a hyperlink to click on to remind

us that there is a thread here, making us aware ofthe endÏess chain ofreferences.

See the inserted image on the next page, in order to compare the simple text

frarne above with the designed and graphically disposed typography fragment on

the actual page ofthe book

Here, the page really pops out and absorbs oui- gaze:

Marc C. Taylor & Esa $aarincn, Telewriting. in Imagologies, media philosophv. (New York:
Routledge. 1994). 8.
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This citation cornes from ImagoÏogies, media phiÏosophy, a book composed of

graphic design layouts or text fragments which originaïly were the e-mail

exchanges between two friends speculating on the nature and ways of the new

electronic media. In this book, the authors try to transcend the printed format by

framing bÏocks oftext in the same way that cornpctter word-processing has made it

possible to surround text in different colours and boxes.

Over the last two decades, new writing technologies made accessible through the

personal computer have made writers and readers alike experience new ways of

expressing ideas through collage and montage and thus slowly leave the print

frarne.

On the problem of keeping a frame structure, George P. Landow, author of one of

the first books on hypertext theory published in 1992, described in the chapter

entitled: “How I Am Writing This Book”, his frustration on writing about

hypertext in the form of “an old-fashioned form, a book.”36 Landow writes how

shiffing from the typewriter to a word-processing program on a computer changed

his text-writing habits. In his book, Landow relates his longing for a hypertextual

mode where he would be able to link abstracts or fragments:

[PÏroduce a book. not bv conventional argument. but by creating brief essavs.almost abstracts. on the six or seven main points of convergence betwcenthese two attitudes toward textualitv and then linking nested arrangements of

36 George P. Landow in Hvperte,vt: The Convergence of Contemporarv Crizical Theorv amiTechnologv. op.cit.. 7$.
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the original texts. In some cases. a rcmark b Derrida deserves discussion in
manv separate contexts. but book technologv demands that I use it onh
once.37

Notice how a mere decade ago, Landow stiil had to talk in terms of book

technology and how, even though he wishes for the contrary, thoughts are

produced and distributed in books. Print has been organized according to the mies

of singularity. Things can be said oniy once, in the sense that “book technology

demands that I use it oniy once” and quote within a certain frame where it is

custom that one must not repeat parts of texts more than once. it is interesting to

note that the same thing happens with film editing. With celluloid images, you cut

and edit an image once, with the electronic media, for example in a video-clip, you

often repeat the same image as rnany times as you want to.

Strangely enough, the desire to either change a picture or repeat a film in a

different way has made film directors bring out new versions of their movies.

These versions are either remakes or new versions called “the director’s cut”. The

so-called remastered or uncut versions of films like Ridley Scott’s Black Runner,

whose “revised cut” was: “The original eut ofthe flituristic adventure.” The blurb

continued: “The story of Black Runner is familiar to countless fans. But few have

seen it like this. Because ihis is director Ridley Scott’s own vision of his sci-fi

classic.”

Ibid.
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In ouï common copy-cut-and-paste fragmentation of digitized documents, the re

appropriation and remix Iogic of cultural production whether in film or in text

documents using word-processing technology other than linear writing, or

handwriting and typewriting is nowadays flot even an issue anymore and new

rnodified versions even ofbig screen movies can be edited. Today’s undergraduate

and graduate students ail hand in computer-printed papers. They may stiil argue

using what Landow calls the book structure, but they ail know about composing

brief texts and making use of what he calis the ability to copy-and-paste, thus not

only reading notes or electronic text quotes, which according to him, ccencourages

one to expend effort knowing that it need flot be wasted by the later need to retype

or recopy.”38

According to Landow, computer-writing technologies free from a constraining

book frarne have made things easier when it cornes to accurnulating notes and

quotations for future textual use. These technologies are indeed useful as memory

revision notes but they also shape a rernixed way of reading and producing cuitural

objects.

As Jay David Boiter wrote in 1991, a text caught in a book frame is not sufficient

because a text is always trying to connect to other documents, asking to interact, as

seen in the need for footnotes. Boiter even speaks of a conflict situation for the

enfrarned text:

Ibid.
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There is a conflict between the printed volume as a frame and the tcxt that is
enframed. Tbe frarne is flot adequate to contain and delimit the text. whicb is
constantlv threatemng to spi11 out of its container.

To elaborate on this passage in Writing Space, Tue Computer, Hvpertexl, and the

J-flsiory of Wrlling, Boiter also wrote that electronic text should be seen as a

network and flot as a number of pages that have been stuck together in a linear

manner. For Boiter, the computer fits in the technoiogy of writing and for him, a

definition ofwhat he named “electronic text” wouid be:

[A] weaving together of eLernents treated svmboticallv. (...) Kvpermcdia
sirnpiy extends the principies of eiectronic writing into the domain of sound
and image. (...) No one writer or reader bas substantiai control. no one has
substantial responsibilitv (...) the reader of an electroruc text is made aware of
the author’s simuitaneous presence in and absence from the text, because the
reader is constantiy confronting structural choices established bv the author.
(...) Electronic text is the first text in which the eiements of meaning, of

structure. and of visual dispiay are ftmdarnentaiiv unstabie t...) restlessness is
inberent.

Here Boiter traces a portrait of the passage from printed text to its electronic

format. Boiter speaks of “computer Iiteracy.” His starting point is the culturai

dynamism produced by electronic texts. It aiiows textuai networking where the

reader can choose and most importantiy, take responsibility to explore different

ways and weave associative connections for texts thernseives are unstabie and

restless. As Ilana Snyder reminded us in her analysis on hypertext seen as a

labyrinth, Vannevar Bush and Ted Nelson thought the mmd to work by

J.D. Boiter. Writing Soace, The Gonpuier, J-h pertexi, ami the Histotv ofJVriting. op.cit. 143.

40Ibid.. 27-31.
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association: “Like Bush, Nelson thinks the mmd works by association: with one

item in its grasp, it moves instantly to the next, thus forming an intricate web of

traiis.”4’

A trail ofrestless associative relations does flot function as well using the printed

page for, even though printed text of course can also evoke other texts or ideas, it

can neyer directly refer to them, except by the use of quotation, paraphrasing or

footnotes. When documents echo each other in the print format, the links are

tediously made. The echo or intertextual cal! from one document to another has

however been one of the main cultural practices, as reading ofien works through

the movement from a document link to another and it is in the movement that

meaning occurs:

It is the movement from one configuration to the iiext that carnes much of
the meaning of an electronic text. (...) Electronic readers shuttle between two
modes of reading. or rather they leam to read in a wav that combines verbal
and picture reading. Their reading inciudes actÏvating signs bv typing and
moving the ctirsor and then making symbolic sense of the motions that their
movements produce.42

Moving through a document by the use of a document iink makes reading iess

static and allows for greater velocity and faster shifiing in the document’s

composition. Intuitive even passionate dare I say, is the hypertextual reader’s path.

The electronic reader, as named by Boiter, is thus continualty shifiing from

pictures to textuaiities to be deciphered. A pninted book can, of course, also offer

Ilana Smder. Hiperlext The flectronic Lob urinrh (Melbourne: Universitv Press. 1996). 25.
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both word and image but the difference here is that words which are hyperlinked

can turn into images in a way similar to that of a clicked-on image can lead to a

written document. This merging of different media can indeed make the reader’s

head spin.

Beyond its form, the book as storage place or associative networking can be

hypertextuaÏized and take part in a constellation of documents within an

exploratory research movement. Guided by curiosity and intuition, the reader in

her memory search can have ber senses magnified through the muÏtipÏicity of

forms of documentation made accessible hypertextually on the Net. This wide

accessibility gives a sense of”being on the move”, where reminiscence is moving

through souvenirs, just as browsing is going through computer memory files.

Hypertextual links lie at the intersections of texts; they work as relays or binding

points of different discourses. Looking for intertexts within a given cultural

memory is, of course, aiways partial and incomplete. A given cultural memory

starts off with what could be called the canon of a certain culture. Given the

critiques made by postmodernisrn and recently in cultural studies, we realize that

no culture is entirely closed and homogenous. In the discourses of the humanities,

cultural memories are flot thought of as homogeneous and not as a cultural

classical tradition of a number of “masterpieces”. The associative nature of

memory — concepts travelling through multiplied subjective cultural references —

42
j• D. Boiter. Fîriling .Space, The Computer, Hvpertext, ai,cl tue Historv of Jrritiiig. op.cit. 71.
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are bound to fragment the history of ideas. Brought up in cuitural conventions, we

stiil need taies to be told but one of these stories is realiy about what we need to

know about the diversity of stories.

Reading stories in computer texts implies looking through the zapping mode and

being at a critical distance. According to Boiter, we live in a free ieveiiing network

culture, with no hierarchy, where the text changes to suit the reader and create

fragmentation. Everyone has the freedom of his own Iiteracy there is not just one

definition. Every gleaner chooses his own path. “Our whole society is taking on

the provisional character of a hypertext. it is rewriting itself for each individuai

member.”43 Print no longer defines the “organization and presentation of

knowledge” or even the nature of knowledge itself. Electronic texts, shaped by the

reader-gleanerj wiIÏ continue to replace single-voiced and unified print texts and

thus through diversity struggie against content homogeneity.

Having access to documentation through hypertextual practices is not about

homogeneity or just one way of seeing things, but rather about cultural diversity

and the struggies to create different media links and other interpretations in order

to protest against canonical points of view. Hypertexts are not closed. Instead they

work through connectivity and openness without claiming to fix or to hold

knowledgeable tmth. Electronic texts do not “know” but ftrnction as knowledge

guides. On the other hand, books, because they can be “finished” give the

Ibid.. 233.
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impression of offering the world to the reader as an object of knowledge.44 In the

contemporary discourses of vanishing cultural diversity and rising cultural

homogeneity, hypertextual practices allow for open spaces of thought. With

computer mediation, collaborative channels can be opened. This effectively does

flot close any off or offer the last word on an issue.

In their article Seeing through ihe Interfiice: Computers ana’ flic fuinre o/

Composition, Nancy Kaplan and Stuart Moulthrop ask the following questions:

Which objects are produced by hypertexts and hypermedia? Can these productions

stili be considered as “text”? To which extent can they stiil be described as being

“writing”? Kaplan and Moulthrop rather talk of a “topographic composition” that

makes speech visible in space:

rC maintain that the representation of ideas through advanced technologies
stili requires the production of text: it is stiil composition. This type of

composition situates language —spoken. written. and iconographic in a
much richer context than the typed or word-processed essay can provide. A
course in multimedia composition would stiil do the work of rhetoric, the
critical srttdv of semiotics in action. but it would do so in a broader
technologicai context.

Composition, as we envision its future, involves more tban words plus
pictures, or video. or three-dimensional programs and the like. As Jay David
Boiter argues. writing is and aiways bas been topographic” — it is speech
made visible and then arranged in a mental space. But until graphie-user
interfaces for computers becarne available. writers could flot fuÏl exploit the
spatial and visual dimensions of texts. Computer-mediated technologies. like
hvpertext. allow creators of texts to constrnct their discourses in multiple
dimensions, expioring alternative pathwavs for traversai and developrnent.
This is the feature of hvpertext that makes its spatiaiity most apparent.

Sec Christopher J. Kceps essay The Disturbing Livctiness oC Macliines’ in Cibetpaee

Textua/itv: Coniputer Technologv & Literari Theorv, Marie-Laure Ryan, cd. (Bloomington and
Indianapolis: Indiana Universitv Press. 1999). 168.
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Working in a hypertextual writing space. an author emplovs visual as wcll as

verbal codes to structure and represent knowledge. The arrangements of

topics, their order and their relations to onc another. can be mapped on a

plane. displaycd as a hierarchical trec. or represented in some other schcmc45

Here we are rerninded that language is flot adequate when thinking a new or

especially a different way of looking at electronic writing. Moulthrop and Kaplan

are necessarily stiil caught in the old way of saying and explaining. ConsequentÏy,

their attempt at describing this “new” which is taking place requires using words

such as: “much richer”, “broader”, “more than ... plus” and actually highlights the

difficulty of making such descriptions. The reader has the impression that the

authors were caught between a way of seeing and taiking about things that would

dernand a new language.

Moulthrop and Kaplan stiil see a sense of the rhetoric, a certain topography and

the representation of knowledge in multimedia objects created with the use of

computer technologies. In the tradition of the five techniques of rhetoric —

inventio, di.spositio, eloctillo, memoria, pl’onunhiatio — they place “composition” in

an “arranged mental space” without criticizing the notion of representation of

memory. At the same time, they ernphasize the importance of the spatial and

visual when it cornes to their instrumental approach to hypertext, as seen in the

citation above: “an author employs visuat as well as verbal codes to structure and

represent knowledge.”

45Stuart Moultlwop and Nancv Kaplan. Sceing through the Interface: Computers ami the Future of

Composition”. in 11w Digital î! orcl: Text—Ba.vecl Comptiting in the Httn,ai,ities. George P. Landow

and Paul Delany. eUs (Cambridge. MA: MIT Press. 1993). 264-265
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The now classic book by Frances Yates, hie A•t c?fl”IetnoIy cornes to mmd here.

In it, Yates argues that there is a distinction to be made betweefl a natural memory

and an artificial memory:

The natural memorv is that which is engrafied in our minds. bom

simuhaneously with thought. The artificïal mernory is a memory

strengthcned or confirrned bv training. A good natural mernory can be
irnproved by this discipline and persons less well endowed can have their
wcak memories irnproved bv the art.

Artificial mernory is what rhetoric deals with and what is of interest to us here.

The ancient art of rnemory consisted in conceiving of memory as a “series of loci

or places” in which the orator’s imagination was able to move around in order to

constmct a story or a memory network that would allow him to recollect things

and where from he would be able to get the material for his speech. In other words,

ancient artificial memory techniques deal with the concept of placing images, or

things, or words in such a way that they can be kept and repeated later on.

Yates describes the so-called art of memory as the faculty to write or inscribe

things to be remembered within one’s own mmd, in other words, the mmd

becomes a storage place where one has the ability to network things that are to be

recalled later on:

16 Frances A. Yates. The Art ofi’tleniotv(Chicago: Universitv ofClucago Press. 1966). 5.
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The art of memorv is like an inner writing. Those who know the letters of the

alphabet can w rite down what is dictated to them and read out what the bave

wriften. Likewise those ho have leamed mnemonics cari set in places what

thcv have heard and deliver it from memory, For the places are very much

like vax tablets or papvrus the images like the letters. the arrangement and

disposition ofthe images like the script. and the deliverv is like the reading.
If we wish to remember much material wc must equip ourselves with a large

number of places. It is essential that the places shoutd form a series and must

be remembered in their order. so that we cari start from any locus in the series

and move either backwards or forwards from it.47

It is apparent that there is a similarity between the description of the ancient

memory “theatre” and the construction of a hypertext, as well as between the

discourse on the art of memory and the computer memory storage capacities.

More than flot hypertext remains too ofien perceived as a mol or device made for

linking different documents to make up a composition and flot ofien enough as a

practice, or a way that permits wrÏting upon writing. The perception is that in

hypertext, margins are present in the document. In the borders the reader cari leave

her comments as food for thought for any following reader. Scholars are seen as

collaborative authors of a continuing textbook where students can review

comments and writings.48

So when one reads or ventures within a hypertext configuration to seek out a

specific text or reference, text is continuousÏy fragmented and reading becomes

intuitive. The reader chooses to look for a specific fragment and to interrupt the

reading fiow, thus emphasizing the fact that this choice is not the resutt ofa logical

47 Ibid.. 6-7.
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decision, but rather the resuit of an associative and absorbing process. There exists

a difference between the hypertext practice that repeats the “art of memory” and

hypertext seen as a tool for writing in the margins.

Through Absorbing Practices

Hypertexts are samples that recali the workings of video-clips even if the two

practices do flot allow the same kind of interactivity. The short sequences which

compose video-clips are actualÏy absorbing scattered images which are themselves

loaded with references and many marks of recognition. The well-known music

video-clips have expanded within the Ïandscape of media culture to the point that

they even have their own dedicated networks. The most welI-known is MTV. This

kind of music television channet where the viewer is bornbarded wïth fragrnentary

music and image clippings has become omnipresent. Whether they be actual music

clips or commercial clips interrupted by short announcements made by the now

commonly called VJ’s —visual— instead of the DJ’s —disk— jockeys who present

recorded music sounds and, unlike a video-jockey, do not announce images. Just

as video-clips absorb the reader in fragmentary images, hypertexts mix and ‘rap’

texts, sounds and images on a repetitive rhythm and on a heterogeneous musical

plot (excerpts ofdisks, sound-effects by manipulation ofvinyÏ records.)

Richard A. Lanham. 77ie Elecfronic WorcÏ, Democraci, Techno/ogv ami hie 1rts (Universïtv of
Chicago Press. 1993). 212.
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in 1992. amidst the proliferation ofthe overwhelrning presence ofvisual and oral

practices, Guattari presented hypertext as being a new aesthetic practice. for

Guattari, we must return to a form of orallty but flot the spoken in opposition with

the written word. Interestingly, to explain hypertext, he gives jazz and rap as

examples of such spoken/written new aesthetical practices. Hip-hop and rap

cultural practices in particular, in the era of “techno-nomads”, as would say

Guattarï, we mix and recycle fragments of music as in the transfer through a

membrane through which we are pierced and influenced. In today’s popular music,

contaminations of music by other music fragments are of course numerous. For

example, hip-hop music is a culturaÏ practice that absorbs its listener in fragments

of memory, for it oflen uses already existing lyrics and pieces of music and thus

reminds us ofolder songs or samples ofmusic, launching the listener/viewer down

rnemory lane. 1f of course, she recognizes the recycled sample or if she is lefi

wondering, where have I heard this song before? She will experience a déjà-vii

moment.

The apparition of what he called centres of complexity and of multiple semantic

fields made Guattari write in his last book Chaosmose that we are now confronted

with a new aesthetic practice. The practice of hypertext prevents us from being

kept in a frame or in a closed territorialization that would prevent creativeness and

art.49

félix Guattan. Chaos,nose (Paris: Éditions Gaulée. 1992). 181.
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Aesthetics according to Guattari, is the production of oneseif as subject. Here,

aesthetics is seen as poesies, in the sense of a practice that fiinctions like a

crossroad between the actualization of finished configurations and updating

processes.5° T-Te pleads for pluridisciplinarity, for the invention of new reference

universes as well as the opening to multipÏicity:

Je est un autre, une multiplicité d’autres, incarnés au croisement dc
composantes d’énonciations partielles débordant de toutes parts l’identité
individuée et le corps organisé. Le curseur de la chaosmose ne cesse
d’osciller entre ces divers foyers énonciatifs. non pour les totaliser, les
synthétiser dans un moi transcendant, mais pour en faire, malgré tout, un
monde

for Guattari, this is more a question of the aesthetics of recycling, because for

him it is necessary to work on an aesthetic ofwhat he calis “transversality”, or of

going through, or even an experience of feeling absorbed. Similarly, speaking

about James Joyce and the open work of art, Umberto Eco referred to the multiple

meanings, chaotic character, polyvalence, and the multiple senses of this

chaosmese written in aH languages. The aesthetics of recycling are concerned with

observing how cultural objects are offen recuperated, even rehabiÏitated and

transformed in a new process of culturai production. In the process of recycling, a

sometimes earlier known but now forgotten object undergoes a process of

transformation and can enter multiple new networks.

50 Ibid.. 161.
Ibid.. 117.
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In Guattari’s Chaosmose, hypertext is precisely the new aesthetic practice that he

describes as the “nouvelle écriture cognitive et sensitive éloigné de l’ancienne

linéarité scripturale” or, in other words, the new cognitive and sensory writing

distant from the old scriptural linearity. He refers to Pierre Lévy’s work, Les

Technologies de l’intelligence, when mentioning that thoughts mediated through

computers are mutant, that they corne from other and from several universes of

reference; “Les formes de pensée assistées par ordinateur sont mutantes, relèvent

d’autres musiques, d’autres univers de référence.”52

for Guattari, such a traverse and opening statement should Ïead to eliminating

the ontological iron curtain which according to Pierre Lévy has been established

between mmd and matter by philosophical tradition. it is necessary to make

trai.’erse-absorhing links that present thernselves in the autopc)eisis hypertext.53

Pierre Lévy speaks ofa cognitive ecology:

A l’opposé de certains courants des sciences humaines qui ont longtemps

hypostasié des structures” mystérieusement agissantes aux dépens d”une

subjectivité déclarée illusoire ou subordonnée. L’écologie cognitive repère

mille formes d’intelligence active au sein d’un collectif cosmopolitique,

dynamique. ouvert, parcouru d’individuations auto-organisatrices locales et

ponctué de singularités mutantes.TM

Unlike Baudrillard. Pierre Lévy sees hyperreality and virtuality as non

catastrophic for society. For him, they imply creativity in the most abstract sense.

Pierre Lévv. Les technologies de l’intelligence, l’avenir de ta pensée â l’ère in/brmatique (Paris,

Editions de la Découverte. 1990). 57.

Félix Guattari, Chaosmose. op. cit.. 150-151.
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b make a further Iink in this chain ofthought, 1 consider how Régis Debray talks

of cognitive ecology in his book Croire, Voir, Faire. Here resounds what he too

cails ecological cognition. This has been present throughout the last thirty years in

Western society, where the individual is seen in osmosis with several transversal

identities.

Cognitive ecology deals with the notion of autopoelsis which is about the

individctat’s capacity of auto-reproduction in a world seen as an ecosystem

offering permanent resistance to circular repetitions and allowing for a constant

renewal of aesthetic frames. Ecological values concerning the way of perceiving

the individual may seem vague but deal with permanent changes and the

increasing nomadic multicultural individual confronted more and more with

diverse cultural practices from different worlds.

According to these ecological analyses, the new hypertext aesthetic paradigm of

the creation and the composition of mutant perceptions and affects has become the

paradigm of aLt possible forms of liberation, making obsolete the ancient scientific

paradigms to which historical materialism or Freudianism referred.

For Guattari, it is only late in Western history that art has been seen as a specific

activity for the practices of dance, music and signs of plastic arts or marks on the

human body in archaic societies were mixed with rimai activities and religious

Pierre Lévv. Les technologies de l’intelligence, l’rn’enir de la pensée à lre in/bnnatique. op. cit..
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manifestations. for Guattari, the individual was previousÎy situated at the

crossroads of rnany vectors of partial subjectivities.55

Just as Mallarmé’ s Un Coup de dés came to revolutionize textual aesthetics, the

new aesthetic hypertext paradigrn has ethical-political implications for once we

speak of creation, we talk of responsibility. Indeed, Guattari describes the new

aesthetic paradigm of hypertext as follows: “Le nouveau paradigme esthétique

processuel hyper-texte machinique a des implications éthico-politiques parce que

parler de création c’est parler de responsabilité.”56

in order to go beyond ancient rigid ideological frames, one must strive for a

decentralisation of media. for example, when a subject is debated there are a

plurality of viewpoints, given the proliferation of experiences and media, the

challenge is to aim for an open hypertextual and chaosmic arrangement of

utterances. Multimedia and diversity allow for common knowledge to be set up in

crosschecks of shared annotations, updates and crossovers. In a hypertext or on the

World Wide Web this cati be illustrated for example by individuals putting up

their own web page on a subject in order to make sure that their point of view is

heard by the cyber-gleaner as she searches and moves through the Web.

171.
Félix Guattari. Chaos,no.se. op. ciL. 150-151: situé au carrefour de nombreux vecteurs de

subjectivisation paiiiclle.’
56 Ibid.. 149.
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“Bouger, ce n’est plus se déplacer d’un point à l’autre de la surface terrestre, mais

traverser des univers de problèmes, des mondes vécus, des paysages de sens.. . des

nouveaux nomades. The project of a digital world would be to acquire

knowledge inside a collective memory and to go down knowledge lane

collectively with the help ofa new form of training.

Deleuze and Guattari describe nomadic dispersions where ideas are mediated

through images and through fragmentation. As for the knowÏedge network put

forward in the hypertext mode, this storage of a memory in a fragmented and

audio-visual manner gives us a way of thinking of documents as working in

interference, but also as a way of preserving our reference points and memories.

With the World Wide Web, which networks a distributed hypertext system, it is

interesting to observe how we may preserve a cultural heritage through Net

browsing, or form a ‘cultural memory map on the Net’. As a reader, you can use

the Web as follows. f irst, if your personal computer allows you Internet access,

you have access to a piece of software called a browser that dispÏays these

documents that you can read and glean. Links are highlighted ofien in the colour

blue or underlined, if you click on them. the linked document appears. Second, if

that document is on another machine, your machine makes the link and allows the

transfer with the other machine, using a completely absorbing communication

protocol that you do not see.

Pierre Lévy. L ‘Intelligence collective, pour une anthropologie du cyberespace (Paris. Éditions de
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Quotation, reappropriation, and pastiche or recycting culture through Net

browsing bas resulted in the absorbing and blending remix practice of cultural

production. ‘Electronic readers’ can download documents onto their computer’s

memory in order to keep them, cut them, copy them, fragment them, modify them,

and later on, paste the new altered works online and send them into circulation.

Through Gleaning Practices

As the editors of Wasie Site Stories, flic Recyding o,f Memoiy58 express their

concerns for waste of memory traces, they point out that the figure of the gleaner

or the act of “gleaning” by “fiimmaker [Agnès Varda59] who gathers souvenirs,

impressions, bits and pieces oflives. ofher life, for stories.” Gleaning might be the

best way to describe how it is to work with fragments. In emphasizing the verb

“gleaning”, Brian Neville and Johanne Villeneuve even add the idea of “combing

through images” as well as “hypertextual arrays of information, or fragments of

architectural di scourse.”

Gleaning — as in clicking from one item to another — is indeed an appropriate

word for describing hypertext practices. While picking up a series of cultural

fragments such as pieces of texts, or bits of music or images, the hypertext reader

la Découverte. 1991). it).
Brian Neville and Johanne Villeneuve. op. cit.. 21, footnote 8.
Agnès Varda Les glaneurs et la glaneuse. Ciné Tamaris. 2000. In .his documentarv. Varda

wanders the French couninside and green markets of Paris: she studies those who collect things
which other people les glaneurs”. have discarded or abandoned. whether out of necessitv or
activism. Thev gather and recycle valuable resources which our modem consmiier society avoids.
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ends up having culled a collection of associated items as if one had gone through a

pile of souvenirs and picked a few out to end up by being absorbed into what looks

like a story on memory.

Christine Ross who researches contemporary art and electronic arts introduces an

innovative notion of absorption, which I found useful in thinking about the

practice of hypertext and how it functions through absorption. Ross’ analysis on

video art proves useful for reconceptualizing the notions of surface and depth. The

author interrogates the status ofthe screen and its dematerialization through digital

practices and the experience of the frame and the image. What seems worth

recuperating from Ross here is that, just as a video image is flot flat and one

dimensional but rather full of depth. Thus, hypertext experienced through a

computer screen is full of depth just as a memory which is flot fat and one

dimensional. Entering a video screen implies depth and one should flot simply

judge a screen as superficial in the same way that television is said to be

superficial, mediocre, a medium that turns us into ‘couch potatoes’. Let us

consider the computer screen as a window that gives access to a diversity of

worlds if we take the time and have the curiosity to be absorbed.

Despite its seeming superflciality,6° an impression created by the simplicity of

operation (a ‘simpte click of the mouse’) that activates a hyperlink, hypertext is

full ofdepth precisely because it absorbs its reader-gleanei. Actually, for Ross, we
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do not penetrate the image, but it is more as if the image itself lures us and absorbs

the attention of our eyes. The electronic image is tiot about recalling reality as in

mimesis but rather about trying to replicate reality and the artist’s vision ofreality.

Des images vidéos qui. bien quelles relèvent toujours d’une certaine
inimesis. détournent et font dériver la promesse de Fimage de transmettre et
de faire passer la vision de Fartiste.61

As a painting is observed on a canvas a hypertext is seen on a screen. There it is

gleaned and accessed. The hypertextualized image or text is even triggered by

activating the cursor seen on the window. This occurs as if the digital cursor

resembÏed a runway from which one can jet through a text. Rather like Lewis

Carroll’s Alice, the reader is absorbed by the screen and enters into the depths of

this looking glass. The reader gleaning a hypertext creates links through the use of

computer media capable ofmixing the usual media oftext from books, film clips,

paintings, photographs or musical scores not in order to refer to a representation or

a reality but to have access to a memory heritage which is flot necessarily

coherent.

In her analysis on video images, Ross connects with the way a video absorbs

depth and the way in which the idea of linking is mptured through the effect of

image fragmentation. for ber, Fredric Jameson in bis analysis on postmodernity

misses the point when he believes the collapse of dualistic thought and the loss of

Sec Christïne Ross in images de surface, / ‘art video reconsidéré (Montréal. Éditions Artcxtes,

1996). where she distinguishes Oie idea ofthc surface.
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meaning and depth in video. Ross does not believe that surface and depth should

be opposed. By analogy, Ross’ criticism ofJameson is also addressed to the whole

modem tradition based on binary oppositions. She considers Jameson as an analyst

who watches the surface from afar, who proposes to stand outside and to watch

from a distance.

Standing back in order to achieve knowledge is a founding idea of modernity,

were the idea is to obtain a certain perspective or distance, as well as an inscription

system in order to be able to have a profound thought. b this, Ross objects that a

theorist who observes that which she wishes to describe from a distance, refuses to

be absorbed by the image and therefore cari only see the reflection as a Ïoss and

not as a renewaÏ.62 For Ross, the image surface on the screen and absorption into

its depths are certainly practices that go together.

The same holds tme for reading a hypertext document on a computer screen. To

wit, if gleaners do not click, they will not “participate”. By refusing to enter the

image on the screen, by wanting to keep a ‘safe’ distance, the gleaner cannot make

a link and thus cannot follow up on a search for knowledge. Entering the screen

forces her to let go of the speculative attitude of observing from a distance. One

must enter and participate, hence new technologies actualty enable us to tap

directly into memory.

61 Clwistine Ross. Ibid.. Introduction.
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The screen’s surface absorbs its reader and even if browsing or gleaning may

seem to be a point-and-shoot cursor placement on a word, phrase or image or

just a ‘click, click, click’ movernent, browsing indeed demands concentration (and

immersion, as will be seen for Marie-Laure Ryan) and participation. Landow

proposes to see hypertext hnking as speeding up the connections made and

allowing nonsequential reading and thinking.63

The notion of absorption and the implications ofa surface that does flot elirninate

depth allows for associations to be made and for creative reading or research to be

done.

Related to this point on being absorbed by one’s environment, there is a beautiffil

passage in J ndred/ 011 les limbes du Pacifique by Michel Tournier. This noveÏ is

the retelling or remake ofRobinson Cmsoe. It is a variation on a traditional theme

where Robinson immersed in nature learns from the mulatto named Friday that

there are, afier ail, better thinas in life than civilization and that there are other

ways than the traditionai ways of looking at things from a critical distance. In

Tournier’s Vendredi ou les limbes du Pacifique, Robinson Crusoe enters a cave at

the centre ofthe island on which he is stranded. In this pitch-dark cave, he tries to

feel his way:

Chnstine Ross. Ibid. chapter Ï.
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Il tenta d’abord tout superficiellement de s 7iabituer à l’obscurité pour
pouvoir progresser à tâtons dans les profondeurs de la grotte. Mais il comprit
que ce propos était vain et qu’une préparation plus radicale simposait. Il
fallait dépasser l’alternative lumière-obscurité dans laquelle l’homme est
communément enfermé, et accéder au monde des aveugles qui est complet,
parfait, certes moins commode à habiter que celui des voyants, mais non pas
amputé dc toute sa partie lumineuse et plongé dans des ténèbres sinistres,
comme l’imaginent ceux qui ont des yeux.

The entire nove! is based on the metamorphosis of Robinson Cmsoe. In this

respect the nove! resembles hypertext which is about metarnorphosing documents,

and non-linearity achieved by tooking for information in a pile of documentation

fragments as well as being absorbed by the depth and darkness ofthe cave.

Sirnilarly, Borges’ work seems to me to be an explicit association or a link that

can be made here, just as a link that could encounter an association in hypertext

practice. In order to make the switch to Borges and in assuming the responsibility

for the established association here, I see Tournier as a reader of Borges because

he too wonders about fragmented and condensed tirne. In a very Borgesian

manner, Tournier has Robinson not only being absorbed by his spatial

environment but also by time. Ihis Robinson feels just like the protagonist in Rie

Circular Ruins: “Fie wanted to dream a man; he wanted to dream him in minute

entirety and impose him on reaÏity.”6 for Borges, ail has already been said.

Indeed, his character, Funes, the rnemory man affirrns: “Afl’ memoly, sir, is like a

George P. Laudow. Hipertext The Convergence of Contemporaru Critical Theorv and
Technologv. op. ciL. 62.
64 Michel Toumicr. I ‘endredi ou les limbes dti Pacifique (Paris: Editions Gallimard. Collection

Folio. 1972). 102-103.
6 Jorge Luis Borges. The Circular Ruins in Ficciones. op. cit.. 58.
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garbage disposai.”66 Tournier shows his subtle recycling of the Borgesian mernory

archetype by having Robinson conclude that in mernory aï! ends up being the

sarne:

Pour moi désormais. le cycle s’est rétréci ati point qu’il se confond avec
l’instant. Le mouvement circulaire est devenu si rapide qu’il ne se distingue
plus de l’immobilité. On dirait, par suite. qtie mes journées se sont
redressées. Elles ne basculent plus les unes sur les atttres. Elles se tiennent
debout, verticales, et s’affirment fièrement dans leur valeur intrinsèque. Et
comme elles se ressemblent au point qu’elles se superposent exactement dans
ma mémoire et qu’il mc semble revivre sans cesse la même journée.67

in memory, the repetition of days becomes one and the same experience.

Everything seerns to be compressed in one moment as if one and the same.

Through Immersing Practices

focused on the non-linearity as well as the multi-linearity of hypertext, Richard

A. Lanham analysed in 1993 what be called The Eiec;ivnic Woïa Democracj’,

TechnoÏogy and the Arts.68 In his definition of hypertext, text has a dimension that

traverses texts. This for him gave textuality a third dimension, as Lanham

explains:

Hvpcrtext is a nonlinear means of clectronic expression in which the texftial
surface is given a third dimension by embedding ftirther kinds of information
beneath the surface. A changing svmbol or tvpeface lets the reader know that
a hvpertext is concealcd beneath that text. And of course there are texts

66 Jorge Luis Borges. “funes, The Memorious” in ficciones, op. cit., 112.
67 Michel Tournier, Ibid.. 219.
68 Richard A. Lariham. The Electronic iIrcl, Deinocracv, Technologv anci the 1rts (Universitv of
Chicago Press. 1993).
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behind those texts. The reader’s path through such interreferentialitv soon
becomes totallv nonlinear and. if not totallv unprcdictable. certain]v

chaotic.”6

Here, we see again how electronic media leads one to beÏieve that she is looking

beneath a surface to be immersed in a vast network. There are different approaches

to hypertext, however they ail share the idea that hypertext is both movement and

fragmentation. For example, Marie-Laure Ryan concentrated her studies on the

notion of immersion in 1999 in what she named Cvberspace Ter/ual/tv. For ber,

hypertext is the most well-known electronic genre where text is broken into

fragments.7°

Ryan distinguishes temporal, spatial and emotional immersion in hypertext

narrative and attempts to determine to which extent hypertext or interactive

textuality can retain its ability to tel! stories in friture cultura! practices. She puts

forward three different friture possibilities. Essentially when abandoning the mode]

of the nove], hypertext could explore: 1) “Self-contained lexias” (such as poems,

aphorisms, anecdotes, short narrative episodes or provocative thoughts), or 2) the

multimedia capabilities of the new digital technologies (such as a CD-ROM,

interactive art and computer games), and 3) experimentai interactive text which is

stili marginal in literature.

69 jd
‘ Sec Marie—Laure Rvan, cd. Cybeispace Textual/tv, Gamputer Tecliiiologv anci Literari Thearv

(ladiana UP. Bloornington and Indianapolis. 1999). 6.
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Because hypertexts are activated through hypertextual links, they function

through fragments and within moments of pauses, interferences and discontinuity.

For some, fragment linking provides a way ofbecoming immersed into text. Ryan

sees text as an object rather than a process and hypertext as the process stored in a

network whose noUes are connected by electronic links. A fragment contains a

number of different links, offering the reader a choice of directions to follow. By

letting readers have access to a non-linear mode of reading, hypertext facilitates

access to information. In her words, “the device provides an efficient searching

tool through a database.”7’ Furthermore, because hypertext appears physically on a

computer device, it is seen as a device and so, considered to be a tool.

Ryan focuses on the selective interactivity of hypertext In her 2001 study on

hypertext and interactivity in literature, she recalis how fragmented text is part ofa

general definition ofwhat hypertext is thought to be:

[Tlhanks to the popularity of the Internet. the idea of lwpertext is so widel
known these davs that its presentation can be limited to a short refresher. In a
hvpcrtexttial svstem. text is broken into fragments —Ïexias.” for George
Landow “textrons’ for Espen Aarseth —and stored in a network whose nodes
arc connected by clectronic Iinks. By clicking on a Iink, usually a highlightcd
phrase. the reader causes the system to display the contents of a specific
node. A fragment typically contains a number of different Iinks. offering the
reader a choice of directions to follow. By letting readers determinc their oti
paths of navigation through the database. hvpertext prornotes what is
customarijv regarded as a nonlinear mode of reading. The applications of the
idea nowadays include the World Wide Web, educationat databases. the on
une help files of comptiter programs. Ph.D. dissertations and other scholarlv

fl 7.
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texts. and multimedia works on CD ROM, as well as poetrv and literarv

fiction.72

Here, Ryan acknowledges the inspiration given by the 1997 Espen Aarseth’s

book on the question of cybertext where he talks of Ergodic literature. For

Aarseth, hypertext is thinking about a process or a path and about ways, routes and

passages when it cornes to electronic textuality. He concentrates on the book and

the labyrinth and sees hypertext as a work in movement. Ergodic textuality

produces different sequences every time it is covered or skimrned through.

Through Replacement Practices

Hypertexts work through hyperlinks that cari connect bÏocks or fragments oftexts

and cross different types of media to make them biend together. Jay David Boiter

and Richard Grusin mention Michael Joyce, for whom “{r]eplacernent is the

essence ofhypertext.”73 For Boiter and Grusin, visuai rnultiplicity

liluxtaposes media and replaces one medium with another as it combines
music with graphics and animations reminisccnt of comic books and other
popular forms. As Michaci Jovce reminds us. replacement is the essence of
hypertext. and in a sense the whole World Wide Web is an exercise in
replacement. ‘

Actually, their footnote in their 1996 text which first introduced their remediation

concept reported “as [Michaei] Joyce puts it: text reproduces itself hypertext

Marie—Laure Rvan. Narrative as ÏrtuaÏ J?eality, Immersion anci Interactivit in Literature auJ

EÏectronïe Media (Joims Hopkins UP, Bahimore and London. 2001). 206.

Jay David Boiter and Richard Gnisin. “Remediation” in Configurations 4-3 (1996), 335-337.
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replaces itseif” In this footnote, Gnisin and Boiter add the comment that Joyce

had said this flot in a text, but in a “private communication”, possibly to stress that

a reguiar footnote quote could flot be given here. They stiil feel obliged, however,

to credit the observation. From Grusin and Boiter, we learn that the idea of

replacement carne from Michael Joyce but was flot recorded in the traditional way.

This shows how one can in fact, refer to the author’s words as though they were

heard through the grapevine. Boiter and Grusin picked up their quote a second

time in their Remediation book, which illustrates how chains of thoughts as Iinks

are aiways picking up on repeated threads:

When the user clicks on an undcrlined phrase or an iconic anchof on a web

page, a link is activated that cails up ariother page. The new material usuallv

appears in the original window and crases the previous text or graphic.
although the action of ciicking may instead create a separate ftarne within the

same window or a new window laid over the first. The new page vins our

attention tbrough the erasure (interpenetration). tiling (juxtaposition). or

overlapping (multiplication) of the previous page. Bey ond the World Wide

Web. replacement is the operative strategv of the whole windowed style. En

using the standard computer desktop. we ptiii down menus, click on icons.

and drag scroli bars. ail of which are devices for replacing the current visual

space with another.

Repiacement is at its most radical when the new space is of a different

medium— for example. when the user clicks on an underlined phrase in a web

page and a graphie appears. Hvpermedia CD-ROMs and vindowed
applications replace one medium wfth another ail the time. confronting the
user with the problem of multiple representation and challenging her to
consider ht one medium might offer a more or less appropriate
representation than another. In doing so. thcy are pciformïng what we would
characterize as nets of remediation.”7

Ibid.
Jav David Boiter and Richard Grusin again but now. in their book entitlcd Remecilation,

Lhiderstandiiig Neit’ Media (Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press. 1998), 44.
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The hypertext gleaner overwrites by clicking on chosen links. For the media

critics Boiter and Grusin, observing computer games, digitai photography, virtuai

reality, film and television has made them refute the idea that digital technologies

must be considered separately from earlier media for they argue that digital media

in general rernediate other media. They cail the representation of one medium in

another remediation. In other words, eariy photography remediated painting, as

film remediated theatre and television, film. for them, remediation is either

transparent when a particular medium goes about ignoring the presence of the

medium itseif, or remediation works as hypermediacy when it is seif-absorbed and

fascinated by the medium itself. for instance, hypertext rernediation cannot let go

ofthe cuitural tradition ofthe page to which it is stili trying to imitate or ding.

Baudriilard understands through the changes brought by virtuality, the loss ofthe

real in contemporary hypen-eal society. Hypermediacy just as hyperreality,

explained by Baudrillard and Eco, happens when a succession of dislocations

connecting a series of imitations to an original becomes so replaced that the reaÏity

ofthe original is eclipsed as a referent.

As an exampie, Boiter and Grusin refer to Hoiiywood films based on classic

noveis by authors such as Jane Austen produced during the iast decade:

{Thesc films] are historicaiiv accurate in costume and setting and very
faithful to the original novels. Yet they do flot contain aiy overt reference to
the novels on which thcv are based: thcv certainlv do not acknowledge that
thev are adaptations... . The content has been borrowed. but the medium has
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not been appropriated or quoted.76

Made of texts, images, film sequences or sound, hyperlinks allow references to

merge. One can imagine bypertext presentations of documents (or the equivalent

of texts, books, films, images, sounds) in which the reader can cail up ail the

reviews and comments on a particular document, which would then inevitably

exist as part ofa complex dialogue. Hypertexts, which link documents, destroy the

physical isolation of a document and let cultural works of art blend together and

replace each other constantly.

Nowadays hypertexts are primariiy associated with the internet and World Wide

Web, because as a technology, hypertexts were developed by computer scientists

to allow easy access to documents. Hypertexts work through document linking,

through associations of ideas they ofien go off a tangent and can, like travelling

concepts, move across cultures and disciplines and reveal the interrelations of

cultural documents.

1f hvpertext situates texts in a field of other texts. can anv individual work
that has been addressed bv another stiil speak so forceftullv? One can imagine
hvpertext presentations of books (or thc equivalent) in which the reader can
cali tip ail the reviews and comments on that book. which would then
incvitablv exist as part ofa comptex dialogue rather than as the embodiment
of a voice or thought that speaks unceasinglv. Hypertext. which links one
block of text to rnyriad others. destroys that physical isolation of text. just as
it also destroys the attitudes created by that isolation. [.1
It destrovs one of the most basic characteristics of the printed text —its
separation and its univocalitv. Whenever one places a text within a network
of other texts, one forces it to cxist as part of a complex dialogue. Hvpertext

76Ibid.
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linking. which tends to change the roles of author and reader. also changes
the limits ofthe individual text.[. .1
Hvpertext blurs the distinction between what is “inside’ and what is
outsidc a text.77

In both scholarlv editing and scholarlv prose divisions of tcxt partake of fixed
hierarchies of status and power. The smaller size type that presents footnote
and endnote text. like the placement ofthat text awav from the normal center
of the readcrs attention. makes clear that such language is subsidian.
depcndcnt less important. [...

Oiie experiences hvpertext annotation of a text verv differentlv. In the first
place. etectronic linking immediately destroys the simple binary opposition
oftext and ilote that founds the status relations that inhabit the printed book.78

following in the footsteps of postmodem criticism, hypertexi practices condemn

the totalizing modem theory ofrationalizing knowledge, and are

[lin fav ont of multiplicitv. pluralitv. fragmentation. and indetcrminacv. In
addition. postmodem thcorv abandons the rational and unifled subject
postulated b’ much modem theorv in favour of a sociallv and tinguisticallv
decentred and fragmented subject.79

0f course, when the postmodern discourse appeared during the 1980’s and early

1990’s, hypertextuality was not yet an issue since computer practices were flot yet

as widely accepted as they were at the threshold ofthe new millennium. However,

I would like to argue that hypertext practices were the logical consequence of the

contemporary intemacting developments and a discourse focussing on multiplicity

and fragmentation. This is a discourse that is concerned with foïlowing

George P. Landow. Hvpettext, The convergence of Contempotari’ Critical Theotv and
Teclinologv. op. cit.. 63
78 Ibid. 65.

Stevens Best and Douglas Kellner. Posrmoclern Theorv: (‘ritical Interrogations (New York. The
Guildford Press. 1991). 4-5.
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experiences, reiationships, and memory associations that are diverse and

numerous.

Studies on interpretation have shown that although there might be an ideal author

and ideal reader, these idealized personae have their own idea about what a text is

and where it stands, so interpretations are, of course, subjective and no document

can tmly exist as an entity. Knowing that no reader of a text nor any viewer of an

image can be expected to see or understand in exactly the same manner, it is hard

to understand how cultural rnemory can function as a whole.

Different paradigms of different interpreters wlll leave different traces and should

be taken into account. In that case, what does writing do to memory? What can

happen to memory within the new technology practices? For example, for Boiter:

Writing is a technologv for collective memorv. for preserving and passing on
hurnan experience. f...) Eventtiaiiv writing also becorncs the preserver and
extender of other technologies, as an advanced culture develops a technical
literature.8°

As a resuit, the daily practice of new technoLogies for the computer literate

becomes part of common hurnan experiences for passing on messages, sharing

documents or simply looking up some information. On the screen, windows are

like palimpsests on which one can constantiy rewrite and replace new links by

substituting new pages through text navigation and instant searching allows the

J. D. Boiter. Wrïting Space, J7ie Computer, Hi.pertexî. andthe Historv ofîvriting. op.cic. 33.
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question of memory to remain open. When rnemory is allowed to occur as the

reader enters the screen, it is as if one walked into a city looking for moments of

recognition in the style ofWalter Benjamin’sflneur or dweller.

For example, In Salman Rushdie’s 2001 Fuiy, the main character walks around

in New York City looking at posters advertising the latest film featuring pop star

Jennifer Lopez. He reflects upon the fact that this movie The Ccli sounds like a

remake ofFantastic Voyage, featuring Raquel Welch but the question is whether it

really matters that the latest movie could be a remake, for nobody remembers the

original anyway:

There were posters everywhere for The Ccli. the new Jennifer Lopez movie.
In it. Lopez was miniaturized and injected into the brain of a serial killer. It
sounded like a remake of Fantastic Voyage. starring Raquel Welch. but so
what’? Nobodv remembered the original. Everythings a copy, an echo of the
past. thought Professor Solanka. A song for Jennifer: We re living in o reiro
world and I con ci retrograde girl.81

Intertextuality goes beyond the presence of a certain text in another text. Neither

the quote nor the citation is the only visible sign of intertextuality. Documents

referring to each other are a sign of memory practices connecting to cultural

practices. But if intertextuality goes beyond literai quoting, can one propose that as

soon as textual documents show any resemblance to one another, can one speak of

intertextuality being at work? Traces of texts within other texts indicate

Sainum Rushdie. Furv (New York: Random Rouse. 2001), 142.
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intertextuality but this is when one speaks ofclosed texts, texts that work by using

linking.

Julia Kristeva introduced the notion of intertextuality at the end of the 60’s, to

indicate that every text is dependent on another text. For ber, intertextuality is a

question of transposition of one text into another. This is ofien done through

explicit transcription and copying of texts within other texts or assembling

documents through collage practices. Hence, intertextuality indicates that titerature

is part of a whole tradition, of a whote memory, and that no document can really

be considered as being isolated. The idea of ail literary production being part of a

whole broadened out into a great number of other interrogations. for if no text,

could be thought of as having been produced alone, how could one stili speak of a

single piece of art? Post-structuralist theorists such as Roland Barthes or Miche!

foucault are known within literary studies for announcing the death of the author

and for speaking ofthe different layers that are at work within artistic works. Let

us stress the fact here that intertextuality erases the medium in order to privilege

the abstract object that is a text. Intertextuality involves contextualizing texts in,

for example, what is the given Ïiterary canon of a national literature.

Readers understand given works of literature by contextualizing them within
the intertextual field(s) with whicb they are familiar. In his brief study of
Kaflcas precursors. Borges founds a reading of Kafka on the basis of an

intertext that Borges. flot Kafka. has inscribed.S2

Jern Varsava. Ca1vïnos Borgesian Odvssevs”, in Barçes anti His Sticcessors, The Bargesian

Impact on Literature ami the Arts. Edna Aicenbcrg. eU. (Universih’ of Missouri Press. Columbia.
1990). 187.
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As we shah see, hypertext as the open work of intertextuality and document

repetition allows for a pedagogical practice where memory arises through an

endless process of repetitions and associations. Hypertext begins its search as soon

as one clicks on a hyperlink and ends when the gleaner either stops activating the

hyperlinks or closes down the system. Hypertext is flot about a given canon

anymore.

Once intermpted but neyer really closed, a hypertext is flot like a book with a

bookrnark. You can only interrupt or get out of your immersion for it becomes

difficuh to find the page again83 or rather go back to the last link. Even if the

reader has marked up the link on his computer, it wihl remain mereÏy a point of

entrance, for one can neyer retravel the exact same electronic path or stroil for

hypertexts which function through associative links that can go on endlessly.

Unlike a printed book, a hypertexÏ cannot end with a last page marked “The End”

instead, as is ofien the case in the movie theatre, it should read “To be continued.”

For this reason, hypertext has been criticized as misleading and threatening the

direction of historical thought. Hypertext is seen, especiaÏty by scholars in the

humanities, as abrupt, superficial and interrupting a train of thought. Fearing that it

grows indifferent to time and to a culture as wehl as to a historical tradition that

valued memory above ail things.

As ïn Jorge Luis Borges’ hie Book ofSand. [For my analysis sec Section III].
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Anv ending vil1 be marked bv the punctualitv of interruption. (Thus the
purest paradigrn of a hvpertext ending: vou can just stop reading. decide that

vouve had enough. get up from the computer. wid walk awav.) But vou

cannot corne to a definitive ending within the docuverse. [.1

Readings of hvpertcxts are thus alwavs subject to misadventure: die
possibility that you might end up at a different destination from the one vou

intended overdetermines every tum you take. The presumed directionality of
a link —instrument. signpost. and phvlacterv sign and scholarship— is aiways

supplerncnted bv a tinks potential for rnisdirectiom the chance dncounters of
reading aÏwavs mav redetne the route you thought vou were fol1owing.4

Indeed there is no ending in a hypertext so it may seem to lead to getting lost.

However, cyber-straying is flot ail bad for it forces the reader to be active and to

delve into the available documents. If one foilows the above description of

hypertext, it couid be perceived as a misadventure where reading can only lead to

a wrong direction.

Yet this perception of rnisadventure is apparent only because a hypertext’s

ader-creator is precisely the agent who can bring about a possible network and

be the one who shows the way to thought creativity The hypertext reader becomes

the mediator or pedagogue of a memory, as moving through the written archives of

rnemory also implicitiy teaches a practice of memory.

By organizing a hypertextual network according to an archive as much

intertextual as hypertextual, our lost even unknown memory could be

recognizable. Hypertext provides educational and global means of access to
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memory, in the sense that globalization is seen as an ideology which recycles a

commercial principle: reach the largest number of people as far and wide as

possible. But as long as those who are supposed to transmit knowledge do flot

involve themselves in this new transmission of memory, the question arises: does

this recycling of memory flot create a situation of information and a re-information

but also of a disinformation and over-information?

Before any answer, 1 ask again what is hyper-text? (Similar to the question what

is a text?) Let me try therefore to tackie its etymology. First, there is the Greek

hyper-, a prefix meaning over, above, or excessive, used in such terms as

hyperbole (exaggeration in describing something). As an adjective, ÏBper is siang

for “keyed up” or “stressed.” Again the word expresses exaggeration. So, a hyper

text would be an excessive text, a mega- or super-text. While increasing, a text

changes; it transfers into a text with drawers, doors or files, each one a link giving

access to another document of the immense memory library that the Internet

already is. Hypertext is a text that extends to point or refer to other texts and even

include them. Note that in science, the prefix hyper- is something that exists in a

space of four or more dimensions, such as a h’peipÏane.

If hypertext is the organization of information units into connected associations,

like memory making associations, such an association is called a hyperlink or

hypertext link and a highlighted word to click on just as one would dwell on a

Terence Harpotd, “Conclusions” l$9-222 in HvpetText/Theorv. George P. Landow, cd. (Joims
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souvenir or faded photograph that brings back reflections from any point in

rnemory’ s databank.

Hopkins UP, Baltimore, 1994). 92-193.
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ICONS

Deleuze and G uattari’ s Rhioii, e

Rhizomatic Practices

Because a hypertext must be entered somewhere, the starting point is the

hyperlink on which a reader chooses to click. I will clarify or nuance the term

hypertext further by providing different definitions and by retracing hypertextual

practices of memory. for I believe that hypertext is flot ony a term that defines a

particular type of electronic text, but also a way of thinking mernory paths and

linkages. In section IIi, we will see how in the computer and media age, the

Argentinean author Jorge Luis Borges may be considered the precursor or herald

of hypertext wanderings. Although it seems that hypertext can be explained in

terms of fragmentation in the context of an emerging new textual expression, what

follows is a review of how the term has evolved in the last decade. As mentioned

before, this study wiÏÏ work mainly from one proliferating concept: the rhizome.

in Gregory Ulmer’s 1989 literary theory and media studies book, TeÏetheoiy, the

rhizome is seen as an image helping us to experience a new kind ofmemory which

keeps mnemotechnical tradition for the needs of electronic memory. Ulmer links

the rhizome and mernory to elaborate a new idea of mernory as a pedagogical

“construction”:
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In considering the rhizome, my purjose is to foctis on the place of memory as
a pedagogical construction and strategv. [j The rhizome is offered as an
image of memory in contrast to tree diagrams used to organize conceptual
structure in the apparatuS of print. [... What the trec diagram vas to the
book. the rhizome map is to clectronics— a model for a new order of memorv.
whose principles include “connection” “beterogeneitv” “multiplicity”
“rupture” The relationship ofthe reader to the tcxt. ofthe text to the world. is
rhizomatic: together they form a rhizome. which is not a relationship of
representation. resemblance. reference.

0f course a rhizome is an underground root system that attaches itseif to other

root systems and scatters targets in ail directions. Out in the air, there is nothing

arborescent about it. Unlike an “arbre de connaissance,” there are not millions of

roots growing into an orderly tree, but a miiiion littie underground proliferations.

The simultaneous presence of heterogeneous space means that there is no

hierarchized distance between one element and another; they are in the same

territory grafiing ideas across continents irrespective of national boundaries. The

rhizome, like Deleuze and Guattari’s book-machiiie,86 connects and assembles in

movement, without necessarlly losing or gaining anything and without giving

more importance to one element over another.

Alongside memory, the rhizome has also been identifled with hypertextual

practices for when moving through a document by the use of iinks or in browsing

Gregory Ulmer, Teletheor’: Grammatologv in hie 1ge of f 7cfec) (New York & London,RotiHedge. 1989). 140-141.
86 Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, “Rhizome”, in Iitle Plateaux, Capitalisme et schizoptiréiiie(Paris. Editïons de Minuit, 1980). 9-3 7. Where thcy daim: “Le livre en tant qu’agencement. estseulement en connexion avec d’autres agencements. lJj On ne cherchera rien à comprendre dans
tin livre, on se demandera avec quoi il fonctionne. en connexion de quoi il fait oti non passer des
intensités [.. .1 Le livre est une petite machine, une machine abstraite. Quand on éc;t. c’est de savoir
avec quelle autre machine la machine littéraire peut être branchée pour fonctionner”, 10.
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the World Wide Web, one finds elements to be linked, in a nascent rhizome. In the

Deleuzian concept of becoining, when A becomes B, A does flot give up being A.

It continues to be A, yet it becomes B without transforming itself into B. So when

the European scholar becomes “American,” she does not cease being European

and wiIl not entirely transform into an American. “Deterritorialization” cannot be

separated from “reterritorialization.” Becoming part of the sarne simultaneity

within its simultaneous undoing and redoing, is the way in which I wiIl now be

asked to look at textuality.

For Deleuze and Guattari, a plateau is aiways in the middle, not at the beginning

or the end, a continuous, seif-vibrating region of intensities whose development

avoid any orientation toward a culmination point or external end. As they explain:

“We cali a ‘plateau’ any multiplicity connected to other multiplicities by

superficial underground stems in such a way as to form or extend a rhizome.”88

On the World Wide Web, we are in between texts, in search of Ïinks that, because

ofthe addresses oftheir URLs, gleaners beliei’e to be travelling from one continent

to another, between Europe, North America and other points on the globe. The

linking and browsing within hypertext forms a “textual corpus,” a part of

knowledge sharing. There is a corporeal becoming of hypertext, like any

When I decided to continue my literary studies in North America, I was asked [o let go of
colonialist thinldng —or hierarchical ways of thinking— in which I had presumably been raised in
Europe. I now had to “deterritorialize myseif. to become more “pluridisciplinary” and leam to
work in a rhizomatic sense. Thinking about Iinks through Deleuze leads me (o ask ho t1e “ne’
book-machine” worked. and just as I was retkinldng my knowledgc base. the Internet opened
before me. laying otit a hvpeilextual mode to be read. discovcred. and explored.
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biological onzanism, “toi de ‘enir—aniinaî’ or “clei ‘enir—matière” of a document

machine. We are graffing a common text-machine in which origins may begin to

become scattered or blurred. Beyond North America or Europe, I tink up with an

Australian scholar, C-f. Kon, and quote a text found on Internet:

11e Net is a hvbrid of several earlier technologies. including the tvpewriter.
the telegraph. telephone. cable links. satcllite-broadcasting. radio. print

technologies and computing. [.1 At the sarne time. the Net could flot have
becomc” if therc had not bccn ruptures betwcen distinct fields of studv —

telecommunications, computing, psychologv. militarv defence, and so on.S

This hybridized knowledge that we are now linking together, these

transcontinental ideas that are being grafied, attempt to do away with ail

classification, plunging us into a common non-hierarchical database. Here the

rhizome concept is germane to explaining this change.

Résumons les caractères principaux dun rhizome: à la différence des arbres
ou de leurs racines, le rhizome connecte un point quelconque avec un autre
point quelconque, et chacm de ses traits ne renvoie pas nécessairement à des

traits dc même nature. il met en jeu des régimes dc signes très différents et
même des états de non-signes.°3

For Deleuze and Guattari, the rhizome is a concept that allows us to express

connections between different modes of expression. We recognize an explanation

within the image of the rhizome as the digital technologies allow us to switch

indifferently from text (.doc word documents) to images (.jg image documents)

Deleuze and Guatiari, Rhizome. op. cit.. 2 1-22.
° Sec onlinc: Toirarcis a ilolistic Ontologu ht Chuen-ferng Koii. (Murdoch Universitv. PerUi,

1997) ‘i http://w-wwmcc. tnurdoch.cdu.au/ReadingRoomfVlD/jflcithesis/nlÏtles.htm
°° Giltes Deleuze and Félix Guattari in Rhizome. op. cit.. 31.
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and sound (.mp3 digital sound documents) as well as film (DtD) and the now

widely growing sms or short text mobile phone world popularity as weIl as photos,

videos and video games sent by phone.

Rhizomatic “reading leaps” —those leaps between and within texts— are one ofthe

figures ofien used to explain hypertext. The success and reappropriation of the

“rhizome” in hypertext thought and new writing technologies, appear in the work

of hypertext theorists, such as Stuart Moulthrop (Baltimore), George P. Landow

(Brown), Janet Murray (MIT) in Arnerica, as weIl as ilana Snyder in Australia

(Monash, Australia) or Pierre Lévy in Canada and formerly in Paris.

The mapping of hypertext-thought in terms of a rhizomatic figure spirals back to

f1e Rhft()me by Deleuze and Guattari. Different authors quote other authors,

quoting other authors who in the end quote Deleuze. Looking back over the texts

that I have on hypertext, I found that rhizomatic linkage did flot explicitly refer to

Mille Plateaux. In fact the reference was to Stuart Moulthrop for instance, one of

the first to mention Deleuze and Guartari’s Rhizome in English in relation to

hypertext. Similarly, I will quote Moulthrop as well, as he is quoted in Landow’s

major book on hypertext:

We begin on the Thouscind Platecius xvhich is appropriate for a cornmentary

on hypcrtext and culture, since Deleuze and Guattari’s rhizome book mav
itself be considered an incunabular hvpertext [.1 what Deleuze and Guattari
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have in mmd is a chaoticailv distributed network (the rhizome) rather than a
regular hierarchy of tmnk and branches 91

ilana Snyder in her book Hypertext, the EÏectroïiic Labyrinth, which summarizes

the theory of hypertext, says that ber book is “itseÏf a kind of hypertext created out

of the connections I have made between the ideas of key theorists in the area of

electronic Ïiteracy.”92 She quotes Moulthrop directly in reference to the rhizome:

The corning changes in textuaiity allow us to create a different kind of
linguistic structure, one that corresponds more closeiy to Deleuze and
Guattari’s rhizome”. an organic growth that is ail adventitious middle. not a
deterministic chain of bcginnings and ends.93

Where Mouithrop is remembered for quoting Mille Plateaux, Snyder concludes:

“[bypertext] is the linguistic realization of Deieuze and Guattari’s “rhizomatic

form”94, but in her analysis she has not analyzed the Rhizome text itself Janet

Murray in her Hamiet on the Holodeck, on the other hand, does refer to both

Deleuze and Moulthrop in ber analysis of the digital labyrinth, she defines

hypertext narrative as being

like a set of index cards that have been scaflered on the floor and then
connected with multiple segments of tanglcd twine, they offer no end point

and no way out. Their aesthctic vision is ofien identified with philosopher
Gilles Deleuzes rhizome”. a tuber foot system in which anv point mav be
connected to am other point. Deieuze used the rhizome root svstem as a
modei of connectivity in systems of ideas: critics have applicd this notion to

Stuart Moulthrop. Rhizomes and Resistance: Hvpertext and the dreams of a New CultureS’. 299-
319 in HvperŒext/Theorv. George P. Laudow cd.. op. cit., 300-301.
92 Ilana Snvder, Hlpertext The Electronic Lob vrintti. op. cit., xiii.
° Stuiart Moulthrop in his article “Evolving Perspectives on Computers and Composition Studïes
Questions for the 1990s” in The Politics 0f Hpertext. G.E. Hawisher and CL. Seife. cd. (Urbana.
Illinois: National Council ofteachers oflnglish. 1991). 253-271.
91 Ilana Snyder. op. cit.. 52.
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allusive text systems that are flot linear like a book but boundaryless and
without closure. Stuart Moulthrop. a theorist and electronic fiction writer,
states it .

Within hypertextual linkage, I becorne a scissors-readet 96 like Antoine

Compagnon’s “Ï ‘homme aux c,,seaux,” who, in order to rernember his readings,

just snips out the essential, with a pair of scissors. In a copy-and-pasting and

sampling gesture I become a fragment linker. As if she were using scissors, the

reader pinpoints and cuts, copy-and-pastes one link afier another, seeking, finding,

clicking and storing each clipping on the basis of single words or concepts. This

redistributed knowledge networkl is more of a scattering that allows the

differentiation so dear to Deleuze,97 rather than a simple repetition.

The text metamorphosizes, in a biological sense, as it changes with a click, giving

way to a new transmission. While passing from one electronic page to another,

there is fragmentation in a video-clipping manner. The metaphor of the rhizome

embeds a concept of differentiation instead of similarity in a community. For,

Deleuze and Guattari explained that even in a group or what they eau, in a

“becoming-animal,” one is always within a pack, in a multipÏicity, a community:

Mais nous, nous ne nous intéressons pas aux caractères, nous nous
intéressons aux modes d’expansion. de propagation. d’occupation. de
contagion, de peuplement.

Janet Murrav. Hamiet on the Hotodeck (Cambridge. Massachusetts: MIT Press. 1997). 132.
Antoine Compagnon in La Seconde main ou le travail de la citaticm (Seuil. Paris. 1979). 27.

‘ Gilles Deletize. Difirence etl?épétition (PUF. Paris. 1968).
98Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari. “1730- Devenir-intense. devenir-animaL devenir-
imperceptible” in Mille Plateaux, Capitalisme et schizophrénie (Paris. Éditions de Minuit. 19X0),
292-293.
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In either differentiation or comrnunity forming, there are influences from several

modes and cultural practices. Taiking of hypertext being rhizomatic, of its

“packing-expansion,” is about its propagation and contagion and I would like to

concentrate on the aspects of fragmented transmission and non-hierarchical

textuality that also characterize hypertext. Hypertextual becorning just as the

rhizome does flot act according to a hierarchy, or a canonical order, but according

to the behaviour ofthe public using it.

W7zy Deleuze? One answer: Deleuze, because of the fertility of his biological

concept in Mille Plateaux. This creative rhizome concept is essential in the search

for information because it allows for autonomy in the “reading material” without

having to organize the gleaner in a restrictive way.

Archiving Practices

Another Deleuzian text is Difièrence ana’ Repetition, where we see that with

repetition cornes difference, and also remembrance. Diijerence ana’ Repelition

deal s with the question of what I do remember from my readings. 1 know that one

could say that cultural theory has aiways worked as a question of someone being

influenced by sorneone else and rernembering one’s own particular and singular

reading paths. These influences are taught through a cultural canon that does not

leave any room in the student’s reading for making her own links. It seems as if
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one must read the traditional curriculum. However is this really necessary when

one can now have access to the archives? For, if the reference to Deleuze is aiways

mediated through other texts, should we have to go back to Deleuze and

necessarily have to read either Difference cmd]?epetition or A Thousand Plateaus?

For example, in the case of hypertext, the attempt to theorize the practice has

onlyjust begun. So whule we stiil know who started the rhizome and who made the

Ïink between the concept and hypertext, we are at the beginning of a search where

archiving is stiil possible. Then again, we are already starting to ‘think hypertext’

on the basis of a single concept, and is the rhizome not already being lost

somewhere along the way? While recuperating the rhizome concept of these

“thinkers” should we not beware of growing again another archive in a

hierarchical mode and thus imposing a canon?

If the gleaner or the reader-browsei does flot understand the content of what she

is reading but is merely organizing it intuitiveÏy around criteria based on random

rhizomatic ‘interests’, then the object of research itself becomes a rhizome. It

grows in one direction due to interest, then drifis off due to lack of interest, all the

time growing in multiplicity because of other interests, yet needing a certain

stability and stockpiling of information.
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In Mal d4rchives99 Derrida, discusses the archive and focuses on Sigmund

freud’s “death impulse” that makes us repeat. Derrida defines archive as a forrn of

memory control. An archive exists where things begin, where there is consignment

and gathering. Archives allow us to trace something that is repeated, and as well as

allowing to repeat it again.

Freud is thus re-introduced by Deleuze, in D//jèrence and J?epetition, and by

Derrida, in Mal d’Archives. By repetition, he is being archived and recircuiated.

Knowledge filiation can be seen as comment upon comrnentary. An archive ailows

an initial chronological approach for knowledge to be assimïlated through reading.

But like Mallarmé’s (hi Coup de dés, to which Deleuze refers,’°° reading is like

rolling dice, scattering us into a multiplicity of thoughts. There is a sort of

scattering of nomadic concepts,’°’ according to Derrida, because concepts are not

reliable and create dispersai between archives. It is this Freudian ccdeath impulse”

that makes archiving desirable. Through the scaffering or nomadisrn of Freud, the

latter’s ideas on repetition are taken up again by Deleuze and Derrida, in the same

way that Deleuze and Guattari’s rhizome is picked up again by hypertext theorists.

This kind of archiving and dispersai is flot new, so what is different about

hypertext Ïinking?

Jacques Dcrrida. l lai d’archive (Gaulée. Paris. 1995).
100 Gilles Deleuze Diffrrence et Répét ilion. Op. ci. 255-256.
101

Jacques Derrida, Mai d’archive. op. cit.. 56.
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Practices of Repetition or Difference?

Inheritance —* repetition—÷ difference—÷ repeating the archivej

For Derrida, inheritance is important because the materiaÏ is oflen repeated and

can assume its difference in fui, in Plato’s academy, the archive is the institution

ofrepetition. Similarly, the existence of an archive makes repetition possible.

But since every repetition is different, ideally every occurrence should be

catalogued and archived precisely for its difference. This is where inscription on

paper becomes important for the purpose of storage. This is where it becomes

necessary to rediscover difference when searching through what bas been

preserved. In the presence of hypertext, there is a differentiation of iinks to be

brought out and not a repetition. The instability ofdifferences and the permeabiiity

ofborderlines in the virtual mode ofhypertext highlight differences even better.

With this reading practice, the difference-readeil or reader-creatorj seizes what is

at stake in the text, once it is hypertextuaiized, and jumps from one link of the

rhizome to another. In Bevond the Fleasure Frincipie and 1?ememhering,

Repeallng and Working-Through, Freud does not see repeating as imitation;

instead repeating discioses life or death.’°2 Deleuze invokes Freud in order to show

102 Freud spoke of the analytical work of oppression: ‘Repetiton occurs under pressure of n
compulsion’’ and Thc rcpressed instinct neyer ceases [o strive for complete satisfaction, which
voiild consist in the repetition of a primai-v experience of satisfaction” in Bevond ihe Pleasure
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how a blockage of the concept occurs. Freud’s pleasiire principle and death

instinct are phenornena of repetition. Difference is understood in the repetition

within which it is concea!ed:

Quand manque la conscience du savoir ou l’élaboration du souvenir, le savoir
tel qu’il est en soi n’est pius que la répétition de son objet: il est joué, c’est-à-
dire répété. mis en acte ati lieu d’être connu. La répétition apparaît ici comme
l’inconscient du libre concept. du savoir ou du souvenir. Finconscient de la
représentation. Il revient à Freud d’avoir assigné la raison nattirelic d’un te!
blocage: le refoulement la résistance. qui fait de la répétition même une
véritable «contrainte», une «compulsion » 103

Deleuze repeats Freud in order to show how a blockage or forgetting occurs in

the process of knowing and remembering. He therefore speaks of repetition as a

constraint because he would in fact rather forget the past and not fa!! into

repetition.

With repetition cornes resistance, and for Freud in the “working-through”

process,’°4 we do flot succeed in archiving our impulses; moreover, repetition,

although in the present, still belongs to the past. We are not able to create the

distance necessary to archive. To do so, we must learn to recognize the difference

in every repetition in order not to resist the memory that may submerge us. This

also goes for hypertext practices. Essentially one must not resist the clicking urge

Princip/e. 42 and “The compulsion to repeat must be ascribed to the unconscious repressed” in
Revend the Pleasure Ptinciple, 20.
103 Gilles Dclcuze, Différence et Répétition. op. cit.. 24.
104 The “working—through” process stops when the patient realizes that he is living in the present
that which bclongs to the past.
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of gleaning— which will allow for textual and cultural memories to occur and

differences to be made.

Derrida writes that there is a theory of the Freudian archive, but that there is

always an impensé — an unthinkable, an unthought — that enters the history of the

archive. One aiways forgets one or several elements, either consciously or

unconsciously. Hence the pain of archiving. Contrary to Deleuze, for Derrida,

“working-through” is flot quite a blockage but a concept in formation. If for

Deleuze, there is blockage in repetition and in its memory, and if what matters the

most is finding a difference, then for Derrida, what matters is the ftiture: “c’est

d’avenir qu’il s’agit ici et de l’archive comme expérience irréductible de

l’avenir.”’05

Yet if for Deleuze there is blockage in repetition and in its memory, what matters

is finding a difference. With Derrida, on the otÏier hand, we turn to the ft,ture:

“c’est d’avenir qu’il s’agit ici et de l’archive comme expérience irréductible de

l’avenir:’106 i would suggest that just as selective memory, an archive must be

allowed to “forget” occasionaÏly, or rather conceal, because if we are oniy

concerned with knowing the source of something, we will be blocked in our

creativity.

105 Jacqucs Dernda. Alal U’archii’e. op. cit.. 109.
106 Ibid.
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There must be a non-linear way to explore the configuration in which ail these

concepts belong. For, indeed how can the archive forget? Here, I continue

questioning repetition and difference within the conceptualization of replacement

to grasp fully the implication ofreplacement.

One ofthe most coherent reflections on amnesia today remains Freud’s theory on

the memory-screen. For Freud, the first memories of a person’s life are hidden,

buried in the impenetrabie regions of the mmd without any interferences from the

outside. Other more recent memories conceal these original memories from our

vision ofthe past. It seems clear that language acquisition is a necessary condition

for the exercise of memory and for a child’s interpretation of the physical and

temporal world frames.

However, more importantly, in new textual and visual practices like hypertext

and numeric networks, we are caught between archiving a concept in a perspective

of repetition and looking at its difference in order to go ftom singularity to

singuiarity within a dynamic of repiacement and scattering. This flot only implies

that we re-visit the rhizome it aiso means assuming our being and becoming as a

process — even a game — of differentiations, where the reader-gleanei rather than

anending to concepts or to what is being forgotten in the transfer, thinks about

being caught up in a stimulating gleaning creation. But do we perhaps linger too

much on the text and its concepts, having the habits of a cmo1astic archiving

reader’? In a future archive, we should tend towards redefining reading as
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becoming a jreader-creatorj.’°7 As a reader, I have oniy to be in the midst of it ail

and, as in a rhizomatic hypertext, think about rooting links from where I am and

using concepts in a creative perspective.

Again, why the rhizome? Because I have seen people as varied as literary

theorists, philosophers and cinema critics, disk jockeys, visual artists and even a

dancer, in Canada, in the Netherlands, and on the World Wide Web, being inspired

by Deleuze’s work. Coincidentally, in Dutch, “De leuzen” is a saying or a slogan.

In a redefinition of hierarchy, in a video-clipping, a fragmentation or a sampling

textuality, I would suggest using modes of textuality that cross borders like a

“leuzen”, or a slogan.

Even if Landow in his second version of his book on hypertext, in the

convergence oftechnology neatly categorized and named version 2.0 or H)pertext

2.0, writes a few pages on hypertext as rhizome,’°8 knowing and flot neglecting

that many corne to understand the work of Deleuze and Guattari because of

hypertext or vice versa, it is clear that he does flot believe the concept to be

essential to the study of hypertext. It seems that for him, to talk about hypertext is

necessarily an analysis on an Eastgate°9 published fictional hypertext.

107 For ile reader-creator”. see Preface” in SubStance no. 82. Special Issue: Aletainotphoses of

the Book, Renée Riese Kubert, cd. (Madison. Wisconsin: The University of Wisconsin Press,
1997) whcre Renée Riese Hubert ended her introduction by arguing: “that we have to redetine
reading and the reader”. 7.
108 George P. Landow. in fkperiexl 2.0, fhe Com’egence ofContemporaru Critical Theorv mici
TechnoÏogv. pages 38-42 are on the rhizome.
109 Eastgate Systems. Inc is a companv that develops hypertext software. Some Eastgate hvpertexts
are published on CD. others are published on floppy disk. Eastgate started publishing hvpertexts in
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Landow does flot speak about hypertext as a cultural practice and does flot dwell

on the rhizome which is essentially a counter paradigm, flot something that needs

to be realizable concretely in any kind ofreal fictional hypertext published through

Eastgate’s hypertext software. Landow describes the rhizome as if it were referring

to something with neither beginning nor end, but a middle (milieu) related more to

the ccquasianarchic networked, hypertext one encounters in the World Wide

Web.”1° In saying this he does flot seem to be able to converge beyond the idea of

a text. I believe that by retaining a distinction between the idea of linking within

the closed network of a fictional text or linking within the more open World Wide

Web network, Landow cannot take the step of seeing hypertext as a broader

cultural practice, which can indeed be understood through the rhizome concept

when it cornes to transforrning our ways ofworking with texts,

1987. when there were not many hypertexis and very few tools available for conceiving a
computer-based hypertext. Their best known software for writing a hvpertext is 5orv5pace sold at
295 US$. Eastgatc has aiways claimed in a truc publisher’s Iogic that Storyspace is bcst known as
the tool of choice for serious hypenext writers. Aiid so. as a truc serlous publisher. Eastgate
mosllv publishes Stonîspace developed hvpcrtcxt fiction, non-fiction and poetiw by what thcy cal!
established authors such as fiction writers like Michael Jovce and Shellev Jackson. aw’ard-winning
oets like Stephanie Strickiand. scholars like George Landow and David Kolb.

Gcorge P. Landow. in Jfvperiext 2.0, The Convergence of Conteniporatv (riticaI Theorv and
Techno/ogv, op.cit., 12.



II. Memory Practices: On Memory as an Archetype

Transmittin2 Memorv and Connecting Knowtedge

New technologies are said to be transforming our ways of working with texts. A

simple example is that we rarely find hand-written texts anymore. Most documents

are written using a computer, and information seeking is ofien performed by using

browsers on the Internet. The proliferation of digitaÏly written documents forces us

to stop and think sornewhat about the nature of these writins in terms of users.

My exploration raises a few questions. How can new information technologies,

and especially the practice of hypertextual browsing, assist students, researchers

and citizens so that they can manage, filter and contextualize the production and

circulation of information? How can hypertext promote the dissemination and

accessibility of humanities knowÏedge inside and outside academia? The short

answer: by sharing and generating ideas on the Internet, through discussions,

through the exchange of research, and through digital libraries.

In passing, these questions were asked by the Social Sciences and Humanities

Research Council of Canada at their 2000 Conference in Toronto: “Alternative

Wor”I,)ds: ihe Humanliies in 2010”. At this conference, it was asserted that

knowing and acknowledging the presence and changes brought by new

information technologies was not even an issue anymore. Indeed, by the year
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2000, it was clear to ail that hypertext digital modes had started influencing and

altering the approach to textuality and literacy in general as weB as the ways in

which we read, write and interpret expressions of human experience and memory.

Yet it was also apparent that

in ail domains thc advent of cyberspace bas been transformativc: making
available the tools of big science to small science, providing unparalleled
data, text and manuscript archives, reducing the hurdies of long-distance
collaboration, fostering unexpected and innovative partnerships and opening
up vast new territones for the conceptualisation, design and deliverv of both
teaching and rcscarch.’11

Thinking about the humanities in terms of the new technology revolution means

engaging in a debate on the role of those of us who teach culture. Mernory

preserved over the ages and passed down by the written culture is no longer found

only in print and hardcopy it can aiso be digitized and its textual presentation can

be entered as data, worked on and revised on a computer screen and organised

hypertextually. Hypertext may be considered an extensive network of links, a vast

system of concepts, a giant web through which texts of variable size can be

transmitted.

In generai, text is a term that is considered as an arrangement of words and

sentences constituting a set of ideas and statements. Text is associated with mmd

production as well as with material production. However, there is no text without

first an inscription. 1f a text is linear and follows a thread, it is expressing logïcaÏ
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This new phenomenon means that we must examine our cultural heritage and its

mode of transmission in a new light. It has been established that our cultural past is

communicated intertextually and that we cannot understand the passed-on ideas

unless we know their origins and their heritage. Knowledge will only be watered

down or lost if we fail to develop a specific pedagogy of memory in which

teachers of knowledge, of archiving and of the transmission of links will be

responsible for establishing connections between texts and the accessible,

identifiable concepts within them. Gilles Deleuze and félix Guattari noted that the

history ofevery concept is a winding one, composed ofthe bits and pieces ofother

concepts.112 As we trace concepts and ideas, we consider how they have

influenced one another and how they have been recycled and reused there

emerges a distinct cultural memory built on contacts and interrelations. The

rhizome,113 allows connection ofthought as well as the cross-fertilization of ideas

without necessarily resorting to a stmctured, hierarchical approach to

conceptualising memory.

Memory in this form is expressed by means of a changing yet increasingly

exchange-based type of textuality. Even though we would rather ask questions and

continue surfing through scattered cultural documentation, it should be noted that

the zapping mode must indeed influence the way that knowledge can be

112 Gilles Deleuze and F1ix Guatiari in Ou ‘est-ce que la Philosophie?. op.cit.,: “Tout concept a
tine histoire en zigzag. Dans un concept. il y a des morceaux ou des composantes venus d’autres
conccpts.’ 23.
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series in continuous progression. Not to lose the thread of the text signais the fact

that the idea or history told bas a logical thread. The modem encyclopaedia

through the methodical form or through aiphabetic compilation seeks to

summarise the totality of knowledge, but knowledge is also acquired by making

associative memory Iinks.

In spite of its frame, we see that text is part of a broader whoie and that it

overflows because it can connect to other texts, that is, make associative links. It

oniy exists because of the other texts and tends to maye on. Like a footnote that

stands out at the bottom of the page, text resides inside cultural codings, inside a

cultumal context that one can manage memories. Text stands inside a coded system

to which one has access through training. This permits us to acquire a certain set of

leamning skills. Such encyclopaedic knowledge should be able to include

everything.

The text retains its identity within a vast textual field. in literary studies we

realize that literacy is aiso the need to ieamn relations of intertextuality as text

coding impiies text relations and text confrontations. Classically, reading is ofien a

game of decoding, of recalling memory and recognitions. Having a common

curriculum, the reader must be able to make associations of ideas in order to

establish existing links between ideas. This gives access to knowledge.

Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada: .-l/ternative ITr(1)ds. The
flunrnnllies in 2010”, Conference hcld in Toronlo. October 20t)t). Fof more infonnalion sec
http://www. sshrc. calweb/aboutlpubl ications/humanities_repore. pdf
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considered. Knowledge is changing for it can no longer be fixed on the hard

premi ses of printed and organized documentation.

The text transmits memory as written and archived in hardcopy. Since

Gutenberg’s invention, we have increasingly used paper to exchange memories.

By reading and writing, we convey our cultural memory and, of course, stories and

history are also passed on orally within a wide network of exchanges. In a sense,

the new technologies merely expand exchange or an oral-history-based learning.

Hypertext can be a major educational aid for transmitting memory, recognising

intertexts and teaching general knowledge. However it is flot just a toot because

rnemory and knowledge change through the new practice.

for the literarv critic Roland Barthes text is stwctured but also decentered and

neyer closed, having no end or centre meanings do not coexist within the Text

they travel or cross over it.’ ‘ Therefore, Barthes adds, literature can be seen as an

intertext, and each text is a set of interwoven quotations. However, in the process

ofrecognizing meanings as they cross over the text, the student-reader ofien has to

work on her own to drive out, to understand and decode a particular allusion and

the linkages among texts. In a way, a reference is a sample, a grafi, or a clipping to

be added to a collage. The various parts of the collage can be linked within a

single hypertext, but any accumulation of references and quotations requires

113 Gilles Dclctize and Fétix Guattari. in the “Rhizorne. op. cit.. 9-37.
Roland Barthes. Dc Fœuvrc au texte” in Le bruissement de la langte, Essais critiques 1î

(Paris: Editions dti Seuil. 19$4). 71-$0.
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guidance, and this is why we must develop a pedagogy ofthe hypertext. Allusions

and interrelationships depend on the reader’s ability and knowledge, SO a process

ofreflection on how memory is transmitted becomes necessary.

Working in the humanities means, among other things, communicating the

educator’s task of continuing the learning process that is, teaching how to read and

how to remember. If hypertext, as a mode ofthinking, is the new iocus ofreading,

then we must learn to read and communicate it. in a text in hypertext format, it is

possible to make direct reference to the hints and intertexts present in a document.

For example, through clicking on a pointing device such as a mouse, highlighted

non-sequential hyperlinks can lead to other regarding texts or to other media, such

as images, video, or sound.

furthermore, reference is made directly available through digitization in that

hypertext can weave a network from ail the allusions and background of a text as

weII as the texi itself In a hypertext composition, the quotation and the collage

wilI be the text. It will be possible to build networks of hypertext connections out

of”borrowings” alone. An electronic text must be viewed as a network of multiple

calls that uses existing textual material and sends it in different directions, with

vectors pulling one another and intenveaving in order to mark the interconnections

between different pieces of writing. I stress that it is hypertext that makes these
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interconnections possible. Through this associative way of thinking,”5 the

etectronic text is set up to ffinction as a vast network of instances of recognition

and learning that strengthen the intertextuality inherent in every culture. Hypertext

facilitates cultural circulation and manipulation by giving direct access to

references, allusions and cultural history as a whole.

In short, it offers us a new type of school where students can leam how to

establish links between texts. However, for success to be achieved, the student

must know how to follow commands and click on the framed boxes so as to track

the vectors. The student must also exhibit the patience and effort required for a

comprehensive reading ofthe text.

With the increasing use of new technologies, there is a renewed interest in

reading. A hyperlink can make an old document a contemporary one, and there is

Ïess chance of it gathering dust on a shelf The visibiÏity of a text is enhanced if it

is in an electronic databank. Once recovered and brought out of the shadows, the

text can take on a new face, begin a new life, and re-emerge in the collective

memory. This is where information and education corne into play. Cultural web

site page creators do not automatically think of adding documents by using the

connections within texts and their intertextual references, as they reuse and recycle

material. Similarly, they are not always thinking of mapping out connections and

references. It is up to those in the humanities to make these links and to learn how

115 For Deleuze and Guattari. as alreadv seen. a book’s meaning is based solely on its connections
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to use this new “unsorted” library as new way of conceptualizing texts. By

working with textual and cultural junctures and interconnections, scholars in the

humanities can seize the opportutlity in guiding the new jreader-creatoi by teaching

a rhizomatic way of thinking. The new technologies can prornote access to

knowledge and its distribution by exploiting hypertext in order to disseminate

knowtedge and questions instead oftaking a hierarchical approach. In other words,

scholars can practice the art of establishing links, using a non-hierarchical,

rhizomatic mode ofthinking to make knowledge more widely available instead of

restricting it within a single fieid or a restricted community.

Making (Relevant) Memorv Clicks

Our Western education system teaches the student to establish links among ail the

accessible references and pieces of information, but sometimes she does flot know

where to look for connections in this mass of material. She may have the

impression that she does not know enough and can easily get iost in this vast Babel

1 ibrary.

With the expansion of hypertext and technology, the total iibrary can be

conceived as an imaginary, virtual library, a utopia where it would be possible and

feasibie to create a gargantuan collection of ail texts. The virtuai library giving

access to multiple electronic texts is feasible. Tt will be a databank providing non

within a network ofother books. Rhizome. op. ciL. W.
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linear, flexible access to information and allowing users to consuit documents in

any order by individually selecting the subjects of interest to them. By housing

data in the same location, knowledge and memory may be pooled and tied very

closeiy to an education system in which flot only reading but also writing wili

blaze a new trail and regain lost ground.

Todav literarv studies asks flot onlv how texts are related to other texts. in an
intertextual. diachronic gencalogv. but also how texts are related to other
cultural phcnomena. in an intra-culturaL synchronic perspective where maps.
architecture, food, film, sexual behavior. and other aspects of culture and

society are regarded as part ofa larger. continuous process. [...j
Particularlv in a global age, cultures consist of a pluralitv of subcultures,
which ofien onginate ftorn outside and. in Europe. increasinglv from non
European countries. Cultures are not stable: thev are in constant flux, tension.
and conflict. Instead of transmitting the dominant culture from one
generation to another. the ncw literarv studies investigates how cultures work
in their rnultiplicity. in conflict and tcnsion.

By association, here David Lyncli’s cuit television series in the 90’s, Twin Peaks

cornes to mmd, especially in his leitmotiv quote, “the owls are flot what they

seem.”117 This also meant in fact, that, interpretations can be very diverse and that

stories and memories work increasingly in multiplicity and through links. By

having access to this new technology and participating in the dissemination of

knowledge in this way, we will learn how to build a connected collective memory.

Haruo Shirane. ‘Tcrrorism, Culture. and Literature” in Jthv Major in Literature — 7iat Do J
Tel! Ont Stuclents?. PML1. (Mai’ 2002. Vohuue 117. Nmnber 3), 513-514.

David Lvnch and. Mark Frost. Twin Peaks. (TV Scries debutcd on ABC in the spring of 1990)

an ïnnovative and suffeal television series w’hcre Agent Cooper investigates quirkv Northwestern

towus dark underside after teen Laum Palmer’s brutal murder.
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Furthermore, texts and readings will cross the oceans in a matter of seconds. We

have a new medium for acquiring memory, where education is flot a solitary,

individual process. The number of network users is increasing steadily. People can

correspond directly and instantaneously with many others, participate in chat

groups, thus getting the sense that they are communicating and learning

coÏlectively. The goal of an electronic, hypertext-based education wor(l)d would

be to learn within a community and pursue knowledge coflectively by means of a

new form oflearning.

The humanities must therefore aim for a pedagogical approach that incorporates

the communication ofknowledge through the new technologies and their potential

for generating an associative mode ofthinking in hurnanities research. This would

enable researchers, especially the new generation of academics, to develop a

communication and exchange network, stay abreast of new developments, and

discuss issues with one another through listservs and chat groups (as seen at the

end of this section regarding the Lucy Maud Montgomery comrnunity in

cybersp ace.)

In this way, not only is the learning process for young researchers be energized

but they are no longer isolated in their fieÏd of specialization. Instead they are

empowered and able to discover the many forums for the exchange of ideas made

available through the new technologies. Twenty years ago, Michel de Certeau

spoke of the multiple locations of culture, making it possible to maintain many
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types of cultural references whether in the classical way of teaching in the

university or in professional teaching schools ofthe liberal professions. According

to de Certeau we are increasingly working with multiplicity and with flexibility

because of ouf diverse backgrounds and our increasingly diversitied,

interdisciplinary interests.

Une abondante littérature pédagogique et culturelle se développe sur la base
des métiers ou des activités dc loisirs: la pêche. le jardinage, le bricolage...
Elle est aussi importante. à mon avis, que celle des manuels scolaires. [.1
On assiste à une imiltiiocation de la cutture. Il devient possible de maintenir
plusieurs types de références culturelles. Par rapport au monopole qtie

détenait Fécole, une plus grande liberté devient possible avec ce jeu
d’instances culturelles différentes.

Our popular cultural references are growing in number and we are searching for

new ways of locating and communicating them. Given that knowledge can be

communicated electronically and that traditional hardcopy publication is becoming

more expensive and difficult, we may as well send our ideas to a location with the

possibility to handle them and ensure that they wilI be communicated. Ideas wiII

stili be exchanged, but instead of doing so in a closed environment, “learned

societies” vill operate more and more as electronic networks, with exchanges and

meetings occurring at a specific time ofday, as in the case ofthe public reading of

a chat group.

People will be able to discuss culture at any time and with anyone, wherever they

may be, because you do flot have to be from a particular culture to know a
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particular culture, and you do flot have to be in a particular time or ptace eithet-.

Studying in the humanities bas increasingly become a matter of blurring the

borders of disciplines and unframing genres in order to redraw cultural maps. In

fact, the resuit is a transformation ofthe way we think about the way we think.

“f luid, plural, uncentered, and ineradicably untidy,” writes anthropologist

Clifford Geertz about the culture oftext.119 His description aÏso applies to the new

hypertextual approach to culture which provides for flexibility and encourages

contact. Pedagogically, hypertext offers a means of accessing memory everywhere

in the world during an era vhen the ideology of globalization recycles the

commercial mantra of reaching as many people as possible or, at the very least,

reaching as far as possible. But unless the people who are in the business of

passing on knowledge get invoÏved in the new practices of communication, they

will merely regurgitate and recycle memory, flot teach the acquisition of memory,

and the resuït may well be misinformation or information overload.

it is the responsibiÏity of people in the humanities to take charge of the

knowledge communication process. Yet, what will cultural memory becorne: an

Michel De Cetieau. La culture et Fécole” in La culture au pluriel (Paris: Éditions du Seuil.
1980). 120-121.

Clifford Geertz noted: “The propertics connecting tcxts with one another. that put them.
ontologically anyw’ay. on the saine leveL are coming to seem as important in characterizing Oiem as
those dividing [hem: and rather [han face an array of natural kinds, fixed types divided by sharp
qualitative differences. we more and more see oursclves surrounded bv a vast. almost continnous
flcld of variouslv intended and diversclv constructcd works we cnn ordcr onlv practicallv.
relationallv. and as our purposes prompt us. It is flot that we no longer have conventions of
interpretation: te have more than ever. built- ofien enough jerrv-built- to accommodate a situation
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online library? An infinite number of serninars delivered via the internet? Will the

student stay in ber study, developing ber ideas in a vital, dynamic, inexpensive

setting through an Internet chat group? If we are short of research ffinds, we will

look for knowledge wherever recycled documentation and analyses can be found,

because readers want culture to be conveyed to them. Wben we use hypertext, our

approach to research and reading changes: we travel through the text, selecting and

entering our fields of interest in the ever-present context of interference and

pluridisciplinarity. Using hypertext means reinscribing the text in a fragmented

game of mapping and repositioning the text as a relational force aware of its

network and its references, interferences and fragmentation.

In ideas or icons travelling across a hypertext-based text, there is no need for a

whole work. Different from that of deciphering a hardcopy document it is a

challenging process of dealing with fragments, drafts and the inconsistency and

incoherence associated with them.

In the world of paper, the manuscript leads to the book in the electronic world,

the book seems to have gone back to the manuscript stage and turned back into a

malleable, tangible object with links to be made. Hyperlinks are not binding, they

do not condemn reading to endless repetition. However, because this type of

reading is based on links, we need guides as welÏ as conceptual and assessment

at once fluid, plural. unccntered. and ineradicablv unfidy.” In Local Knoi:’ledge, Further fssavs in
JnwrpretativeAntlîropologv (New York: Basic Books. Inc.. 1983), 20-21.
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practices to tackÏe the new approach to communicating memory and thereby fulÏy

develop the role ofthe dynarnic reader.

By way of a preliminary conclusion, I suggest the humanities can act as guides

and provide a critical assessment of the way in which the new technologies

influence learning and culture. Indeed, the very context of the hurnanities and the

type of questions they ask make it possible for people not only to learn a

philosophy of knowledge sharing but also to question the way in which collective

mernory is passed on and reused.

By seeking and creating hyperlinks, a reader-cr may short-circuit exclusion,

find many partners in thought, avoid isolation in a single area of speciaÏization or

monolithic mmd set, and instead promote pluridisciplinarity and an openness to

knowledge and shared memories. In the modem context of globatization, such an

approacli can only help us in our quest to understand cultural connections and

interferences and means ofcross-fertilizing and hybridizing ideas.

(In)voluntary Memorv

While drawing on Proust’s work, 1 wish to divide rnemory in two in order to see

how hypertext memory searches are done. For Deleuze, the examination of

Proust’s masterpiece is to look both at involuntary memory as weII as voluntary
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memory, “la mémoire volontaire se souvient des choses et non des signes.” 120

Voluntary mernory looks for specific recollections in the database of souvenirs

whereas associative memory or ftagmentary memory as seen in the madeleine

example implies involuntary memory where things pop up spontaneously

extending memory across several moments and epocbs. It implies that an older

sensation is being layered over a recent feeling according to Deleuze: “fait

intervenir la mémoire involontaire: une sensation ancienne tente de se superposer,

de s’accoupler à la sensation actuelle, et l’étend sur plusieurs époques à la fois.”21

When opening an archive or a book, the involuntary long-term memory is

brought up as if we were dipping the madeleine biscuit. In contrary, short-term

memory such as in the film Memento treated below, is just an atternpt to

reconstitute the aid of involuntary memories artificially.

A study on memory could easily become so vast that it would imply clicking on

the following cluster words or “highlighted text” and “button-like objects” which

could in a hypertext form the following hyperlinkable icons:

COLLECTIVE MEMORYj [OC1AL MEMOj 1V1DUAL MEMORY

HOTOGRAPHIC MEMORY COMPUTER MEMORY FILM MEMORYJ

ARTIFIC1AL MEMORYj NATURAL MEMORYj SELECTWE MEMOR

120 Dcleuze, Proust et les signes. op. cit.. 39.
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Aware of memory’s selectivity and vulnerability, whetber we wish to recail a

particular moment from our own life or have access to a more collective cultural

rnemory, we are aiways in need ofa medium or memory aid for accessing traces of

rnemory.

The one who writes and the otie who reads must explore memory because both

are involved in cultural practices. Awareness ofthe world in which we live, in the

age of technology and upgraded computer memory, requires stopping and thinking

about the way we treat cultural memory through hypertextual linking. 0f course,

memory is a huge topic that cannot be tackled in just a few words. Nevertheless,

we should consider here a few aspects of the discourse on memory. We know

hypertext is made of documentation storage, that is, documents widely composed

of cultural data that function as a memory archive. But what are we to do with ail

this documentation that belongs to our collective memory?

for example, Edouard Glissant in Le Disco,,rs Antillais wonders whether writing

traces are enough to archive collective mernory. The primordial image of

remembrance and cohesion of a group is its memory and for him, a writer’s

primordial task is to reveal the past. In the case ofthe author from the West Indies,

it is important to highlight how West-Indian historical memory bas been

misguided, even altered:

121 Ibid.. 29.
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Le passé, notre passé subi... la tâche de l’écrivain est dc d’explorer ce
lancinement. de le « révéler » de manière continue dans le présent et Factuel
(note 1): C’est le moment de se demander si l’écrivain est le receleur de
l’écrit ou Finitiateur du parlé’?... Si la trace écrite est-cite « suffisante », atix
archives dc la mémoire collective? L’écrivain doit fouiller la mémoire..
parce que la mémoire historique fut trop souvent raturée, l’écrivain antillais
doit « fouiller »cette mémoire, à partir de traces parfois latentes qu’il a
repérées dans le réel,122

Following GÏissant’s archaeological argument, I wish to argue that following

traces is easier when electronic media is used to effectuate document searches. The

new technologies are so fast that they can flot only find, but aiso record or erase

memory equally well. 0f course much stiil depends on the material that lias been

entered and by whom.

Electronic media tape plus save and scan functions are ail means that facilitate

registration nevertheless, ail memory-processed recorded documentation can just

as easily be copied over, rewritten and erased. The relation between rnemory and

hypertext processing is preciseiy the in-between passage of convergence of

scattered traces where memory can be produced.

There are many ways to acquire knowledge. One of them is by making cross

disciplinary connections when we eut and paste mernories. Our cultural training

cornes together through canonicai remembrances. As we have the possibility of

entering more and more diverse databanks and different means of inquiry, our

122 Edouard Glissant. Le DiscoursAntillais (Paris: Gallïmard. 1997). 27. note 1.
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ability to make connections grows and improves as we get to share the

documentation ofseveral cultural mernories.

According to the pop culture commentator and author Douglas Coupland, “We

emerge from our mother’s wornb an unformatted diskette23 our culture formats

us” 124 So, like a computer mernory waiting to be flhÏed, our cultural up-bringing

makes us catch fragments of a so-called common memory or cultural memory.

Cultural objects have been produced, are being made and shaH probably continue

to be invented and stored for future generations, who are waiting to be forrnatted.

Accumulators create their own subjectivity in search of narration, afraid of the

lack of history. is it fear of amnesia or forgetfulness that makes us produce more

and more cultural debris?

\Tith the fear of forgetting cornes the need to remember — for, just how do we

remember? Walter J. Ong in bis analysis ofthe communications media Ora//iv ami

Literacy rightty reminds us that memory can be oral language as well as written

Ïiterate textuality but that for recitations one also needs text. “In a literate culture

verbatim memorisation is commonly done from a text, to which the memorizer

returns as ofien as necessary to perfect and test verbatim mastery.”25

The human mmd and memon is seen here as a tabula tasa- as sornething 11ev, and eluptv that
sliould be fihlcd up witli information.
124 Douglas CoupIand Polaroïds from the Dead(Toronto. HarperCollins Publishers. 1996). 122.
12 Walter J. Ong. C)ralitv and Literacv, lue 7chnologizing ofthe JJord (New York. Routiedge.
1982). 59.
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How to trigger our cultural memory about those forgotten links, forgotten

allusions and references? Texts are one of the many memory transmitters. The

souvenirs present in memory may or may flot be forgotten and have ofien been

pictured as if they must be written down in order to be remembered in the friture:

And yes we stili do dream of cities where there is stiil no past and where the
friture rernains entirely unwritten, of cities where there are grassv canyons
and water glazed bv the sun into gold, of a billion butterfiies floating through
a billion coraf trees, of water piped in from heavcn and where there are
limitless gleaming wide white freeways that will lead us off into infinity.126

0f course, memory is flot just written, it can be indeed be illustrated in a

photograph or even remernbered collectiveiy and individually in the mmd and

passed on oralÏy indefinitely. With the arrivai of hypertexts and their use on the

World Wide Web, it is interesting to observe how we may preserve a cultural

heritage through Net-browsing or how we form a ‘cultural memory map on the

•Net’. 1 would like to approach the translation and transition of literary work into

the electronic medium through a view of a “culturai memory” or “collective

memory” of a given social group as described by Maurice Halbwachs in Les

Cadres sociaux de la mémoire.

Through hypertext, a community based on memoiy can have a representation of

the past while putt ing the accent on its repetition and its insistence. Yet what is this

memory that one wants to map? Is it mere investigation or reconstitution of the

past or, as Haibwachs puts it, a reconstruction of the past because memory does
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flot relive the past but rebuilds it. The reader searches for traces, and thus instalis

an inheritance. for Halbwachs this “collective memory” is flot imposed but rather

bas a flinction of reinforcing social cohesion by an emotional adherence of the

group.

Our history remains based on how “memory frames” allow us to rebulld

memories. They must become a repetition and flot a resurgence of the ancient

state. To be able to remember, it is necessary to replace memories in a whole

context of facts and ideas. If web browsers are creating their own “collective

memory” as they join nowadays in their search for cultural rerniniscences, I wish

to show how “cultural recycling” on the World Wide Web is a transition towards

creating, rather than only repeating a collective memory. It is even memory that

can stem from forgetting and flot necessarily from the obligation of rernembrance.

According to Derrida’s interpretation of Phaedrus, remembering through the aid

ofwriting is in fact a form offorgetfulness.

L’écriture est cet oubli de soi, cette extériorisation, le contraire de la mémoire
intériorisante. de l’Erinnemng qui ouvre l’histoire de Fesprit. C’est ce que
disait le Phèdre: l’écriture est à la fois mnémotechnique et puissance
d’otibli. 127

Memory is the safekeeper of knowledge, but if memory is an incubator or an

accumulator of data, it does flot guarantee thought. Memory, as for Phaedrus, can

retain but must also be made to think, or rather, to rerniniscence. 0f course to

126 Douglas Couphmd. op cit., 198.
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continue taiking ofmemory would take rnuch more time and space than is possible

here. Briefly, in terms of the thoughts and ideas that we are elaborating on

hypertext, rnemory interferes as an archetype of knowledge. Mernory is made up

of fragments, of traces that we cali souvenirs when they are personal and

individual rernembrances. This is often seen as creating continuity, but in a state of

becoming, as Deleuze and Guattari see it, nothing can be permanent for the subject

is aiways in a state of change.

Memories occur and constantly change the subject but memory is flot only

voluntary remembering. What literature has called the stream of un-consciousness

can also trigger off souvenirs. However, rnemory is not predetermined and fixed

according to a knowledge canon. I rather argue that mernory is infinite and

unlimitedly open. In this optic, I would rather want to ask whether to corne to

terms with the past demands if memories must be forgotten? A question arises

here: Can there be a tabula rasa when it cornes to memory, that is, can memory be

formed from scratch? But then again, if points of origin are forgotten, are we stiil

able to form an identity, a difference?

By taking care of our cultural past, we may crafi continuity and a future.

Memories are uncertain, things tend to be forgotten as well as remembered out of

the blue. Involuntary memory occurs in a moment of inattention, of urgency. Just

as with the quick click of the mouse, one hurries along the electronic pathways of

27 Jacques Derrida. De la Grammatologie (Paris: Éditions de Minuit. 1967). 39.
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memory access or as they say in computer sciences, RAM or random access

memory.

Rhizome Access Framented NIemory

Random Access, in computer jargon is a term referring to non-sequential media,

such as hypermedia, that do flot have a physical beginning, middle or end. in this

study, ‘rhizome’ could replace the ‘random’ present term in RAIVI in the sense that

hypertext can be considered Random Access Memory. As data storage that can be

‘written to’ and ‘read from’, RAM memory is volatile. If only for temporary

storage, it is nonetheless used to mn program applications in terrns of ‘archiving’

this access memory has to be more ‘permanent’ yet stiil ‘erasable’. in other words,

memory is flot just ROM —Read-only-memory— which is software that is

physically embedded in a storage device in a permanent form that cannot be erased

or inscribed to. Parts of a computer operating system may be stored in ROM,

which unlike the software stored in RAM, wiII flot be lost when the power is

turned off

Memory is the computer’s place for instructions and data that the microprocessor

can reach quickly. The term mernory is often used as a shorter synonym for

random access mernory. The more RAM you have in your computer, the less

frequently the computer has to access instructions and data from the more slowly

accessed hard disk forrn of storage. Memory is sometimes distinguished from
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storage, or the physical medium that holds the rnuch larger amounts of data that do

not fit into RAM and may not be immediately needed there. Data storage devices

also called auxiiiaiy storage, auxiliaiy memc)ly, and secondary memoiy include

hard disks, floppy disks, CD-ROMs and other backup systems.

RAM is called “random access” specificaÏly because any storage location can be

accessed directÏy. fragmented, it also been catÏed “nonsequential memory”

because RAM access is hardly random. RAIVI is organized and controlled in a way

that enables data to be stored and retrieved directly.

RAM ofien is compared to a persons short-term memory; the hard disk, to the

long-term memory. The short-term memory focuses on work at hand, hence when

your short-term memory fus up, your brain sornetimes is abÏe to refresh it with

facts stored in Iong-term memory. A computer works similarly so that if RAM fus

up, the processor needs to go continually to the hard disk to refresh the data, thus

siowing down the computers operation. Unlike the hard disk which can become

completely full of data so that it fils up, RAM neyer mns out of memory. R keeps

operating, but can start being very slow.

Even if computer memory were originally inspired by human mernory,

nowadays, hurnan memory is ofien compared to a computer. The memorial

function is not in this case just one of the functions of the brain-computer.

However a computer preserves identical information and restores it without
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change, whereas an event of a real personal memory neyer cornes up identical. We

know that the resuit ofthe practice ofrecollection depends on the research context.

Besides, the rnemory of even a recent event is ofien remembered through

reconstruction and must generally comply with an autobiographic narration. The

link between the physical level (the brain) and the purposeful level (thought

conceived categoricalÏy like a computer program) remains mysterious. Machines,

even the most subtly constmcted do flot remember in the sense that they flot have

an affective memory. What technology does is record, preserve and restore

information.

A memory is neyer immobile. There is controlled progression of stages inside

every memory. To this almost linear progression corresponds an ability to be

absorbed in the past. However, in the progress of a souvenir, temporality is not of

chronological nature. Memories have an incontestably emotional quality. They

corne with an aura, a mix of desires, p]easures and regrets that surround the

evocations of the past, thus producing the effect of nostalgia. Nostalgic memory

comes from the implicit knowledge within us that the past is not repeatable;

rnemory can only be re-presented. Besides, most mernories do flot come to our

conscience solely alone and isolated, they most ofien are related and include other

memories.

Manuel CasteHs in The Network Society talks ofthe central role oftechnology in

Western society built on knowledge education and on what it does to the
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experience oftemporality:

The tirnelessness of multimedia’s hvpertext is a decisive feature of our

culture, shaping the rninds and memories of chiidren educated in the new
cultural context. Historv is flrst organized according to the avaiiabiiitv of
visual matenal. thcn subrnitted to the computenzed possibilitv of selccting
seconds of frarnes to be pieced together. or spiit apart. according to specific
discourses. School education. media entertainment. special ncws reports or
advertising organize temporality as it fits, so that the overali effect is a
nonsequentiai time of cultural products available from the whoie reaim of the
human experience. If encyclopedias have organized human knowledge by
aiphabetical order, electronic media provide access to information.
expression, and perception according to the impulses of the consumer or to
the decisions ofthe prodticer. Bv so doing, the whoie ordering ofmeaningftil
events loses its internai. chronologicai rhvthm. and becomes arranged in time
sequences depending upon the social context of their utilization. Thus. it is a
culture at the same tirne of the eternai and of the epherneral. It is eternal
because it reaches back and forth to the whole sequence of cultural
expressions. It is epherneral because each arrangement, each specific
sequencing. depends on the context and purpose under which anv given
cullural constnict is solicited. We are not in a culture of circuiantv, but in a
universe of undifferentiated temporalitv of cultural i’28

Thus for Castelis, temporality is no longer either eternai or epherneral but above

all hypertext as a cuitural characteristic bas rendered temporality also

nonsequential and differentiated; that is, fragmented.

Let us take two definitions of memory from the Book ?f Meinoiy by Mary

Carruthers,’29 culied from medieval studies on memory. On the one hand, she sees

that there is memory as storage, or memoria and mnesis and on the other hand,

memory exists as an act of recollection or reminiscentia: “Described as a part of

rhetoric”, memory “refers to training and discipline in memorial and recollective

128 Manuel CasteUs. The Information Age, Econoniv, Societv and Culture. J’oÏu,iie 1: flic Risc of
the Network Societv (Maldeit Biackweil Publishers. 1996). 462.
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technique.”3° But rnemory is flot just archivai and technical, even if memory as an

instrument of acquirement and conservation of knowiedge of the past can be seen

as the archetype and the model for hypertext. Yet if memory is an accumulation of

data and a place of storage, it does flot necessariiy engage thought. Hence it seems

necessary to distinguish, according to Plato’s Phaedrus, flot only a mechanical use

of memory whereby a text serves as a keeper without necessarily bringing about

reflection but aiso an inteliectual use for in reminiscence, whereby one must think

and create Iinks.

Memory can be a trace of the past as welI as an invoiuntary memory, as in the

Proustian madeleine that is experienced in the immediacy of the moment. In

reminiscence, the past is reflexive. Hypertext practices memory not oniy through

the selections made among accessible documentation, but also through the useffil

memories relevant to the present. Hypertext recovers and selects the return of

elements that seemed disconnected or be]ieved destined for oblivion. According to

Bergson in Matière et Mémoire,’3’ to perceive is to setect and choose in memory

that which wiÏl be useful so as to act in the future. However the daiiy routines or

occupations are acted out through habit: we do not know how to see that which we

have already seen too much. For Bergson, it is through art that we are able to see

reality and to speak about life and to discover the worlds that surround us. Freud

showed through his conception of a screen memory that mernory is in fact

129 Man Carruthers. The Book of1\femorv, 1 Studu oflIemorv in \Jedieial Culture. (Cambridge.
Massachusctts: Cambridge Universilv Prcss. 1990). 46.
130 Ibid.. 16.
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selective, that because a souvenir reappears in spite of itself the subject is at the

mercy of her reminiscences and that the childhood memories we possess are a

revision of a memory trace where the becoming subject cannot suppose any state

of permanence and is only a succession offragmented states ofbeing.

Through interlinking practice, a community based on memory can have access to

past archives while putting the ernphasis on the users search for knowledge. But

what exactly is this memory that one wants to recover? Is it mere investigation or

reconstitution ofthe past? These questions arise because memory does flot relive

the past but rebuilds it. The reader searches for traces. and thus instaïls an

inheritance. This “collective memory” is flot always irnposed but has a fianction of

reinforcing the social cohesion by an emotional adherence ofthe group. To be able

to remember, it is necessary to replace memories in a whole context of facts and

ideas. Societies have access to their cultural codes through a inemory-aid.

From this perspective, hypertextual or interlinking practices are vital to learning

which cornes through fragment linking which, through rerniniscence, also keeps

memory central in our Western cultures, where it is not only imperative to know

but also to rernember. Our communities have traditionally been based on a story,

on history, on memory that must be preserved and transferred. Archive is

therefore, constituted in order to retrace our respective histories. Narrations vary

131 Henri Bergson. Matière et Mémoire (Paris: PUE, col!. Quadrige. 1939), 72.
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from the intimate tale of an autobiography to the collective tale of an evem that we

agree not only on categorizing as an event but aiso as being part ofhistory.

Like history, an event is a construction. This construction is also the making of a

memorv, of a collective mernory or the construction of an internai memory and

also a voluntary rnemory where we go back to the past thanks to precise points of

reference as if following Ariadne’s thread. On the other hand, the invo/imlarv

memory, or emotional memory is the appearance ofa unforeseeable souvenir. Like

the Proustian madeleine, it possesses such precision that one may almost speak of

an apparition. In this amplification of a point from the past, there arises an

emotion, an olfactive. and gustatory sensation similar to biting into the soft

biscuit. 132

Memento or Bodv Inscriptions for Reconstructing Memorv

A networked society still ftinctions through related cultural facts that value the

necessary refèrences and allusions as well as the passages made in the world of

ideas. However, that networked society remains flot only in a nonsequential

temporaÏity but also within a new configuration of the imaginary space in the

sense that the network society operates within cyberspace which is experienced

simultaneously in the real and virtual space. In virtual space, no one can know for

13 See for example. tue relatcd recvcling of the madeleine in the memorv of the smell of a cup of
coffee in [ho Palcstinian author Marmoud Danvich’s L)ic’ mémoire pote’ Jmh/i (Paris: Actcs Sud.
1994): ‘Le café, boisson soeur du temps. s’avale lentement. lentement. Le café est l’écho de la
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sure who you are. Behind a computer screen, there is always the possibility to

invent a character to hide one’s identity. When navigating the Net, one can

imagine becoming a cyber-cowboy as in William Gibson’ s novel Neuromancer:

For Case whod lived for the bodiless exultation of cvberspace. it vas the
Fali. In the bars he’d frequented as a cowbo hotshot, the dite stance
involved a certain relaxed contempt for the fiesh. The bodv was meat. Case
feu into the prison ofhis own flesh.13

For Case, the cyber-cowboy in Neuroniancer, living takes place in cyberspace, in

the world of the computer-mind that connects ideas and makes connections of

different databases. It is a world where the body is experienced as a meat container

or computer that allows for the cyber-cowboy to carry around files in his head in

order to plug his mmd on to a data network. People are themselves massive

libraries or memory data banks. In Gibson’s science-fiction world, memory is like

a container as in Carruthers’ analysis where it is seen as a place of storage, used in

the an act ofre-collection.

Another example ofthis concept in Gibson’s fiction led to one ofthe first films

ever made on cyberspace, Johnm Mnemonic (1995) starring Keanu Reeves. The

screenplay was penned by William Gibson and was based on his original story.

Gibson’ s books, including Neuromancer and the short-story collection Burning

Chrome deal primarily with cyberspace. Burning Chrome contains the short—story

saveur, écho de l’odeur. Le café est contemplation. plongée en soi-même et dans fa mémoire”, 25.
For the English translation. sec Memorvjbr Forgetfidness (Beirat. 1982).
‘ William Gibson. Neuroniancet Çforonto, HarperCollins Publishers. 1996). 6.
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on which the film, Johnny A.’I;,emonic is based. In William Gibsons vision of the

future, the protagonist Johnny Mnemonic is a rnernory smuggler who contrabands

data preserved in his brain through a chip implant. Johnny has a memory capacity

of $0 gigabytes, but this cool Gibson cyber cowboy uses what he calis a “doubler”

to raise it to 160. In the film, Johnny lands in trouble for having overloaded bis

memory storage capacity thus causing a potentially deadly memory crash

situation. In the meantime, bis storage-head makes him suifer terribly. If Johnny

does flot get the information out of bis head in 24 hours, his brain will explode

along with the precious 220 gigabytes of memory data and the information

necessary for him to upload the data has been destroyed. As a result he must find a

way to “hack his own brain” by entering cyberspace and recollecting the needed

data to reconstwct his brain and bis own memories.

The body in cyberspace is only “meat” or “heavy matter” that the protagonist

must carry around, but which the character wishes to make abstract. Both Gibson’s

characters Johnny Mnemonic and Case act like readers lost in the imaginary world

of a nove!. As these cowboys enter the virtual network, they do not want to feel the

body that keeps them prisoner and prevents them from escaping into total liberty.

This liberty can only be found in cyberspace, “a consensual hallucination

experienced daily by billions of legitirnate operators, in every nation”,’34 which

Gibson describes as an absorption:

134 Ibid. 51.
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Then you could throw vourseif into a highspeed drifi and skid. totallv
engaged but set apart ftom it aiL and ail around vou the dance of biz.
information interacting. data made flesli in the mazes ofthe black marlct.13

This means being totally absorbed in data turned into matter. The difference with

a “real” library databank is that there is no heaviness of physical space anymore.

In fact, when you enter the space of the imaginary there is no container or meat

left, just like Madame Bovary in Flaubert’s nove! who is transported to an

imaginary wofid that takes place in lier beaU whule reading. As if she were

travelling in cyberspace, she enters virtual worlds existing only in lier imagination.

Even if the cyberspace matrix is an architecture based on an ordering, a technique

or a system, !ike a !ibrarian’s, it resemb!es more ctosely a surface that permits the

reader to pass from one document to another according to non pre-estab!ished

paths found at the time when the documents are being browsed or consu!ted.

In cvberspace. informationintensive institutions and businesses have a form.
idcntitv. and working realitv —in a word and quito !iterallv. an archi/eciure
that is counterpart and different to the fornt identitv. and working realitv
thev have in the phvsical world. The ordinan phvsical realitv of theses
institutions. businesses. etc.. are seen as surface phenomena. as husks. their
truc cnergv coursing in architectures unscen except in cvbcrspace. ‘

in his classic on cyberspace, JVlichael Benedikt stresses cyberspace architecture

even if cyberspace “does not yet exist outside of science fiction and the

‘ Ibid. 16.
136 Michael Bcncdikt. Cvberspace, First Seps (Cambridge. Massachusctts. MIT. 1991). 123.
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imagination of a few thousand people.”37 in his view, it is more a surface

container from where one can constwct an information network.

Networks generate links as do memories in memory links, How to experience

memory and reconstruct memory are some ofthe questions raised in any study of

hypertext. Yet to raise these questions is to wonder about memory in life

experiences too. The question necessarily becomes: How to permute a memory

when things can easily be forgotten? For example, the film Meinento (2000), a

thriller by Christopher Nolan edited in flashbacks and fragments, reveals the

relevance of memory permutation through a backward narrative while trying to

restore the main character’s non-linear rnemory. Memenlo deals specifically with

memory loss and memory inscriptions.

Briefly, Memenlo relates the story of a man who bas to rebuiid his memory by

patching pieces together in order to remember. The main character, Leonard, has

iost his short-term memory afier having been assaulted by the man who raped and

murdered his wife. In order to take revenge, he must try and figure out who is his

wife’s murderer despite his lack of rnernory. He must inscribe bis mementos or

souvenir fragments on different surfaces, for example, on his skin, bits of paper

and Polaroid’s. He bas words tattooed ail over bis body, a living surface that he

uses for memoranda for ftiture use. These include the quotes of ail the essential

137 Ibid.
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facts that should allow Leonard to function in his daily occupations and bis quest

for the man who killed bis wife and robbed him of bis mernory.

Memento conflrms the archetype of memory. It also demonstrates how the

heuristic value of hypertext aÏlows and assists the discovery of mernory. The main

character hopes to fi memory by using inscriptions on bis body or pieces ofpaper

just as one uses a fixative in order to set and stabilize a photograph, a charcoal

sketch or pastel drawing. However, he will have to undergo the experietice that

memory can neither be rooted to the spot nor be fixed for as in the case of

hypertext, memory is mobile. Indeed Leonard will realize that a photograph or a

written sentence can neyer say enough.

Lost, alone, flot knowing whom he can trust and having no one to whom he can

turn, Leonard is disconnected from his cornrnunity and his former life because he

bas no memories. Recause lie cannot store any information in bis head, as a

memory container, he is unlike Case in Neuromancer. Leonard desperately needs

his body as a writing surface like a palirnpsest or a kind of rnernory screen,

accordina to Freud’s terms. For both Case and Leonard, life is about keeping

memories. These two characters in their separate stories survive different lives of

solitude with nothing else to count on but their body-RAM-containers when it

cornes to memory storage and linking.

Memory can indeed be rnaintained collectively in order for a community to avoid
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sinking itito obiivion. But, as our previous examples have shown, memories are

best built when exchanging collectivelv, as one can end up iost in one’s readings

when there is no one with whorn to reminisce. So how to perpetuate a rnemory

when one is confronted with forgetftulness? To which spaces can we turn? b

which computer screen or book7

0f course, mementos recail a person or an event. Leonard, unable to create new

mernories and unable to keep a souvenir in bis head for more than a few minutes,

bas to scribble notes, and snap Polaroids to keep track, not to mention the tattooed

notes on bis body surface used as a reminder. Ail of this, in the hope of finding a

system that will help him remember.

Leonard lives from moment-to-moment in fragments that he must try and narrate

using his notes. Leonard may try to create a coherent narration out of bis notes but

we end up doubting the accuracy of his rnemory reconstitution logic. As well as

showing the need for memory practices and spaces of inscriptions, the iink

between meaning and mernory appears here in ail its compiexity as this story

Sl]OwS how links and connections are necessary to generate a context from past

experiences. How to rernember if you do not have a context in which to

remember? How can a face, a picture or an idea bave any relevance? Christopher

No]an’sA/lemenlo asks tbese kinds of questions.

Written in ink on Leonard’s hand are the words remeinber saminv/ciiik/s. Sammy
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Jankis is the man whose case Leonard had investigated. Jankis had lost his short

terrn rnemory and lost a sense of reality too. To illustrate this, here is an extract

ftorn the Screenplay by Christopher Nolan:

“REMEMBER SAMMY JANKIS”

- LEONARD:
Sammv Jankis had the same problem. He tried writlng himselfnotes. Lots of
notes. But he’d get conftised.

Leonard hcks bis thumb. and riibs at the writing. To Leotards surprise, II
DOES NOT EVEN SMUDGE. Ne notices his bare legs. There is a NOTE
taped to his RTGHT THIGH with a handwrittcn message:
“SHAVE”
Leonard pulls the note offi studving it careftillv.

Close on the Polaroid of Teddv. Leonard flips it over. On the back are the
messages: ‘DONT BELIEVE HIS LIES”

[.1

- LEONARD
No. Its different. I hac no short—terni rnemorv. I Inow who I an; and ail
about mvself. but siiice mv injurv 1 can’t make an new memories.
Evervthing fades. 1f wc talk for too long, 111 forget how we staiied. I dont
know if we’ve ever met before. and the next time I sec ou 1 \von’t remember
this conversation. So if I seem strange or rnde that’s probablv...

Ne notices that Burt is staring at him as if he werc an exotic inscct.

LEONARD (CONT’D)
- I’ve told vou this before. havent I

Ihe Polaroid pictures serve as an aid to Leonard’s memory. He records places

and faces meticulously. As each image develops, a new ‘memory’ is created, a

name ofthe person photographed written down. The PoÏaroids, and his own body

are external reminders . Leonard no longer has to remember because these

mementos are bis memory.
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Memory loss entails loss of identity. Memenlo forces us to ask: Can a rnemory

made up of the connections of moments teil you who you are? What then is

memory? Does it fit on bits of papers, snapshots or even Posi—If notes? Or is this

merely selective memory in the same way as hyperlinks are in fact, just the

occurrence ofa selection of documents put together in a kind of collection?

The perfect replacement for those “sticky notes” could have been to use computer

technologies in order to establish links between ideas (or pages or nodes), sites, or

files of information. What Leonard is trving to do every time is just to start

brainstorming, to et ail the elements to reconstruct bis memory but he misses a

short-terrn rnemory or a computer RAM to store the elements which he

temporarily needs to get an overview. it is as if information is constantly being

erased, or as if he cannot press the [Ctrl-save] keyboard combination that would

allow him to put ail the elements in one place, and view, arrange and link them.

Memory helps us know who we are and where we come from to give us a sense

of identity and of knowledge. Memory constitutes knowledge of past events

however, for Leonard, there is no understanding the past, and there is only a

collection of fragmented mernentos.

Leonard can no longer select or access his memory which like a computer RAM

has become volatile, a space for only temporary storage of thoughts. It thus
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becomes impossible for Leonard to retain memories in bis mmd. Hence, we see in

this film how it is impossible to replace one’s memory. If memory is lost, one

cannot just go and buy a hard disk to replace it.

Memory constitutes a knowledge of past events but for Leonard, there is no

understanding of bis past, he can only compose a fragmented collection of

mementos. Leonard’s memory has become gleaning, because there is no

reflectivity to his memory, and ail his mementos are inscribed to substitute a

memory.

Despite his aids to memory, his memory is unreliable and rather than a memento

or souvenir of the past. his hyperÏinked bodv surface becomes a labyrinthic

palimpsest to decipher. How must he read or interpret, or shail we say, how must

someone who has Ïost his memory make reading links” if he cannot rely on his

own memory? His solution is first to find memory inscription aids. Secondly he

needs to observe or to lurk in order to make some kind of sense. In this example, a

hierarchical cartography of memory seems indeed useïess and inert for even if

objects and mementos are tried as substitutes of rnernory in this film, it finalÏy

turns into a ioop in order to bring up the issue offree associations ofthought when

reconstnlcting memory.
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Hyperreal Memories of a Collective Memorv

If memory necessaril passes through a body that recails, one must ask whether it

is in fact possible to irnitate memory? Is memory actually se related to body that

the hyperreal being ofthe world ofthe simulacra —so far from the flesh— can neyer

corne close to the practice of memory?

HiperreaIiij’ the term coined by the French theorist Jean BaudriÏÎard in

Sinwlacre.r c’l Siini,Ïctiioii (1981) was revived by the Italian theorist Umberto Eco.

In his landmark collection of essays, Trrn’els in J-i5perreali!v (1986), Eco

comments upon fake worlds, such as wax museums and Disneyland, where

visitors are given a reproduction of a farnous person or a fake work of art se real

and powerful that they no longer feel any need or desire to see the original.

Hyperreality according te Eco’s essay connects the fake and the genuine.

SimiÏarly, the french philosopher Jean Baudrillard, commenting on sirnulacra and

simulations in postmodern work, argues that modem consumer society is ofien out

of touch with the real. The electronic media use the hyperreal te replace and

reproduce the lest reaim of the real. In the proliferation of simulated worlds, the

hyperreal space opened up by Internet presents a vast, range of communication

options in which only our imaginations limits our abilities. Frorn Baudrillard’s

perspective, distance disappears into imrnediacy, and presence becomes a state of

simuÏtaneity where we can save the principle of reality by megenerating our
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imagination and by creating our own reality.’38 In a certain way, in the fictional

worlds themselves, characters create their own reality. This is the case in the

examples herein, the main characters in Madame Boi’aiy or Aime (?Ï Greeii Gables.

These examples lead us to wonder: How can electronic networks correspond to

reai traditional communities? In a traditional comrnunity, a geographical space is

shared, as well as an organization according to established politicai and social

mies. A community constitutes itseif from the moment that a number of

individuals are grouped together and consider that they keep some common habits

and customs. One specific factor that allows for group recognition is the

constitution ofthis group’s collective memory.

Even if virtual communities do flot share a physical place and even if they are flot

consistent in their mies and organization, they do share a common conviction or an

interest. Members of virtual communities do not need to meet physically in an

assembly anymore and members can enrol in several lists at the same time. In the

hyperreal space there need only be partial adherence.

As mentioned, importance is accorded to rnemory in our Western cultures where

it is imperative flot oniy to know but also to remember. Our communities are based

on a history, a memory to preserve and to recali. From the inscriptions of stories,

archives are constituted in order to trace history. 0f course stories vary and can be

138 Jean Baudrillard. S7,,,u/acres et Si,,,u/atïoii.s’. op. cil.. 10.
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personal or officiai versions of individual or collective events interpreted

according to a certain point of view. Nevertheless, archives are passed on as the

memories of a given cornmunity that must be preserved in order to give a sense of

humanity and ofthe existence ofa community’s past.

Even in the illustration of a cuit science-fiction movie like Ridley Scott’s Blade

Runner (1982), the non-human “cyborgs” or “replicants”, who can be

distinguished from humans because they do not possess a memory, try to invent

personai souvenirs. To pass as hurnan beings and avoid being persecuted, they

have fictionai memories irnplanted. As the “replicant” Tyreli designer explains to

the blade runner, Rick Deckard (played by Harrison ford), humanness is about

having memories ofprior experiences:

- Store up the experience vou and 1 take for granted.
- \Ve create them with a past. if we gifi them with a past. we create a cushion
- a piiiow for their ernotions.
- Memories -you arc taiking about memories

When questioned about their past, “replicants” regurgitate images and share a

non-existent past by using pictures that must pass as their personai memory. Here

we are not faced with a human being who contrabands data preserved in bis brain

by the use of a chip implant, but with a cyborg loaded with memories tlying to be

more human. Sharing pictures as if they were memories aiiows for Scott’s

Blade Runner directed by Ridlcv Scott. 1982.
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memoryiess cyborgs to pretend that they are hurnan and thus take part in a life in n

human community.

Let me take a paraliel Iink to illustrate how today, even in an information world

fully aware of computer manipulated photographs, it is stili primordial to have

authentic pictures to “Share moments, share life”TM, as in the slogan of the Kodak

picture company. In their Share Life campaign, launched in 2001, the Kodak

Company promoted sharing iife’s most precious moments, or shah we cali them

memories, through pictures. it is interesting to see how even an advertising

canipaign focuses the promotion on “sharing lasting memories with the next

generation with friends and family through e-mail” and even “to share and

connect” as is specified on the Kodak web site. This company, in the business of

people taking pictures as a practice of keeping memories, bas essentiahly the same

slogan for ail the portais of the different countries where it distributes products.

The French site says: “Toutes vos émotions se partagent en images” and the

French site for Canada uses an adaptation ofthe Enghish slogan: “La vie se partage

en images.” This example illustrates that whether the memories are moments of

life or emotionai events, a community offriends and family must share them.

With memories, pictures or cultural products to share, a community can form a

sense ofbeionging. Whether in harmony or even in conflict, what irnports more is

the question of continuity. In an electmnic community there is continuity as long

as one shares a conviction or an interest. Here there are ruies to foiIow, too. In the
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hyperreal network worlds a person often takes part in several communities easily

entered and lefi. These communities remain alive as long as someone writes an e-

mail to a Ïistserv for example, and as long as someone else has asked to be

subscribed to the Ïist in question.

A community, for example, one created on a listserv is an automatic mailing Ïist

server where e-mails are addressed to and is automaticaÏÏy broadcasted to every

member on the Ïist. The person who is responsible for the list ofien moderates it.

This kind oflist is similar to what is also called a newsgroup or a forum, where the

messages are transmitted as e-mail and are therefore available only to individuals

that have subscribed to the lists. On the Internet, listservs, newsgroups or forums,

and other on-line discussion groups are thousands of groups covering every

conceivable interest or subject.

According to Benedict Anderson in Imag/ned Coinmunities,14° the identities of

nations have been constmcted by the press thus identities are products ofthe text.

TraditionalÏy, knowledge tends to want to classify communities according to a

principle oftmth and to associate them to a real space. The memories and foots of

a community are kept in a public imaginary.

In an “imagined” community the social and political interactions are negotiated

by a medium. In fact, in a hyperreal or virtual cornmunity, the social and political
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interactions are negotiated inside the medium itself. This interaction within the

medium is precisely the difference between a mass medium and a network

medium like Internet. One is forced to interact by clicking hyperlinks with the

computer mouse 0f by the use of the keyboard. The mouse and the keyboard are

the new writing tools and the computer, the new reading frame vital to the

formation of a virtual community. Contrary to traditional communities, virtual

communities are independent oftime and space. Yet one stili needs to assign them

places, foi- example, the digital city and the public chat rooms. Therefore the

concept of place plays a role in the virtual communities, while space is more a

question ofa reference mark because one can participle according to one’s wish.

Events are furtive and momentary especially when they are ofien experienced by

reading on the Net and sometirnes by writing when participating in the discussions

0f disputes that disappear as quickly that they occur.

A majority of people in virtual communities have periods of both intense

presence and absence. If one has not logged on the Net lateÏy and has been absent

for a long time, the members of the Net community will likely have changed,

discussions will be different or repeated. To say that one only communicates on

the World Wide Web would be too simplistic. In virtual communities, one does

the same as in other communities, that is, work, learn, play, rneet, gather

information and even fali in love. It is ofien a combination oflearning and playing.

‘° Bcnectict Anderson. Iniagineci Conununities: Reflections on the Origin auJ Spread of
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Do vii-tuai communities create their own reality and are they imagined according

to Anderson’s analysis? in a way, yes, because they are represented by a medium

that has such strength that it can make the Net reader believe that she is living a

life more or less institutionalized outside ofthe medium. But at the same time, one

does not manage to freeze these virtual communities because their existences are

represented and constmcted by a digital medium. Even though newsgroups have

etiquettes and mies of conduct, or what is called “netiqiielle” that one can find in

the fAO ‘s (frequently asked questions), as weÏl as an archive ofprior discussions,

they are, however, not institutionalized outside ofthe virtuai medium, They are in

fact stiil Iived outside the estabtished society, and if they may have seemed at first

to be imagined in their virtual character, they are in fact not imagined communities

in the sense given by Anderson but actually quite real — or shah I say hyperreal?

A common member ofthe hyperreai comrnunities is called a “lurker”,’4’ living in

the real worid the lurker hooks on to the Internet but remains an invisible and

suent member of the virtual communities. He browses web sites, or reads

rVatioIÎaIisln (Londoit New York: Verso. 1991)
‘ From lite flaine t Van-lors comment webpage. I quote a deEinition of (lie lurker. sec
http://ww’w.wintemct.com/—mïkclr/flamc5$.html Lurker does not participatc in noimal forum
discourse. but hes oui there...watching. reacling every message. Gcnerallv. he is quite harmless. In
facL bis silence tisualh rellccis a natural reticence mthcr than anv sinister motives. He is content 10
let thc other people haul the conversational frcight and. if a fight breaks out lie w’ill observe quietly.
Occasionallv. however. some mvsterioiis impulse drives him to de-lurk and atiack. Other Waffiors
regard bis tmexpected assaull as an ambush. and invariabtv tum on him savagelv. But Lurkcr
seldom sticks around to fight il out. rather. after a brief exchangc. lie slips awav. neyer [o be heard
from again.”
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‘webÏogs’ or enters chat rooms without participating.’42 He rernains very

individualistic.

However, cyberspace would just be a bunch of data if people did flot participate.

Similarly if discussions did not occur. there would be no web-based communities.

0f course, there need flot be a steady collective link nor any engagement because a

lurker aiways bas the possibility to enter and leave without being noticed. One can

speak ofa virtual community when there bas been an adherence and when there is

a certain continuity in the discussion even though the membership is rather taken

by pseudo-anonymity or through partial identity for as the poputar saying goes:

“On the Internet, nobody knows you’re a dog”, which vas first published in a

cartoon in 17w IVew Yorker.’43

112 A weblog (sojuetimes shortencd b blog or writlen as “web log” or “Weblog”) is n web site ofpcrsonnl and iion-commercïal origin that uses a dated log format and is updated on a frcqucnt basiswith new information about n panicular subject. the information can be w ritlcn b the site owncr.
or contributed to bv gleaners. A weblog is often a kind of Ïog of our limes” or a soi-t of diarv.
Weblogs cnn be t.hought of as developing commentaries. individual or cottective 011 particular
themes.
143 The cartoon bv Peter Steiner shows n dog is sealed at a computer. telling another dog: “On 111e
Internet. nobodv knows voure a dog . carloon in Tue Neii Yorker (VoI.69 (LXIX) no. 2t). JuIv 5.1993. page 61). Qua tangent. Xobod’KnotsI’,,, a Dog is now also a pla b Alan David Perkins aNcw Yorker who lias recvcled Steiners cartoon in a ptav in which six people who are unable toconnect 10 other people IRL (in real life) find hie cotirage to socialïze b oinïtig a singles
newsgroup on hie internet. takmg comfort in kuowing that Uicy iviil flot be sedn and can bide
behind lies.
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A Lurker’s Memory

Now let us consider the example of the newsgroups’ or ‘tistservs’, where an

Internet-goer can take part in several lists and where the members are ofien a

considerable number of ‘lui-kers’, who only receive the e-mails posted on several

lists, acquiring a scattered multiple mernbership. These voyeurs coming from of ah

corners of the globe find themselves in a ‘pluri-community’ where every interest

or desire may receive attention on a list or a site ta practice picked up in cable and

satellite TV). Yet, there seems to be only a partial adherence, with a netiquette’

that tries to regulate intervening on the lists.

This figure ofthe Ïurker is that ofthe hypertextual reader who follows the course

ofthe text with a ferret’s curiosity taking ber from one text to another in pursuit of

the references that she seeks. This may wehl look like sorne sort of an investigation

in which reading does flot only mean finding a yet neyer discovered document or

even the indecipherable allusion neyer before read. Document consultation on the

Internet is flot just the search for a scientific discourse. It is a search also to look

for a document from which the reader can teil a new story that can be related as

something being experienced in the present, not necessarily as an object ofstudy.

Hypertextual assembling becomes a system of recognition and learning but it is

ofien in an intuitive and passionate manner that a reader makes ber way through a

hypertext. Desire and emotion guide the reader, even though intuitive associations
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may seem to Ïack a certain seiise of systernatization and traditional educationa!

rigour. Hypertext reading is an experience of rnediation it is an experience of

irnrnediacy.

However, how can one really learn if there is no rational mode! to guide the

reader? Learning is flot necessarily achieved by means of a canonica! system.

Explorative and playful aspects can also encourage the quest for knowledge. The

growing success of exploratory game videos dernonstrates this thirst for

investigation experiences. However a question rernains when it cornes to forming a

cornrnunity: How can a lurker-reader, who just seerns to be passing by the World

Wide Web, experience a feeling ofadherence?

My hypothesis is that the question of identity or of be!onging resides in the

practice of reading and that the new media networks put us in presence of a new

cornmunity ofreaders, which I shah show in the following section. [See section III

on Hypertext Reading Links: a Pedagogy ofMernory]

A community that corresponds to the practice of hypertext requires a redefinition

ofthe reader’s identity. The hypertextual reader is the reader of ‘Difference’ who

follows a reading path according to her desires and her personal curiosity. This

reader is looking to be surprised and seeking new and different experiences in the

immediate present that are flot necessarily canonical objects of study but are
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experiences of memory because they evoke souvenirs or associative links to be

made.

Our reader chooses a course of reading according to rnood. Yet the clicking is not

aiways random, it is ofien made because one is looking for an answer or at least

another connection to explore. This kind of reading is fragmentary, perhaps more

oral than textual and flot aiways attached to linearity. A hypertextual reading

marks connections between texts through a path of re-cognitions rather than

through linear narration. In a hypertext we are more oflen looking for something as

in a data bank, or in looking for an intrigue. Our curiosity is pricked by a question

or at least by a pursuit. An intrigue that I conceive like an arrangement of facts in

the manner described by Paul Ricoeur in his analysis ofthe Aristotle’s Poeties as a

‘mise en ilitrigue
‘ which he sees as the nutthos. Like the Greek muthos or story,

hyperlinks are the arrangements from one link to another. Hypertext allows the

mediation between different textual, visual or audio documents. The movements

from link to link create an intrigue. In hypertext, what is important is to pass from

one knot rather like a link unravelling itselfwhen one moves to the next one.

But what are our expectations when it cornes to hypertext? Do we want to be told

a story? Are we looking for a chain reaction? It is the action of creating an intrigue

that is important and not the narration itself for it is the investigation or quest that

matters. h is this searching that will lead to a new textual path or even to a new



text. When it cornes to browsing a hypertext, there is also a corporeality that must

be taken into account since the action ofthe hand as a click on the mouse activates

a hyperlink and makes the text move. The body must move and act to be taken

physically into an intrigue. It is the finger that points and manipulates how a

hypertext is ternporarily put together.

Traditionally the reading of a book is organized in such a way that the reader

tends to verify the number of pages in order to look for the end or at Ieast, a

temporary end. While browsing a hypertext, the reader need not think anymore in

terms of a number of pages or screens. The reader is flot interested in finishing, in

getting to an end but is looking to make Iinks and to gain the impression of

movement. The only traces that remain afler reading a hypertext are the random

links made. By using the ‘back’ or ‘retum’ link button, the reader retraces her

readin movernents, or more concretely the web pages that were consuÏted while

browsing. Reading is transmitted through links but it is rather the reading

movement that counts. It is flot the storyteller anymore who creates the narration

but the reader herself becomes the storyteller even if she is caught in the

programmers parameters, she is not depending on the book anvmore. Even though

she must aiways choose among the document categories made available to her

144 Sec Paul Ricoeur. La Mise en Intrigue” in Temps et récit, Tonic 1. L ‘intrigue et le récit
historique (Pans: Editions du Seuil. 1983).
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online or in the menus, from there on storytelling is recovering from its decline

announced by Benjamin. 14

However, inside the information network as well as in a hypertextual research,

the reader may not aiways have the possibility to communicate. In this demi-

monde of meta-communication, the reader ofien fmds herseif in the «lurker»146 or

searching position aiways looking for..., hiding whule waiting for an answer or

while spying in on a discussion. The reader-lurker follows, reads but does flot

communicate.

Ibis reading becomes more a search for an intrigue with no pre-established

narration. It is a reading that becomes coherent through links created through

fragmentation and collage where the reader does flot know whether she is facing

short or long texts. Yet there is a limit to what one wants or can read. The

relationship to the world is flot exclusively textual. in fact zapping and the video

clip culture translate a certain impatience. It is flot linear history that counts

anyrnore, but rather the fragments where the reader looks for a quick and a ‘right

here, right now’ moment of surprise. The computer alÏows a pursuit of traces in

relation to each other as a memory that works in a recollection in the hypertext

mode.

145 \VaIIcr Benjamin. “Thc Stonieller. Reflections on the Works of Nikolai Lcskov” in
l/htm/nation.v (New York: Schocken Books. 1969). 87.
146 Lurldng is more than to lie in ambush or to be in liiding and w ailing.
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The hvpertextual course permits a ‘remembering of memory’ through the reading

rearrangements made where the intrigue is conceived while clicking. The

connections are made by causality, according to one’s own taste where the reader

cati fragment lier experiences while being divided in ber own individual pluri

community. With the passing of time, web discussions are even archived or

‘weblogued’ in order not to aiways refer back to the same topics but also to

constitute a collective memory.

When the Net-reader is more of a lurker and participates in a limited way and a

Iimited membership, she can be exempted from being devoted to any social

obligations. 1-Iow? Oddly enough and despite divided interests, the archives and

inscriptions of Net conversations prevent losing parts of the exchange. it thus

becomes more efficient than standard face-to-face communication. The partial

hyperreal collectivities have several aspects in common with a real community but

at the same time, one can enter a virtual community without an obligatory

engagement. Yet, if in general a community can be organized around memoiy

recurrences, a hypertextual intrigue can make rnemory available again by

accentuating repetition but also by insisting on different modes of reading, The

stress is put on repetition and insistence of information that can be re-configured

and re-embedded.

With the new digital technologies, even just reading on the Internet, innumerable

digital texts are made available and since the Iurker clicks on existimZ texts, this
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allows for the persistence of a memory that is not only textual but can also be

visual and auditory

The inheritance147 available in the archives remains important because there the

repeated material takes ail its difference or meaning as in Plato’s Academy where

the archive was the institution of repetition. For even though every repetition is

different, it will be cataÏogued and archived exactly for its difference. Storage is

the role of every inscription in which it is necessary to discover a difference. In

hypertext, there is a differentiation of links to be brought out and not necessarily a

repetition. The instability and the permeability of frames of thought in the virtual

mode bring out differences in thought associations even better. While making Ïinks

the reader-lurker in the practice of hypertext reading, grasps the differences at

stake in a text according to her own associations.

Nevertheless, there is sornething pejorative in the scattered mode of linking. in a

definition of ‘scattering’, there are the following explanations: to throw about, to

disperse, to distribute or even to spiil. By extension, a ‘scatterbrain’ is even a

person who Yacks concentration. Hence, to move around in a digital text seerns to

be reÏated to dispersion and to being engaged in too various and too numerous

activities. Ïnstead of spilling out, reading traditionaÏly required cohesion and

narration in a community that would want to fix this scattering by attempting to

stabilize links. Fine, but let us acknowledge that with a new literary device like
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hypertext and the digital networks, we are experiencing a tension between

archiving from the perspective of repetition of memory on the one hand, and

differentiation as scattering on the other hand. Indeed, Derrida questions the

electronic networks, for example, e-mail, as a way of transforming the public and

private space.’48 Transforming archives and rec.ording events149 are for Deleuze

ways of putting the ernphasis on singuÏarity and difference. This transformation

makes us really live the adherence or membership to a ‘pluri-community’.

Finally, the lurker looks in the archives, yet while taking part in a new type of

collectivity centered around rnernory she is also independent and can replace

different links as in the term remediation for Boiter and Grusin. Replacernent is the

essence of hypertext and the web lurker iearns to pluralize reading passages in the

different communities she cornes across in the digital networks and to pass from

link to link, in order to be not only in the immediate every tirne but also to

recognize differences and thus go from singularity to singularity, from one

cornrnunity to another in a replacement and scattered dynarnics. 1)0

This does not imply only re-visiting’ archives because the hypertextual reader

does flot always have the cultural baggage that would allow for links to be made.

We are not in the legible or readable of learning but in a garne of differentiation

Jacqties Denida.\IaÏd’atchive (Paris. Gaulée. 1995).
1bid.. 35.
149 Ibid.. 34.
1)’) Sec Gilles Deleuze. chapter 111 in Différence et Répétition. where he sti’esses that differenciation
is important when it cornes to learning and thinking. op. cit.. 213.
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readings. And like Deleuze, 1 do not believe that it is about the reader’s entering a

path of recognition but rather about the reader’s scattering and stimulating

creation.

We stiil linger on the text too much, with the reflex of a ‘reader-archivist’

whereas in the future of the archive, it wilI be more about becoming a reader-{

creatorf. If the reader stiil mystifies thought too rnuch, she will remain in the

practice of knowledge acquisition and will not become a creator of the irnaginary,

the randomness. in hypertext, the reader does not need to start at the beginning

she only lias to be to the middle ofa multitude ofcommunity memories, and like a

hypertext start to think about establishing associative links giving to each

dispersion that is made, its difference.
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ICONS

Madame Bovarv Lost in Reading Mernories

Getting tost

tvfadame Bovaiy is a nove! where the main character gets lost in the labyrinth of

her readings. Here we are also faced with a figure in search of hyperreality, losing

her identity through ber myriad readings.

“Madan?e Bui’aiy c’est moi!” are Flaubert’s iconic famous words. In this novel’s

free indirect style, the reader can have the impression that it is indeed the character

who speaks, that it is she who becomes the narrator, or the median voice. Madame

Bc)l’aly shook the principles of traditional writing. The novel’s narrator is

irnpersonal, objective thus raising the question of whose focus is used. The

narrator like a camera travels around and observes however, since ‘Bovarysm’ is

the desire to be other than what one is, FÏaubert’s camera serves to deform one’s

reality and one’s subjectivity. Bovarysm or the reading Emma Bovary getting lost

in her readings is the wiIÏ to be different or to !ive that which cannot be lived. This

Ieads the reader to identify with the characters with whom Emma mbs shoulders.

Jules de Gaultier in bis Le Boi’aiyme. La psychologie dans l’oeuvre de Flaubert

(1892), described human condition by naming Bovarysrn a person’s determination

to see oneseif other than one is.
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Poor Emnm gives her name to it because de Gaultier finds in her. as in manv
of Flaubert’s characters. a certain predisposition. a pathological and singular
exaggeration ofthe facultv of imagining oneselfto be other than one is.’ He
thinks that the predisposition is at one with a hatred of realitv: It is a niling
tendencv in Emma. bv virtue of whicb anv actual condition of existence
arouses in ber a contrarv conception. The differcncc bctween Bovarysm and
a worthv use of the imagination is that. in the latter. one conceives an
alternative or antinomian reality without proposing to put it into practice. one
retains it as a fiction: In the former. one takes it as a program and acts upon
it. I 51

Literature may bring the reader to see herself as other than she is, but literature is

also about the text or the-literary institution. Literature is also a tradition, a process

of producing texts in the form of a printed book on paper, that gives us access to

narrations, various histories and past texts. This literary practice ofien depends on

paper media, of course, although certain stories may find themselves on celÏuloid,

such as screen adaptations ofliterature or on audiotape for a dramatic narration.

However, ofien works of art have initially been reproduced on paper to be re-told

oraÏly and visually on the screen. It is through their circulation and interpenetration

in ail modes, either oral, visual or written, that they disperse and penetrate a

society already sensitized to narration.

Archiving these stories on paper, as in conserving those which diffuse a

collectivity, allows a community of readers to recognize fictional characters and

1I Denis Donoghue. Tilt Practice ofReading (New Haven. London: Yale Universitv Press. 1998).
47-48.
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identify with them. To spend even a fleeting moment holding a character’s hand

allows one both to escape and to observe human behaviour.

However, if, as Virilio says,’52 we live in the age of speed —a constantly

accelerating world— how then can readers find the time to browse through the

numerous pages of a book? Texts that require the effort of reading quietly in

seclusion may seern to lack stimuli and cari faïl into oblivion because they will

have flot been able to catch our attention, sirnply because it is necessary to take

some time and distance to read a book in silence. Literature attempts to preserve

the role of an oral storyteÏler and also tries to organize, as would an archivist

watching over our textual memory.

In the end, if texts are Îlot consulted or flot remembered, like a book from Borges’

imagined The Librarv ?! BabeI3 [see section III on Borges’ libraryj , they

wilÏ stay on a sheif somewhere vaiting for their new reader. With the profusion of

media allowing for stories to be told, (from movies, through television and radio,

but also video games, comic strips and CD Roms), we face a situation of mass

production of exactly that which used to be found primarily on the pages of a

book, and well within the literary institution.

7-,

Patil Virilio. T’ite,vse de Libération (Paris: Ga1iIe. 1995).
‘ Sec Jorgc Luis Borges: “Tue Libran ofBabel” in Ficciones. op. cit.. 79-$8.
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Since the arrivai of new technologies, can the question of the perpetuity of a

literary work of art on paper stilf be asked? Questions do arise about our consumer

habits and whether we stiil care to read on paper. Indeed, the reader, spectator or

listener is seen as a consumer of narrations. We know that watching a movie

requires to a certain extent decoding, hence logically the reading of a text as a

movie demands deciphering.

Yet we can go beyond Bovarysm in reading, because the text frees itself through

hypertext practices. in fact we believe that the superstructure of a text has aiways

tried to be hypertextualized. The media equipment and editorial surrounding a text

are less and less coercive; the access to text is facilitated and accelerates text

circulation within an increasingly literate community.

The time lias corne to question the type of network cornmunity that can engender

a hypertext. The hypertextual reader must learn to look at the mechanisms of a

rnediated symbolic economy and render it visible. The textual electronic network

communities bring the reader to authorship and reinstore interpretative values. The

next example on the hyperreal ‘Kindred Spirits’ [see the section on Aime ofGreen

Gables on the Net] which illustrates just Iiow strong an electronic

community can be when it cornes to interpreting and making new texts and new

readings from one’ s favourite author.
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Many members ofthe virtual community dedicated to Lucy Maud Montgomery

have been lurking since signing on to Kindred Spirits list but aller reading the

numerous daily posta, they oflen corne out oftheir refreat in order to teIl stodes on

how they have md and enjoyed Montgorneiy books as well as having a book of

the rnonth that the whoie e-community agrees on rereading, retdling and

recommenting fairly regularly. Indeed1 they reread books they enjoy but also add

and share their own relevant personal memodes conceming their selected scene

chapter or character.

For Mlchael Joyce, who has published widely on issues relafing to hypertext and

wdting, reader authorship in electronic text is about reauanging stodes, hence

becorning both reader and author of a document. “Reordering requires a new text;

every reading thus becomes a new text. [...] Hypertext narratives become virtual

storytellers.”’TM Hence, readers-authors converge towards a new mediated

comrnunity where they can exchange roles and no longer be divided between

producing and consuming. This may lead to a “pluralistic cultures” or a “culture

wiphii*r as already seen with De Certeau; whereaa, the character of Madame

Bovary shows that when a reader cannot share ber reading rnemory with other

readers, k becomes difficuk to achieve a critical distance because the reader only

bas to interact with the fiction characters that she reads about to interact with in

ber imagination, and she creates ber memodes not from reallty but frorn imaginary

events that she bas read about
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How does the arrivai of new technologies in severai systems of exchange and

various networks stand out in a “multi-facet identity” of hypertextual readings?

Actually, the hypertext reader who does not wish to make any effort of critical

reading, who only contemplates a story while identifying with its characters

without discernment, risks acting just like Gustave Flaubert’s heroine in quest of a

narrated life while allowing for no distance with regard to the text. Through ber

readings, the character of Emma Bovary is a thrill seeker afier a passionate love

and an extraordinary life. She does flot know how to read through or across the

possible facets of a novel or to be open, as explained by Bernard Pinguaud: “le

propre d’une grande oeuvre est d’être ouverte, disponible, inépuisable, de se prêter

à d’autant d’interprétations qu’elle a de lecteurs.”55

Contrary to a World Wide Web reader. the web “iurker” can remain a Bovarysm

reader because the web cclurker uses her readings to soothe ber eternaÏ

dissatisfaction, to enjoy a iiberating reading experience. However, anyone who

browses through a hypertext can go beyond lurking and create a reading path of

ties between the text and subject as weÏl as with other readers, as we shah see in

the next example about readers building a community in cyberspace, {see the

section on Aime of Green Gables] , where we encounter new formations of

? Michnel Jovcc. 0f Tuv Minds, fhperiext Pedagog and Poeiics (Ann Arbor: The Universitv of
Michigan Press. 1995). 193.

Bernard Pingi.taud in L lrc. flaubert. no. 79. Bcrnard Pingaud. cd. (Aix-en-Provence, Centre
National des Lettres.1980). 1.
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kindred spirits inspired by die popular Canadian author Lucy Maud Montgomeiy,

and her character, Pane ShirIey.”’

If the reader is implicit to die text, the text itself is implicit to hypertext. This

statement makes sense because hypertext refrrs back to die ta or at least to a

reading practice constituent of a text. fle navigator of a hypertext creates

interaction between textual documents. fie autonomy of a work of art is flot an

issue here for we believe that any hypeftext is involved in a community of

documents made up of memories, refrences and meanings. According to

reception aesthetics, a reader deciphers meaning while reading a ta -an idea that

we do not dispute. We do add however, that at a given point where tœcts cross each

other dudng hypertextual navigation, the reader not only finds meaning but also

texts crac meaning in die interactions of those documents. They confront their

similarities and their specificities in die interstices by both ffiggering di%rent

documents and bdnging them together. In this respect ta is neyer isolated, for in

general k lias been produced to address a reader or at least to answer another ta.

Beyond Rnlity

fie act of reading happens through the relations of intederences, and this

practice is fragmented in order to allow the reader to be active and move forward

and notjust for her to realize her life is mediocre. In fact, because ofBovarysm die

reader lives a life of melancholic desires and disappointments. if only she could

GammeL cp ciL. 12.
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step into hypertext, she could satisfy lier desires of being somewhat different and

having some activity in her life.

The traditional ferret reader, or lurker, must enter a community of network texts:

otherwise she remains in the shadow of her readings and, like Emma Bovary, will

only glean arnong her passive readings always looking for creative and liberating

readings. The eternally dissatisfied Emma is the figure ofthe desiring reader, stuek

iti her provincial middle-class smallness as well as in lier illusions of

differentiation.

Emma goes from desire to disappointment. Just like the reader who identifies

with her readings, Emma would like in a Quixotic way to be able to live life as in a

novel. Emma’s impulses are born of her readings of keepsakes, those small

romantic albums decorated with engravings and texts, where she finds herseif in

the imagination of previous role models: ccprise dans l’imaginaire des modèles

Alors elle se rappela les héroïnes des livres qu’elle avait lus, et la légion
lyrique dc ces femmes adultères se mit à chanter dans sa mémoire avec des
voix de soeurs qui la charmaient. Elle devenait elle—même comme une partie
véritable de ces imaginations et réalisait la longue rêverie de sa jeunesse. en
se considérant dans ce type d’amoureuse qu’elle avait tant envié.

Yvan Leclerc. “Comment une petite femme devient mythique”, in Enmia Boi’arv, Figui’es

Mythiques. Alain Buisine. cd. (Paris: Editions Autrement. 1997). 2t).
15 Gustave Flaubert. Madame Bovarv (Paris: Editions GF flammarion, 1986,). 11. chap. 9. 229-
230.
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This reading woman dreams about being different and experiencing palpitations.

Emma pictures ideal models for herselfwhile she reads. Sometimes she generates

models of religious women and other times of enamoured women. Her readings

serve as a matrix for her future desires. There are in the novel, the traditional

references to books and authors, for example, Walter Scott or Lamailine: « Onand

sa mère mourut elle se laissa glisser dans les méandres lamartiniens » — “Wben

her mother died she let herseif slip in Lamartinian meanders”. Although she tries

to grieve, Emma is unable to achieve any authentic feeling. instead, she studies

Eugene Sue, Baizac and Georges Sand, to fill her excessive imagination. She

prefers reading, devours ber readings while remaining continually dissatisfied, and

dreaming between lines, constantly looking for matter to consume, ccas she envied

the ovenvhelming feelings of love that she tried to imagine through books.”

Her thirst for hyperreal worlds ultimately drives ber to poisoning herself with

arsenic, for she bas not been able to free herseif from ber reading paths. The

provincial doctor’s wife remains a prisoner ofthe pages that she reads right to the

point when she regurgitates the ink that has killed ber.

Elle s’assit à son secrétaire, et écrivit une lettre qti’elle cacheta lentement.
ajotitant la date du jour et l’heure. Puis elle dit d’un ton solennel:
- Tu la liras demain: d’ici là. je t’en prie, ne m’adresse pas une seule question

Non, pas une - Mais...
- Oh! laisse-moi
Et elle se coucha tout du long sur son lit.
Une saveur âcre qu’elle sentait dans sa bouche la réveilla. Elle entrevit
Charles et referma les veux.
Elle s’épiait curieusement pour discerner si elle ne souffrait pas. Mais non!
rien encore. Elle entendait le battement de la pendule. le bruit du feu, et
Charles. debout près de sa couche, qui respirait.
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- Ah! c’est bien peu de chose, la mort! pensait-elle; je vais dormir, et tout sera
fini!
Elle but une gorgée d’eau et se tourna vers la muraille.
Cet affreux goût d’encre continuait.

- J’ai soif!... oh j’ai bien soifl soupira-t-elle.
- Qu’as—tu donc? dit Charles. qui lui tendait un verre.
— Ce n’est rien ... Ouvre la fenêtre... j’étouffe ! Et elle fut prise dune nausée si
soudaine, qu’elle eut à peine le temps de saisir son mouchoir sous l’oreiller.

- Enlève-le ! dit-elle vivement: jette-le
11 la questionna: elle ne répondit pas. Elle se tenait immobIle. de peur que la
moindre émotion ne la fit vomir. Cependant elle sentait un froid de glace
qui ltii montait des pieds jusqu’au coeur.

— Ah! voilà que ça commence! murmura—t—elle.
- Que dis-tu ?

Elle roulait sa tête avec un geste doux, plein d’angoisse. et tout en ouvrant
continuellement les mâchoires, comme si elle eût porté sur sa langue quelque
chose de très lourd. A huit heures, les vomissements reparurent.
Charles observa qu’il y avait au fond de la cuvelle une sorte de gravier blanc.
attaché aux parois de la porcelaine.

- C’est extraordinaire! c’est singulier! répéta-t-il.
Mais elle dit d’une voix forte
— Non. tti te trompes
Alors, délicatement et presque en la caressant, il lui passa la main sur
l’estomac. Elle jeta un cri aigu. Il se recula tout effrayé.
Puis clic se mit à geindre, faiblement d’abord. Un grand frisson lui secouait
les épaules. et elle devenait plus pâle que le drap où s’enfonçaient ses doigts
crispés. Son pouls. inégal, était presque insensible maintenant.

Des gouttes suintaient sur sa figure bleuâtre. qui semblait comme figée dans
l’exhalaison d’ttne vapeur métallique. Ses dents claquaient, ses veux agrandis
regardaient vaguement autour d’elle, et à toutes les questions elle ne
répondait qu’en hochant ta tête: même elle sourit deux ou trois fois. Peu à
peu. ses gémissements furent plus forts. Un hurlement sourd liii échappa:
elle prétendit qu’elle allait mieux et qu’elle se lèverait tout à l’heure .Mais les
convulsions la saisirent: elle s’écria;
— Ah! c’est atroce. mon Dieu!
Il se jeta à genoux contre son lit.
— Parle! qu’as—tu mangé? Réponds. au nom du ciel!
Et il la regardait avec des veux d’une tendresse comme elle n’en avait jamais
vu.
— Eh bien, là... là!... dit—elle d’une voix défaillante.
Il bondit au secrétaire. brisa le cachet et lut tout haut! Ou’017 n’accuse

personne... Il s’arrêta, se passa la main sur les veux, et relut encore.
— Comment! Aut secours! A moi!
Et il ne pouvait que répéter ce mot — « Empoisonnée ! empoisonnée!
Félicité courut chez Homais. qui l’exclama sur la place: madame Lefrançois
l’entendit au Lion d’or: quelques-uns se levèrent pour l’apprendre à leurs
voisins, et totite la nuit le village fut en éveil. bS

159 Ibid.. III. chap. 8. 390-391.
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As this poignant passage shows, Madame Bovary ate ber readings and the awftil

taste of ink oozes “onto her bluish face” she perspires the texts of books and like

the typesetting letters with which one prints, ber teeth chatter as if she were biting

a thick press. She exhales like a neta1lic typing machine and as he reads her

written words, Charles realises that ink bas poisoned her. «il bondit au secrétaire,

brisa le cachet et lut tout haut Qu’on accuse personne. . . et relut encore. » He says

that no one should be accused, no one, but the books, and the story goes around

the village like wildfire through the grapevine.

This drama enters the village collectivity, just as in today’s information age,

every anecdote and every piece of news can disseminate itself in an information

network. If the telephone or e-mail correspondence had existed in the days of

Flaubert, surely Emma’s poisoning would have been known by way of

telecommuni cation s.

This story of the iconic Emma Bovary bas entered the collective memory to

define the iconic myth of literature and the difficuit relationship between living

and living the life ofreading:

Si Emma conscrvc à ce point son potivoir de fascination et de provocation sur

les lecteurs, les écrivains, les cinéastes, si elle possède cette force
d’émancipation qui la rend autonome [j, c’est qu’à elle seule elle représente
le dernier mythe auquel flaubert croit [.1. Ce dernier mythe, c’est la
littérature. Emma est le mythe de la littérature, la littérature tout entière, telle
qu’elle la consomme et la régurgite. à l’heure de sa mort. où les romans
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empoisonnés (c’est l’avis de la mère Bovarv et du pharmacien) lui reviennent
en bouche avec tin «affreux goiit d’encre. [... Emma « montre au vif la
contradiction majeure: celle des rapports problématiques entre vivre et
tire.

Contradictions may lead to wishing for a lurker’s life in hyperreality, beyond the

quotidian tediousness. Hypertextual practices alÏow the reader to live and to read

while transposing berseif onto a virtual world. This contrasts with the nostalgie

reader of the book who can neither change the course of the story nor involve

herself in a reading cornmunity. h is this aspect of hypertext that makes the

reader’s relation to the text dynamic and actuaÏly revives titerature.

We are in the presence ofa desire to be involved flot deluded. Metaphorically, the

reader will not have to reurgitate ink but will bave to use it to free herseif from

the text. No more being caught in tbe pages like Emma Bovary! Instead, the reader

is in-between the pages, looking through a textual structure of interferences.

With hypertext, we sit on the edge of the texÏ, in multiple textualities, choosing

our difference. With Flaubert, Ernma’s quest to be different caused by her readings

Ïeads to ber downfall because, as Jules de Gaultier explains in his famous essay,

there is a personatity failure and a feeling ofpowerlessness. Madame Bovary starts

crafiing a role for herselfthat wiIl allow ber to play a loyers dream as she bas seen

in ber books. Madame Bovary sees through the eyes ofthe characters in ber novels

and identifies with them. If Bovarysm is the dissatisfaction and disappointrnent of

Yvan Leclerc. op.czt. 23.
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reaiity, it is also the quest for desire and the wish to be other by foilowing the

written book models, whule remaining painfully conscious oflife’s rnediocrity.

Living the Life ofBooks

Emma Bovary is, above ail, a teader who wants to improve her fate by using heu

readings. Even though ink wili spew from heu rnouth just before death, she wili

have tried to iive the life of a heroine. On the one hand, one can accept her

steprnother’s view that Emma “reads bad books” — <c s’occupe à lire des mauvais

livres », — but on the other hand, while living her love adventures she flot onÏy

contemplates as she reads, but also lives according to her reading moUds while

believing she couid stand out by adopting a role. We agree with the rationale of

Jules de Gaultier:

jCj’est qu’avec l’universalité des modes de la connaissances, l’homme se
conçoit propre à atterrir en des régions qui lui demeurent inaccessibles, à
posséder un savoir qu’il ne conquiert jamais. qu’il se conçoit né pour des fins
qui ne sont pas les siennes. qu’il y a un abîme entre sa destinée et la
destination qu’il se suppose. qu’essentiellement, et dans son activité la plus
haute, il se conçoit autre qu’ il n’est. 161

Looking to be Other, to be different in order to be able to take on a characters

role, thus is her mission to be able to live a life of romantic passion. But her life

wilÏ turn out dramatic and weIl worthy of a Greek tragedy. The reader that is

Emma wiil become Other while entering the community of novelistic heroes and

161 Jules de Gaultier [18921. Le Bovarysme, la psychologie de / ‘oeuvre de Elauhert (Paris: Mercure

dc France, 1921). 51.
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heroines. She leaves ber bourgeois and mediocre comrnunity to becorne its tragic

suicide victim.

Let us corne back to our lurker in other words, to rny idea that Bovarysm is

impoverished because the lurker does not dare enter and participate in the virtual

or so-called network community. Emma dared to enter the life of her rornantic

ideal; she became the adulterous woman to live an ideal even though she remained

dissatisfled. from being a lurker and reader she went on to becorne the difference

reader or the reader-creatorj of another life, of another story. She assumes her life

as a reader for she takes the community of female characters as a model. Sartre

would say of ber, that she is the Other—qu’elÏe est 1’Autre—.12

This f laubertian character wants to be different from herseif According to

Gaultier, this of Bovarysm, is “Ï 4utre” or “le di/jreiit” in modem

terms. Whule trying to be this other, she pokes around trying to make a fuller life.

StilÏ dissatisfled and unhappy with her fate, ber reading is only fragmentaiy since

she retains only isolated details. At the dead end of lier discontent, she keeps

exclusively to overriding themes of heroisrn and tragic passion to be able to

choose an end worthy ofthe theatre. She reads for personal pleasure. Reading has

an exchange value as stressed by Jorge Pedraza in bis analysis entitled: “Emrna’s

Jem-Paid Sartre. Notes sur Madame Bovarv”. in L 1rc. flaubert. no. 79. Bemard Pingaud. cd.
(Ai.\-en-Provence. Centre National des Lettres. 1980).
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shopping.”63 Emrna will end up exchanging her life, preferring an end equal to the

dénouement of one of her novels.

While describing reading, afler Charles has said that his wife prefers to read

rather than undertake physical activity, Léon explains exactly how Emma

differentiates between books and reality:

Ma femme ne s’en occupe guàrc dit Charles: elle aime mieux, quoiqu’on lui
recommande l’exercice. toujours rester dans sa chambre. à lire.
— C’est comme moi, répliqua Léon: quelle meilleure chose, en effet, que d’être
le soir au coin du feu avec un livre, pendant qtie le vent bat les carreaux, que
la lampe brûle’?.
- N’est-ce pas ‘? dit-elle, en fixant sur lui ses grands eux noirs tout ouverts.
— On ne songe à rien. continuait—il, les heures passent. On se promène
immobile dans des pays que l’on croit voir, et votre pensée. s’enlaçant à la
fiction, se iouc dans les détails ou poursuit le contour des aventures. Elle se
mêle aux personnages: il semble que c’est vous qui palpitez sous leurs
costumes.
- C’est vrai! c’est vrai! disait-elle.

- Vous est-il arrivé parfois. reprit Léon. de rencontrer dans un livre une
idée vague que l’on a eue. quelque image obscurcie qui revient de loin, et
comme l’exposition entière de votre sentiment le plus délié ?
- J’ai éprouvé cela, répondit-elle.
- C’est l)ourquoi. dit-il. j’aime surtout les poètes. je trouve les vers plus
tendres que la prose. et qu’ils font bien mieux pleurer.
— Cependant ils fatiguent à la longue, reprit Emma: et maintenant, au
contraire, j’adore les histoires qui se suivent tout d’une haleine, où l’on a etf.
Je déteste les héros communs et les sentiments tempérés. comme il y en a
dans la nature.
- En effet. observa le clerc, ces ouvrages ne touchant pas le coeur. s’écartent.
il me semble. du vrai but de l’Art. Il est si doux, parmi les désenchantements
de la vie, de pouvoir se reporter en idée sur de nobles caractères. des
affections pures et des tableaux de bonheur. Quant à moi, vivant ici. loin du
monde. c’est ma seule distraction: mais Yonville offre si peu de ressource!

- Comme Tostes, sans doute. reprit Emma: aussi j’étais toujours abonnée à
un cabinet de lecture.

— Si Madame veut me faire l’honneur d’en user. dit le pharmacien. qui venait
d’entendre ces derniers mots, j’ai moi—même à sa disposition une bibliothèque
composée des meilleurs auteurs: Voltaire. Rousseau. Delille. Walter Scott.

163 Jorge Pedraza. “Le shopping d’Emma”. in Einma Bovarv, Figures 11Jithiqttes (Paris: Éditions
Autrement. 1997). 100—121.
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/‘Eeho des /éuiI!etons. etc., et je reçois, de plus. différentes feuilles
périodiques, parmi lesquelles le fcma/ de f?ouen. quotidiennement. avant
l’avantage d’en être le correspondant pour les circonscriptions de Buclw.
forges. NeufcbâteÏ. Yonville et les alentours.

Meeting for the first time with another member ofthe novel reading comrnunity,

Emma opens astonished eyes as she recognises an ally in this fellow reader, Léon,

who describes quite accurately how life would be lived according to literature.

c1mmobile one goes for a walk while wishing for adventure in life as in books.”

She “uses” like an addict while hoping to find happiness. Nowadays this book

consumer and compulsive purchaser would certainly click frenetically to make ber

purchases on the web site www.amazon.com.

While sipping ber coffee, the immobile cyber-traveller navigates on the World

Wide Web waiting for an event to occur. perhaps one just like the dance where,

through circumstances, Emma found herself a simple spectator yet living the event

very intensely. Where the souvenir of an event will become for her a nostalgic

moment to remember since from then on, she spends ber time hoping that it may

occur again. In fact Emma’s life passes ber by as she looks for the big opportunity,

the one that would nowadays be seen watching movies or television programs.

Her view is distorted by the rnelancholy that mingles with ber readings. A

compulsive reader, she reads too literally and transfers lier feelings to ber

monotonous life. fascinated, she plays personality and disguise games in a

161 Gustave Flaubert. op cit., 147-118.
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sporadic manner. She will leave her home only in hopes of finding fantasy and

entertainment. She goes out to find lier loyers, Rodoïphe or Léon. When she does

not read, she escapes the house in order to live a romance-book life. The only

outing that she will make in the company of lier husband wil! be to go to the dance

that is a turning point in the nove!. The dance wi!l also nourisli lier expectations

and her desires. She will then wait in vain to be reinvited to the bail and will fali

into depression after this desire rernains unsatisfied.

This dreaming reader wiÏl gradually learn not to contemplate ber hopes anymore

but to act upon them in order to ftilfii her desires. She becomes a compulsive

consumer, worthy of the “fashion-victim” label of our post-industrial society, the

simulacra society described by Baudrillard. Emma would certainiy ment top pnize

as post-modernity’s simulacra reader. Emma neyer finds enough ]ove and

possessions in heu sma!1-town middle class reality to fi!! the emptiness of a life

!ived in search ofrosewater saccharine memories.

On the Internet, one can leave the lurking position temporanily when participating

in the network by writing messages in forums or joining discussion iists or simple

chats. Escaping our dai!y reality, we have the means through Internet to create a

life of fiction to which aspires every Madame Bovary ofthis world. The timeliness

and relevance of such a nove!, even in the age of new technologies, may surprise

us even though deep down we know that there does not exist only one

interpretation of a text. .lIadanîe Boi’aiy, uniike her heroines readings, is a book
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that one can reread and rediscover today with a certain freshness. The character of

Emma wanted to be different by irnitating characters. She escaped ber reality

whiÏe distorting it and using ber readings as a model.

Emma Bovarv désire â travers les héroïnes romantiques dont elle a
Fimagination remplie. Les oeuvres médiocres qu’elles a dévorées pendant son
adolescence ont détruit en elle totite spontanéité.’65

for Emma, books are a world ofmodels to which sue adheres. They form a world

wbere she would want to be able to blend into the place offictional women, if only

to free herseiffrom her self-contemplation and ber fiction dissatisfaction.

Aune ofGreen Gables Rerniniscing on the Net

Collective Reading Mernories

Living among books, Madame Bovary resisted ber mediocre life but lost herseif

and was alone. Another iconic fiction character of Western literature who also

wishes “she were a heroine in a book”166 and has travelled and been transmitted

through different media and cultures, is Canadian author Lucy Maud

Montgornery’ s, Amie of Green Gc,bles.

L.M. Montgomerv’s appeal crosses the boundaries of time. age. culture. and
gender. Her works are translated into more than a dozen languagcs she

165 René Girard. .fensonge roinanhique et vérité romanesque (Paris. Grasset. cou. ‘PIurieI”. 1961).
18.
166 Lucv Maud Montgomcrv .1n,ze ofGreen Gables (Toronto: Ne’ Canadian Librarv. McClelland
& Stewart Inc., 1992). Chapter 5. 46.
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inspires serious scholarlv work and maintains international best—selling status
with her shrewd portraits. her minute chronicling of Island and customs. and
her compelling recreations of Island land- and seascapes.

Montgomerv’s influence is feit todav in alrnost everv area of life on Prince
Edward Island -- in education. research. the arts and theatre communities.
tourisrn. land and building preservation. crafis councils. prwate businesses.
and govemment policies and decisions. Internationallv todav Montgomerv’s
works are recognized as touchstones for Canadian culture. Hundrcds of
thousands of people. directlv or indirectlv influenccd & thc wav of life
depicted in Montgomerv’s writing. visit Prince Edward Island each vear.’’7

Cultural memory can be transmitted and created through a collective cultural

memory, where groups of people sharing a common cultural interest reminisce

about a subject or artist that is dear to them. The coming of the Internet has

allowed e-mail correspondences ah over the networked society. People write to

each other about numerous and diverse subjects. The main thing remains sitting

down at a computer and reading what others have to say or writing to list members

about the knowledge that you have on a certain subject. Here, cultural memories

can be created as well as recycled and mostly recalled, because as part of a

Iistsen’, one becomes part of a cultural group that shares a common interest and

shares a memory bank.

Here, reading numerous e-mail messages that are posted to the members of an

Internet Iist may seem a time-consurning occupation or even a waste of tirne, for

depending on the popularity and number of participants to a list, one may receive

several dozens of e-mails each day. But, getting lost in one’s readings does flot

167 Sec the description on the cultural importance oC the autiior in the Introduction in Lu
\Ioiitgo,nerv ami Ca,iacÏian Culture. Irene Gannnel and Elizabeth Epperh-. eUs. (Universitv of
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necessarily have to be confounding. Getting hooked onto the Internet network can

aflow a reader to share common cultural memories without having to be in the

actual geographical space. Cyberspace flot only creates a sense of place168

but also a sense of collectivity, as I pour myself a cup of tea, sit down at my desk,

turn on the computer, hook on to the Internet, and begin to read my e-mail

messages with a warm sense of anticipation.

Voilà: 1 am in the hyperreal world of L.M. Montgomery. Numerous users of the

electronic highways go through these rituals at least twice a day as they enter their

e-mail lists. Those signed up to any of the many discussion lists will find their

mailboxes flooded with friendly, connecting, and ofien emotionally charged

messages, inspired by the breathless Anne Shirley, who fantasises about inviting

her bosom friend Diana Barry to tea:

“Oh. Marilla. can I use the rosebud spray tea-set’?
“1 can just imagine myseif sitting down at the head of the tabJe aid pouring
out the tea.”169

There is the immediate intimacy of friends here, as Kindred 5irits as this

Internet community likes to cail itself share their love of the L. M. Montgomery

characters, Anne Shirley and EmiÏy Byrd Starr, as well as pictures, and their reader

responses to Montgomery’s fiction and the films of her books. They also share

Toronto Press. 1999) which the L.M. Montgomcn’ Institute websiie reproduces:
http:llwww . upei . ca!-4miui/ins—abouL shl.ml
16S Marie-Laure Rvan. Cberspace, iirtualitu, ami the Text. op. cit.. $9.
‘ Lucv ManU Montgorner’,. Aune cfGreen Gables. op. cit.. Chapter 16. 135.
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their personal stories, tales about their pets, and their ecstasies and tragedies, e-

mail narratives woven in a language ofunderstanding and ftiendly support.

There are a myriad ofL.M. Montgornery-related electronic discussion lists, many

ofthem informai and unrnoderated, with members from ail walks ofiife foilowing

the discussion threads that ofien take us far away from the Montgomery focus.

There is the Avonlea Village Mailing List, founded in May 199$, where members

discuss the Road to Avonlea teievision series based on Montgomery’s fiction, but

they aiso welcome any tangential discussion (or TAN, in hyperspace lingo) and

“lights offancy”, as the welcoming page telis the visiting guests’7°

There also exists the Emiiy ofthe New Moon Mailing List, founded in September

199$, as well as the Kindred Spirits list, founded in April 199$. And there is the

oldest Iist, the Kindred Spirits List hosted at the L.M. Montgornery Institute ofthe

University of Prince Edward Island, <kind_spirits.lists.upei.ca>, iaunched in 1994.

Ah the Iists invite their guests to an international conversation, with members from

Canada, the United States, Britain, Germany, Finiand, Sweden, Japan, New

Zealand, Austrahia, and so on. The oniy iist with severeiy iimited membership

access is the L.M. Montgomery Iist, moderated at the University of Toronto. In

fact, its web page begins with a disclaimer that it is flot intended for “students and

casual researchers”. Perhaps it was in response to the chattiness ofthe other lists,

where a sense of non-scholarly intimacy and privacy dominates in chats that ofien

170 See on the World Wide Web: htip://homepages.infoseek.comkavonlea_village
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revolve around everyday occurrences, that the LM. Montgomery Ïist was

conceived as a home for the “discussion of scholarly and academic topics”.

Indeed, so determined was the LM. Montgomery list to keep the chatterers out of

its exclusive club that they limited membership to those who have published

scholarly articles. No hyperrealist tea parties here!

My discussion here focuses on the Ïists with open memberships where, in

addition to updates about the movies and threads about Montgomery related

research projects, the Montgomery aficionado may receive a message like this:

Kindred teas are another popular activitv in Kindrediand. Tca. vou ask? Well.
okay. so we generallv dont tmlv have tea, but ‘e just like the sound of it.
There have been rnanv such get-togethers of kindreds in various parts of the
United States and Canada and rnanv members vi1l trv to rneet on Prince
Edward Island to hold on to what makes Avonlea just the wav Lucv Maud
Montgomerv described it by using thc term Kindred spirits” to define thc
bond of friendship between people of simi lar interests

These twenty-first century electronic pen pals like to dream about dresses with

puffed sleeves and indulge in sweet chiÏdhood mernories. It is interesting to note

that î ‘Ictoria Magazine in the United States regularly features an advertisement for

the Kindred Spirits magazine. Yet such Victorian-style fantasies and tea

invitations are only seemingty anachronistic: they are sent out by many young

members hungry for traditions and thirsting for intimacy and meaningftul

connection. Note these members take charge in building community.
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In their postings, pen pals copy Montgomery’s style and, like Anne, identify

themselves by noting a belonging to a specific place. They sign their posts with

their name, ofien followed by that of an imaginary place, such as: Autumn Hill,

Whispering Sands, Fir Grove, Pansy Palace, Big Smoke, Grasshopper Fails, Turtle

Bay, High Winds, Treasuryland, Shaken Pine, Crystal ofthe Valley, Red Barns, or

even Windom Gables or Gray Gables. Despite these flights of fancy, the last two

letters of their e-mail addresses often give away their real-life location (ca

Canada, de = Germany; se = Sweden; jp = Japan, and so on).

Reading this myriad of e-mails from different corners of the globe, I marvel at

this urge ofMontgomery fans to sip a cup ofvirtual tea while slipping on a Anne

T-shit-t or straw hat and thus changing identities. Chatting on the Net with other

‘connected Kindred Spirits’ in a Virtual Reading Room makes like-minded people

corne together and allows them to talk and live the hyperreality of their favourite

fictional world. This is ‘Anne of Cyber Gables’— a new space that clearly would

not be possible without the relentless transformation of the world into a globally

networked and computer literate universe. In this technologically advanced globe,

the craving for a hyperreal Green Gables space makes these faithful Montgomery

readers communicate with each other and corne back for more.

Sec http://webpagcs. marshall.cdu./—irbv llkindred.html
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But what is this hyperreal imaginarv world present in what is now more

comrnonly called cyberspace? Cyberspace has been defined by the now-classic

definition by Michael Benedikt as a

globally networked. computer-sustained. computer-accesscd. and computer

generated. multidimensional, artificial. or “virtual” realitv. In this realitv, to
which everv computer is a window. seen or heard objects arc neither phvsical
nor. necessarilv, representations or phvsical objects but are, rather, in form.

character and action, made up of data, of pure information. This information
derives in part from the operations of the natural. phvsical world, but for the
most part it derives ftom the immense traffic or information that constiftite
human entcrprise in science. art. business. and cttlture.172

The story of Anne in cyberspace has only begun to be told by cultural-studies

scholars. The field of research is stili in its infancy. In a 199$ article entitled

ccMontgomerys Island in the Net: Metaphor and Community on the Kindred

Spirits E-mail list”, D. Jason Nolan, Jeff Lawrence and Yuka Kajihara use as their

case study the Kindred Spirits List (launched in 1994) to distinguish stages of

formation ofthe e-mail comrnunity. They write:

Whcrcas original membcrs were primarilv wedded to discussions focusmg
directly on Montgomerv’s works and life. intcrcst shified to [.1 what

became known as TANs or tangential discussions of personal issues.
Members talked about shows thev watched. personal events. triumphs,
tragedies, and discussed tea parties and other kindredlv activities.173

This community is alive, as these authors emphasize: “The goal is often to

construct a meaningftil social and virtual environment that refiects or reconstructs

172 Michael Benedikt. op. cit.. 122-123.
13 Nolan et al.. “Montgomcn”s Island in the Net: Metaphor and Communitv on thc Kindred Spirits
E-Mail List”. iii Canacha;? (‘tilidren ‘s Literattite. no. 9 1/92. vol. 24:3/4. falllwïnter. 66.
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a literary environment and then communicate in real time as if you were a

character in a living novel.”174 Impersonating a character in a novel or enacting a

fictional plot may be what many participants desire, but they also desire more. In

addition to their search for comrnunity, I argue, they long for sornething bej.’ond

reaÏiry. I propose that the electronic mailers are enjoying an odyssey in

hyperreality and hyperspace.

Creating Collecting Memories in Hyperreality

Transiating traditional reading room activities into an on-line environment, the

Montgomery fans of the Kindred Spirits group become involved in Internet

communities. in hyperspace, the participants actively create an emotionally

charged space. By finding people with similar interests, they daim the electronic

space to generate a powerftil, nostalgic, sense of home and a feeling of

homecoming for themselves. They use the fictional world as their springboard, a

world they transform in the here and now of their computer screen and their daily

interaction. Whereas in Baudrillard’s dystopian interpretation ofthe media there is

no room for communication, the many Montgomeiy-inspired lists have developed

into very busy and cosy virtual towns that lead a life of their own by thriving on

both fiction and reality.

in this hyperreal world, then, what exactly is the connection with the original text

that sparked the community? The original comprises both the books and the spin

174 Ibid.. 67.
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off films, for it is the films that have sparked many of the lists. Bringing Amie of

Green Gables to life in hyperspace is flot primarily prompted by a desire to

remember a foikioric kind of past. It is ofien prompted by a desire to revive an

emotionally charged childhood and adolescent reading or viewing experience, the

source of memories so vivid that they may be recalled in the reader’ s imagination

at a later stage of life in a new space. Alongside the commercial web sites, there

are numerous personal web pages hosted by fans dedicated to the promotion of

their favourite author and fictional characters, as weÏl as the e-mail

correspondences dedicated to L. M. Montgomery through ail of which electronic

letter writers seek to recreate a feeling, an idea, and an imaginary world. Given the

number of messages received daily, it is the intensity and loyaity of these pen pals

that aliow this hyperreai world to thrive.

What begins in the hyperreal space ofquotidian e-mails ofien eventually prompts

the list members to leave their computer for face-to-face gatherings in tea houses.

These ‘Kindred Teas’ take the form sometimes of semi-formal teas, sometimes of

casual lunches. Calis for tea parties regularÏy flash on my computer screen they

are organized in my home city ofMontreal, Canada in Texas, U.S.A. and even in

Sydney, Australia. Afler the tea party, Montgomery fans come back to their virtual

diary and report or post photographs oftheir gatherings to other list members, who

do not live in the same area and SO could flot attend. They nevertheless form a

community, each member assuming citizenship in a large virtual village, the

simuÏated literary space and cyberspace. Take this e-mail post for instance:
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Date: Mon, 26 Mar 2001 14:25:04 -0400 (AST)
Sender: kind_spirits(upei,ca
To: Multiple recipients of list <kind_spiritsupei.ca>
Subject: KS Dallas tea report
ANNES BIRTHDAY PARTY TEA REPORT
Seven of us met for tea last Saturdav at the Simple Pleasures Tea Room
in Grapevine. Texas. which is one ofthe manv citics in thc Datlas/Fort

Worth metroplex area. It was a rainy. blustery dav outsidc but warrn and

inviting inside the tea room —— I know I had a lovelv time!
Attending werc mv self, Christv Danger. Melissa Pncer, Barbara ofthc

Bluebonnets. Carolvn Mitchem Kathleen Boaz and Barbara. a ffiend of

Kathleen. We enjoved tea. orange-almond scones (with lernon curd or

raspberry jam and Devonshirc cream). blueberry mini muffins. three
finger sandwiches (curried chicken, tuna and vegetabic) and then topped

that off with Texas brownies and bread pudding with caramel sauce.

Yummv
Aflcr tea. wc exchanged Anne’s birthdav gifis. Each person vas asked to
bring something Anne-related (and with the Anne quote whcn possible) for

exchange. It was such fun to sec what each person came up with —- what a
creative bunch we have! The gifis included the following:
-- A tea set including a 2 cup tea pot. mug. teas. cookies. etc.
-- A pair of miniature pictures of Victorian tea pots

An ice cream bowi. recipe for homemade ice cream and an AoGG pencil

-- A siate with carrots gracÏng each corner and ‘Kindred Spirits are not

as scarce as I once thought” written in chalk.
It was a lovelv day and we’ve decided to make this an annual event. Hope

to sec more of vou next vear!
Ail the best. Betsv in Dallas

These meetings are archived in words and pictures in an attempt to translate

hyperreality into reality. Indeed, the practice instils collective memory, reinforcing

social cohesion rather by an emotional attachrnent to the group.

Another list member replies to another tea party with this thread highlighting her

sense of living hyperreal memories in a virtual community:

Date: Tue. 27 Mar 2001 02:59:02 -0400 (AST)
Sender: kind_spiritsupei.ca
To: Multiple recipients of list <kind_spirits(iupei.ca>
Subject: No Tea For Me
I am here in Virginia. and mouming the fact that there arent any kindrcd

teas in mv area. Being a poor college student limits nw travcl. so I
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catit pop up to Canada or anvthing:-) I hope that ‘ou continue to have
them and to have a wonderful tirne! keep the stories coming! Its nice to
know that the kindred spirit is stili alive and well!
Meg of Silver Maples

Popping up on the list however, is possible and it is within the hyperreal space of

this comrnunity that a cup of tea alongside with a memory can indeed be shared.

On the Internet, Montgomery fans have made a new path that leads to the

imaginary Avonlea. By reading and writing together while sipping virtual and real

tea, the pen pals on electronic mailing lists transcend the boundaries ofregions and

culture, as they corne together in order to discuss, as they put it, ‘kindredly stuff.

They are reminiscing and recycling information that creates a collective memory

for those who enjoy writing about the books by L. M. lVlontgomery and their

tourist vacations to Prince Edward Island. These correspondences are most oflen

reading comments as if they were participating in a kind of book club, with a

book-of-the-month to read. But the stories also include personal biographies and

birthday wishes.

CecHy Devereux in the volume on Lucy Maud Montgomery and popular culture

directed by Irene Gammel explains how “Anne of Green Gables has been

transformed in English-Canadian culture from a popular literary figure to what is
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usually described as a ‘national icon.”75 in her analysis, she hypothesized her

iconicity by claiming that Anne ShirÏey:

has corne to serve as a figure who symbolizes the nation itself, as a place
and as wbat Benedict Anderson bas suggested is an ‘imagined cornrnunity.’
She is shared bv a community that collectivelv recognizes her and, in that
process ofrecognition, identifies itself as a cornmunity.’7

Kindred identity is just the most recent of many permutations and cultural

recycling ofMontgomery’s legacy. As Anne Shirley says: “Kindred spirits are flot

so scarce as I used to think. Its splendid to find out there are so many of them in

the world.”77 This quotation ofien recurs in Kindred Spirits electronic posts. The

motto is apt. And so is Anne’ s fantasized tea party in the eartier quotation, as she

“imagine[s] [her]selfsitting down at the head ofthe table and pouring out the tea,”

an apt metaphor for the tea-sipping Montgornery fan on the Internet.

For the twenty-first century Kindred Spirit, the imagining and re-imagining of the

Green Gables space ofien happens in front of a computer screen, a new space of

preserving memory and of permutating the fictional world of Lucy Maud

175 Cecily Devereux. “Anatorny of a NationaI Icon’: 1,me of Green Gables and [lie ‘Bosom
Friends’ Mfair in Irenc GaiurneL Making Avonlea, L111 iiontgomere a’?cl Popular Culture.
(Univcrsity ofToronto Press. 2t)02). 32.

Ibid.
‘ Lucy Maud Montgomerv. op. cit., chapter 19.
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Montgomery. A world or a “popular cultural empire” according to irene Gammel,

“that spans the world.”78

178 Irene Gammel. op. cit.. 13.



III. Hvpertext Reading Lïnks: a Pedagogy of Memory

Reading Promotion

Reading plays a vital role in the quest for knowledge and learning. I believe that the

coming of the Internet network, and in particular the increased use of new

technologies bas generated renewed interest in reading. This can be explained by the

fact that readers can now correspond through on-une reading clubs with other readers

and, moreover, those who want to push their curiosity further can find references and

pertinent intertextual reading links. Network reading thus allows for a document to be

updated through a hyperlink detour. Also, in a numeric data bank, a text can be made

more visible, risking less to be forgotten on a bookshelf Made available, rescued

from oblivion, but also discussed thanks to intertextual networking, the text can be

revived, begin a new life and start reappearing in the collective memory. Hypertext,

through the renewed consultation oftexts that it provokes, can be perceived as a new

means of promoting reading. At least, the growing popularity of this dynamic

medium leads one to believe this.

Text access through the digital network renders the practice of reading definitely

more intensive, since the reader is invited to put the text into movernent by clicking

on hyperlinks. Hypertext asks for the users committed involvement. The path that the

reader undertakes offen starts with a question that vi1Ï make her look for an answer

while pursuing her reading through the hyperlinks that are activated along the way.
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Hypertextual reading practice requires a passionate participation that requires one to

feel caught up in the game when one lays out a hyperlinked reading path, whether

alone, thanks to the available text links, or by way ofa virtual reading club, and more

particularly through e-mails messages lefi on electronic list-servers.

At this point, I wish to stress the particular form of intertextuality that is generated

by this linking of texts. It functions through references and association of ideas.

Reading links discovered through intertextuality and hypertextuality will bring us

back to the pleasure of reading made of reminiscences and curiosities. in short,

hypertext, which allows for ties to be made, encourages the practice ofreading.

Intertexts and Readin Lfnks

For our purpose, let us consider hypertext as an extended network of links, an ample

conceptual system, a heuristic “big web”, where it is possible to read, write and

transmit textual material of variable measurements. from this viewpoint, text

digitization enables one to establish an area of non-linear links that allow the set-up

ofa “relational” type text. For, the “relational” text allows for new considerations and

junctions when examining our cultural heritage and its transmission mode. If well

constituted, hypertext can reinforce the existing links between several texts and allow

for the text to be read and to be opened, or even reread.

TraditionaÏly, text reading is done in a book, which is at the same time an object of
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knowledge as well as part of a collection and in a library, ffinctions as the witness of

a cultural legacy and of knowÏedge to be transmitted. Let us take here a definition

formulated by Robert Escarpit about the book as the sirnplest instrument for giving

way to an infinite combination of sounds, images, feelings, ideas, elements, or

information diffused data but indeed reorganized:

Parce que sous un faible volume il possède un contenu intelLectuel et formel de
hatite densité, parce qu’il passe aisément de main en main, parce qu’il petit être
copié et multiplié à volonté, le Livre est l’instrument le plus simple qui. à partir
d’un point donné, soit capable de libérer toute ttne foule de sons dimages. de
sentiments. d’idées, d’éléments, d’information en leur ouvrant les portes du
temps et dc l’espace. puis joint à d’autres livres, de reconcentrcr ces données

diffuses vers une multitude d’autres points épars à travers les siècles et les

continents en une infinité de combinaisons toutes différentes les unes des
autres. i79

Even more than the book, hypertextual practice allows us to open a door to a “crowd

of sounds, images, feelings, ideas, elements, or information”. Each of the cultural

material combinations is interconnected, thus intertextual. Hypertextuality reinforces

the ties between the different cultural materials, forming a whole that we tend to cal!

“general culture” in the hum anities. The practice of hypertext thus becomes a usefril

educational means for the recognition of intertexts and the teaching of a broader

sense of culture because the intertextual relationships can be made apparent if they

are integrated into a digital hypertext network.

An intertext is not necessarily literal. It can reca!! a theme, a tonality, and a rhythm.

It is in fact a process that sends readers back to other authors. From the point ofview
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of the reader, intertextuality is reÏated to her personal culture. The reader can either

recognize the allusion or flot. The extreme case ofintertextuality is that ofplagiarism,

when someone else’ s words are repeated without giving any reference. However, one

could consider plagiarism like a game between the reader and the author, when the

latter wishes to share a common culture. It can also becorne a parody, when the quote

cails for derision. As in a polyphony, intertextuality allows for several voices to be

heard in one same speech, by referring to other writers and other texts. Conceiving

literature as an intertext demands that the reader know how to decode allusions and

connections between several cultural objects and practices.

if ail texts are intertexts and if intertextuality is a text, intertextuality by its

definition has already existed, at least fragmented somewhere. Jorge Luis Borges in

Pierre A’féiiard Aiithor oj’Don Ouixote described this phenornenon. Pierre A’Ié,iarcl is

expiained as a parody of structural iiterary theory and text theory. in this story, Don

Quixote would flot be a copy of the Quixote by Cervantes, but would be identical to

the one by Cervantes but more subtle and superior to the original. It would be perfect

text as intertext, as the analysis, explanation, assimilation, and the total

comprehension of the work in a Western-culture sense of catalogued knowledge.

This better Quixote by Pierre Ménard is superior because it understands but it

unfortunately does not teach creativity onÏy repetition and reproduction.

179 Robert Escarpit. “Qu’est-ce qu’un 1ivre?’. Le littéraire et le social. éléments pour une sociologie de

la littérature (Paris: flammarion, 1 97t)). 273-271.
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Instead of repetition, Deleuze in his schizo-analysis uses the figure of the madman,

represented by Antonin Artaud, who is able to create while Derrida expÏains Ïiow

Artaud’s “Theatre ofCruelty” is one where

le privilège devient celui d’une parole se détruisant elle-même, redevenant geste
ou ressassement désespéré, rapport négatif de la parole à soi, nihilisme théâtral,

ce qu’on appelle encore théâtre de l’absurde.18°

In theatre, words destroy themselves by being reduced to a gesture or a desperate

repetition of continuous screams. In the Theatre of Cruelty there is vibration in space

through a moving body which becomes a virtual space, a virtual dimension created

by the sound ofmovement and performing voices.

Similarly, for Julia Kristeva, writing is not mimetic but performative literature need

not be seen as representation. In intertextuaiity, she divides the text along two axes: a

horizontal axis, which is the linear connection between author and reader through the

text, and a vertical axis, which connects the text to other texts in an anterior literary

corpus and the text as an absorption ofa reply to another text.’” There is movernent

between author, reader, text, and intertext, This movement is the movement of

Derrida’s “différance,” only available as a trace which can be understood by

interpretation. The virtual dimension of ail possible links exists in the intertextual

relations. Through absorption, intertexts are lost’82 and for Borges and Barthes afier

180 Jacques Derrida. ‘Le Théâtre de la cruauté et la clôture de la représentation”. in L ‘Écriture et la

cli fférence (Paris: Seuil. 1967), 358.
181 Julia Kristcva. Desire in Language: A Semiotic .1pproach to Literature and Art (New York:

Columbia Univcrsitv Press. 1980). 69.
12 Julia Kristeva. S’emeiorikè: Recherches pour une sémana/i’se (Paris: Seuil. 1969). 155-57.
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him, literature becomes one text, or one book with multiple entrances. This also

returns to Borges’ labyrinthic Book ofSand. l3

Intertextuality is a text’s interdependence with ail texts that have corne before and ail

that will corne in the future. According to Kristeva, no literary text is a unique

creation. Each text is the intersection of texts which explains why she thought that

each text is an “intertext” she also maintains that the reader looks for intertextuality,

and must be aware that each new text is a recycling of something that has aiready

been thought and wil 1 be thought in the future.

According to the expression of Gérard Genette, intertext is also a transtextuaÎ

relation, placed above every text.84 It is sometimes designated by inverted commas

surrounding a quote, with or without precise references. The allusion, that is, the non-

literai and non-explicit borrowing of a reference, can then oniy be understood if the

connection between text I and text 2 is perceived. The art ofintertextuality lies in the

manner that allusions are slipped into texts, and also in the reader’s capacity to

discover the secret relations of one text to another. Here, there is a double garne

where the reader finds and recognizes what different texts have in common.

If a text is aiways perceived in connection with other texts, it is necessary to be able

to decode the links between these texts. The intertext can recail former readings

See Roland Barthes in SZ (Paris: Seuil. 197t)). 12. 19 and Jorge Luis Borges in The Lihrarv of

Bahel or The Book ofSancl.
184 Gérard Genette. Paflmpsc’stes, la littérature at, second degré (Paris: éd. du Seuil. 1982). 7-8.
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which take the shape of scattered or fragmented pieces. In a way, the quote becomes

a sample, a grafi, a cut-out that will form a collage. Besides, intertextuality can either

be explicit or implicit. It is up to the reader to understand and to decode the allusion

in question. The quote remains foreign to the text and does flot belong to whoever

uses it. However, it is from the quote that the user, whether she be author or reader,

wilI compose a new text. Tinkering with a text formed by allusion and quote cails for

the reader’s (t)ex(t)pertise.

An author may employ a reference as a proof or as an example, for it wilÏ connect to

an “authority” or to a specialist. But the author of the quote is not aiways identified.

Many texts coming from our daily life, in the odd advertisement, newspaper or

magazine, include quotes and allusions that the reader is either able or unable to

recognize. If the reader succeeds in identifying an insinuation, it is because she

knows how to follow a lead that can reveal a certain meaning. The reader will then

search the stoly’s or the text’s thread (the Latin origin ofthe word text actually refers

to weaving).

Therefore not onÏy do sentences weave themselves, line afier une, but so do texts.

Even if they are seen as being unique objects, they are referring to each other and

mixing within a bigger whole. They are Ïinked and hence overflow from the printed

pages into a more virtual ensemble. The encoding of the text supposes the

establishment of relations between texts ofa greaterwhole.
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A text owes its unity to other texts. In fact it is through links with one document to

other documents a text acquires meaning and an identity. As Robert Escarpït, in Le

livre, hier, aujourd’hui, demain stressed in 1 975, the reader-apprentice must have

access to several texts, to experience several points of view to be abÏe to develop a

critical mmd:

Montaigne dans ses célèbres Essais. affirme d’une façon révoLutionnaire que le
maître ne doit pas exposer une opinion mais plusieurs. afin que l’élève puisse

choisir celle qui lui paraît la pttis juste. La Culture ne pouvait donc plus être le

produit d’un livre unique et intangible: elle devait au contraire naître d’une libre
confrontation entre toits les livres. Pour que celle-ci puisse avoir lieu, il fallait
donc favoriser la liberté du lecteur185

If the reader confronts and compares texts, it is in order to challenge them to make

them interact, to associate ideas and to establish links. Pleasure in reading stems from

the mixing of texts. Moreover the desire to read is similar to that of the

Euei’clopédistes who through anaÏogy wished to be able tojump frnm one category to

another in their Encyclopédie. But multiplying links make readability more complex.

The environment of the text becomes an implicit commentary that must necessarily

be clarified.

One of the most common forms of commentary is the footnote which has a welï

coded frame. Tue smaÏler font size of a footnote makes it necessariÏy Ïess readable

and, therefore, the footnote is flot necessarily considered part of the “body of the

text”. Yet, along with the bibliography, these footnotes as weÏÏ as do serve as a guide
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for the reader and sornetimes constitute the first reference points in reading a

document. Through them, the reader can make a preliminary gleaning that alÏows ber

to determine if the work is pertinent or whether it rings any beils deserving a doser

read.

Unfbrtunately, in a book, these elements that could serve as reading tracks appear

fixed through codification and there is no room lefi for any comments made by the

reader. Except for the hand-written annotations that she can place in margin of the

text, the reader is forced to use another document to set down her observations.

However, this other document wiIl also have to be printed and published according to

the same codes in order to integrate the reading circuit. WhiÏe confronting texts, the

reader must be able to make them communicate with each other and to produce links

between concepts, beings, and thoughts. This reading mode that rests on the

association of ideas brings us back to one ofthe fundamental principles ofknowledge

according to David Hume.

In his Inquirv Concerning Hiiman Understanding,’86 Hume postulates the existence

of Ïinks between various reflections as for him, there is a principle of connection

between the different ideas of the mmd. The philosopher also proposed in his

Treatise f Humctn Nature,187 that thought and imagination are born from analogy

185 Robert Escarpit aid Henri Tissot. in Le livre, hier, atourd’hui, cleniain (Lausanne: Granrnrnnt.

Cou. “Bibliothèque Laffont des grands thèmes”. 1975). 46.
186 David Hume. [1748J. An inquiru concerning liunian understancling: iiith n supplement, An abstract

ofA treatise ofhtunan nature (Indianapolis. Indiana: Bobbs-Menill Educational Pub.: lst cd. Edition).

David Hume. [17391. A Treatise oJHuman Nature (Oxford University Prcss. March 2000).
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and the comparison of similar examples. The practice of hypertext reading takes

precisely the analogue path. The hypertextual path does not follow a set of

hierarchicat or pre-established ideas, instead it works according to the amount of

curiosity, imagination and fantasy in the reader.

Hurne’s theory, which sets the association of ideas and representations as the

principle of knowledge. helps us in understanding hypertext, because this learning

process is done in a “passionate” way. Knowledge acquisition is essentially a ludic

experience. Learning while being led by playful curiosity encourages an open mmd

and a taste for research. The invitation to play along is one of the most innovative

principles of hypertextual reading. It is about reading at the pÏeasure of one’s

preferences and one’s curiosity. h is also about participating in a garne so that texts

can mix in cause-and-effect relationships. When the reader clicks on a hyperlink, the

effect can be to create a relationship between two ideas or contexts the reader may

flot have corne up with alone.

We have seen that a cultural legacy organizes itself intertextually and that ideas

which are to be transmitted would be incomprehensible without knowledge of this

inheritance. Hence, it is important to find an adequate way of teaching intertextual

links to transmit knowledge that relies on the acquisition of cultural relationships.

This goal might actuaÏÏy be achieved through a hypertext’s intertextuality. The new

communication information technologies have given an impetus to reading and to

texts. in fact, text becornes more accessible a lot faster because it is immediately
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available. Again, it also becomes an object that can be studied, read, discussed and

scrutinized collectively thanks to reader discussions lists such as Iistseii’s or, other

forums found on the Internet. And so a text may flot be separated anymore, isoïated

in the private and closed printed book.

Hypertext is more a practice than a concept. It is a form of apprenticeship of

weaving intertextuaï links inherent to culture. The reader must Ïearn to establish Ïinks

and join different readings, flot only studious and siÏent reading practices, but also

visual and sonorous practices. To use a computer and to move across hyperÏinks

requires intensive participation since, once again. it is impossible to navigate on the

Internet or through a CD-ROM without a minimum amount ofreading.

Just as writing constitutes itself through trial and error, hypertextual reading is

subrnitted to randornness. The reader tries to grasp the text structures. She tries to

decipher them and to bring out their details. She follows document fluctuations in

order to discover possible points of origin and allusions. To drive out the meaning of

an intertext, the reader needs to dare, to have the curiosity to follow different

exploration tracks. She thus goes from reference to reference or from one subject

category to another. Similarly, hypertext calis for dynamic reading. The reader must

necessarily be on the look-out for an intertext since she needs to read to pursue and to

question berseif before the choice of documents that aiways constitute for ber new

reading choices.
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In this sense, the hypertextual scan is a new world where word meet. Links

sometimes lead the reader towards a dead-end, or sometirnes towards an anticipated

answer. Nevertheless, the reader rernains responsible for the course traced through

linking, and, in spite of a certain unpredictability, she holds the power to decide and

to pursue ber wanderings. One can say that the hypertext reader challenges a narrator

as does the narrator in Diderot’s Jacqites lefritaliste because lie need flot be subject to

the good will of the author who believes that lie can do as he pleases and choose to

make his reader wait for as long as he wishes before continuing the narration:

Vous voyez, lecteur, que je suis en beau chemin, et qu’il ne tiendrait qu’à moi

de vous faire attendre un an deux ans trois ans. les récits des amours de Jacqties
en le séparant de son maître et en leur faisant courir à chacun tous les hasards
qu’il me plairait.188

Randomness exists therefore in the gleaning of hypertextual reading, but it is not in

the waiting nor at the mercy ofthe author instead the reader chooses her path herself

This involvement stirnulates her reading desire, unless lier curiosity drags her

towards another text because of new references that might pop up and catch lier

interest. This reading can look like an investigation. where reading allows for the

reader to understand allusions or to discover new meanings. It is such a freedom of

movement that gives the hypertext user the pleasure ofthe text.

188 Denis Diderot [1796j, Jacques le fataliste (Paris: Gallimard. Coll. Folio!Classique. 1973). 36-3 7.
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The Pleasure of Hypertext or Reading as an Investigation

The book as cultural product is designated by its cover and its author. Its ideas

appear to be those presented by the signatory, before being received and distributed

by a reading community. For readers that receive these ideas also contribute to their

diffusion. It is then, as says Escarpit, that one can end up having the impression of

knowing books that one has neyer even read, as for instance, through the knowledge

of iconic adjectives like Kafkaesque, Proustian, Borgesian or Dickensian as in the

fiction ofthese particular authors.’89

A book cari provoke communication and dialogue, but the multiplication of

rneanings and the possible references inside its pages are what reveal the very nature

of the text. For Roland Barthes, the text “is itself the intertext of another text.”19°

When affirming in his article titled Froni Woi* b Text, that “the text is plural,”191

Barthes understood hypertext by intuition long before the apparition of the internet

and what 5 110W known as “network” communication. To repeat his words, czThe

metaphor ofthe Text is that ofthe Networlç if the Text expands, it is by the effect of

a combinative operation, ofa systernatics.”92

Reading a hypertext draws the reader outside this world of paper in which an

author’s name is written in the foreground, so that she may discover the universe of

19 Robert Escrpit and Hcnrï Tissot. op. cit.. 16.
Roland Barihes. From Work b Texf. in Tue Rustie of Language (New York: Hill rnd Wrng.

19X6). 60.
‘‘ Ibid., 59.
1921bïd.. 61.
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the plural text. following Barthes, a work of art can be seen as only a consumer

product, which does flot allow the readers participation. But, then again, the text

“requires an attempt to abolish the distance between writing and reading”93 when

entering into the play of the text. That is why I insist here on the notion of pleasure,

introduced by Barthes in The Pleasure ofthe Text Ç! 973).

The pleasure of reading, a onetime or repeated act, does flot reside in the

consumption ofa work of art because the reader participates neither in its writing nor

in its rewriting. The pleasure ofthe text lies rather in the readers capacity to toy with

the text. The text reproduced electronica!ly in a hypertext verily lends itselfto toying

as seen in Taylor and Saarinen’s comment: “Hypertext is a thinker toy.”94 According

to Barthes, circulation is important. For him, the social utopia of the text lies in the

fact that “it is the space in which no language prevails over any other, where the

languages circulate (retaining the circular meaning ofthe word).”95

If Barthes touches here upon the openness and accessibility of text, he remains,

however, unsatisfied because he understands that “the theory ofthe Text can coincide

only with a practice of writing.”196 As he also argues: “Or again: the TexI is

experienced on/y in an activi/v, in aproduclion. it follows that the Text cannot stop

(for example, at a library shelf) its constitutive moment is trrn’ersa/ (notably, it can

193 Ibid.. 62.

194 Marc C. Talor and Esa Saarincn. op. cit.. 8. [sec illustration on page 5I
19 Roland Bartbes. “from Work to Texi”. op. cit.. 64.
t96 Ibid.
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traverse the work, several works).”97 Interestingly enough this practice, which

allows the reader to take text theory into account while producing text and

researching on the text, corresponds precisely with hypertext practice today. Ibis

places the reader in fi-ont of textual dynamisrn, as if the book were endless, as if it

were taking the shape of traversing underground rhizomes, with unceasing

ramifications of allusions and references.

The pleasure of the text cornes as a garne. In this respect, the readers participation

in the digital text is confirrned by the success of certain computer video games such

as !iivst, R/veii or Amerzone, where the book is simulated and where reading rernains

essential to solve the enigmas ofthese video garnes. In the sarne way, text reproduced

electronically generates a good game, since the scissors-readeil can “cut-copy-paste”

and, with her virtual scissors, cut out what she wishes in order to introduce, to copy,

or even to delete sorne passages. She does flot have to feel lefi out of the production

ofthe text for she can indeed participate in creating it.

In a hypertext, the reader chooses her own course of reading, while being conscious

that she is following an endless quest. Yet, clicking is flot cornpletely random, the

inforrned reader is aiways curious about an answer or a new link to explore. Looking

for a trail, she changes into a detective, whose curiosity is pricked. Fier reading may

appear to be fragmented, more oral than textual, ber reading is flot linear. but works

through a course of recognitions indicated in the text. Hypertextual links forrn an

Ibid.. 58.
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arrangement that permits the mediation between different textual, visual or audio

documents, and the jumps from link to link create an intrigue. In hypertext, it is this

passage from one knot to the other that is important, the first knot unties itsetf when

the reader browses to the next one. Reading, as if unravelling and redoing Penelope’s

tapestry endlessly, is neyer quite appeased. And even though the reader can

sornetimes have the feeling of turning in circles, it is more important to make links

while giving herselfthe impression ofbeing within a reading stiil in progress.

There is here a rationale for quest, where curiosity intervenes, as well as a logic of

memory storage, of encyclopaedic appearance. The reader who pursues a

hypertextual quest cari do it as much for a taste for intrigue as out of a desire for

encyclopaedic knowÏedge, without ever expecting to corne up with ail the

information desired. for the reader, the stake consists of multiple research to be made

in connection with other arrangements. But then, what are the readers expectations in

hypertext? Does she need for a story to be told? Is she looking for a chain of events?

Reading or the hypertextual path corresponds rather to the reconstmction of a plot

without a story. The desire to create an intrigue is more important than the narration

itseIf for the quest can take to a new textual course that may lead, even to a new text.

In the hypertextual project, texts enter a computerized systern they are not

reproduced anymore in a limited number of pages. The reader who wants to read a

series ofadventures or who wishes to have access to a pertinent reference will be able

to click directly to get the wanted document. in a hypertext there is flot a complete
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work of art: there aÏways rernains sornething possible and incomplete in the reading.

Whereas a paper text that cails for imrnutability, hypertext cornes apart, looking

rather Îike a draft with its incoherences and its scraps of text. Kypertext allows the

exchange of rnanuscripts, of a malleable rnatter that one can handie without having

the impression that one is working on the untouchable, enclosed and finished work of

art. Hypertextual Ïinks liberate one from traditional reading.

Thanks to the electronic text, the reader does flot need to intermpt bis activities

anymore to get hold ofa book in a bookstore, or to wait to consuit a document on ber

next visit to the library, while hoping flot to have forgotten the reference and that the

book wiII flot have been borrowed, or worse, gone missing, in which case she will

bave to go to another Iibrary, whiÏe praying that the same story does flot repeat itself

This raises a sensitive point concerning the circulation of books. To ask for access

to a text througb electronic network questions the free circulation of a highly

merchandised product defended by an industiy. With the phenomena of fame and

intellectual property, it rnay seern immoral to have free access to a text without the

author or the pubÏisher gaining profit from it. However, the author of a scholarly

publication whose digitalized text circulates freely on the Internet wilI bave more ofa

chance to win fame and visibility, and, therefore, to increase ber readership.
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Hypertextual technology does flot necessarily kil! the book’98; on the contrary it can

increase its visibility and its circulation.

A few questions can be asked: is reading in a hypertext placed under the sign of

entertainment, even evolution or preservation? What is the future oftext transmission

production? Stili with a sense of a quest, the reader of a hypertext directs

dissatisfaction from some ofher readings toward a project of communicative reading,

flot a Bovarysrn suent eurning kind of reading but a liberating Kiiidred Mc’moiy

Cominuiiity kind of reading.

Coming from everywhere, ideas communicate and interact in the never-ending

networks of thought exchanges. Sometimes a thought or an idea flnds itself in the

electronic mail of a list server and alÏows voices to be heard and ideas to be

exchanged in spite of the silence of reading, thus suggesting the cacophony of

multiple networks in the manner of a Borgesian library. The multiplicity of readings

causes a diversity of comments that, thanks to the Internet, is settiing into new

practices ofreading: 1) sitting in front ofthe screen and 2) across the world.

These practices give shape to new reading communities or readings clubs composed

of individuals corresponding through electronic discussion lists on culture and

literature in general or on a particular author. Interest in this way of reading, one

‘ In the aftenvord of The Future of the Book. Geoffrey Nunberg. cd. (Bcrkeley: University of

California Press. 1996)Uiubcrto Eco rccalls (lic famous Victor Hugo quotc from The flutichbaek of
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which questions the circulation of texts on Internet. plus the number of readers on

lists sharing their impressions though the exchange of documents and e-mails, as in

the case of L. M. Montgomery readers on the Net, makes me argue that reading is flot

ready to disappear.

Encyclopaedic Memory or a Dissemination Reading Network

Hypertextual writing creates a semiotic blur of cross-referencing. Evcry îord is.
in principle. a hot word that is linked to cndless chains of reference. which. in
tum. are linked to other referential traces. Furthermore, these networks are not
fixed or stable but are constantÏ changing and shifling. The text is no more
sectire than the author is authorative. 3v pushing the encvctopaedic ideal to its
outer limit. h’vpertextual networks bring its collapse.

Hvpertext is a thiuker tov.

The encyclopaedia comes from written culture; in fact, its entries are organized in

aiphabetical order. In Diderot and d’Alembert’s project, the goal was to assemble ail

knowledge so that humanity’s memory could be transmitted and that past knowledge

would flot have been futile and forgotten.

Le but d’une Encyclopédie est de rassembler les connaissances éparses sur la
surface de la tcrre d’en exposer le sstème général aux hommes avec qui nous
vivons, et de le transmettre aux hommes qui viendront après nous: afin que les
travaux des siècles passés n’aient pas été des travaux inutiles pour les siècles qui

succéderont 200

Notre Daine, “Ceci tuent cela” refering to tlie fluet that “The book will kiil the cathedral, the alphabet
vill kiil images”. 295. He realizes (liai ihe computer will not kil! the book.
199 Marc C. Taylor md Esa Saarinen. op. cit.. 8.
20( Diderot mal d’ Alembert. Encvclopédie ou dictionnaire des sciences, des arts et des métiers (articles
choisis) volume 2 (Paris: GF Flammarion. 1986). 4041.
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Attempts to cover ail knowledge are stili shown today even in science fiction novels

as in the following example of Marge Piercy’s He, She andit on Hurnans living with

robots where she has one of her characters travelling the Net:

Ofien while using the Net in ber usual work or relaxation. Shira would simplv
employ visual or audio. She would be reading menus, taiking with the
computer. scairning files, just as someone looking up a subject in an
encvclopaedia in printed form need flot suspend attention to the outside
world. 2c1t

Alongside the encyclopaedia, inscriptions of humanity’s memory had been

transmitted on a palimpsest or papyrus used over and over again in the early days of

writing to record inscriptions. Palimpsest proves a useftd terrn to describe a hypertext

for it also bas replacement at its core. A palimpsest may be defined as a document,

usuaÏly on vellum or parchment, that has been written upon several times. Using this

term, Gérard Genette explored the interrelationships between literary works and

explained literary devices such as parody, antinovels, pastiches, caricatures,

commentary, allusion, and imitation.

Although electronic texts need not be scrapped in order to be reused, writers of

computer documents make great use of the copy, paste and delete functions to

compose their writings. In a way, hypertexts allow continuous new writing paths as

though each new inscription has overridden the previous Ïink. The hypertextual text

has been described as a networking connection document system. It works as a
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constant changing arid muÏtipÏying network of associations. Documents that have

been computerized can connect to each other when they are either related or linked

by transtextual flowing, by being pointer clickable.

Through hypertext, it is possible to make cross-references and, for example, have

direct access to associated articles, books or footnotes. Looking up relevant

quotations or associations can be done instantly. At teast, it need not remain the welt

kept secret of a few tucked-away specialists or bookworm learners. Pertinent cultural

background information is now easily accessible and also rapidly found with one

click of the computer mouse on a pertinent hyperlink. Texts are thus spreading and

becoming movable and dynarnic.

There is the advantage flot only of speed but also of a new dynamism in the moving

text that changes shape depending on how it is entered. The text can increase just as it

can be cut up or be pasted. A text is aiways already a hypertext, a network of

associations. There is weaving of texts that stops them from being isolated, and

makes interaction between the reader and literature possible. in a network of

associations, the rhizome seems to suit the definitions that one would want to give to

the digital text. But before considering this botanical concept, it is necessary to note

that ‘hypertext’ is related with intertextuality and that the term had already been used

in literary theory even before the computer became a new tool and practice for

writing and reading.

2fl1 Marge Picrcv. He, She andlt tNe York: Alfred A. Kiiopf. 1991). chap. 31. 276.
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in literary theory, it is in Gérard Genette’s work of about twenty years ago that the

term hypertext appeared in bis work on textual relations or transtextual, as lie prefers

to say in Palimpsestes, la littérature au second agré. for the author, later pubÏished

literary works or ‘hypertexts’ are transpositions of earlier ‘hypotexts. For example,

Joyc&s Ulysses, a hypertext, can be viewed as a transposition of Homers Lilysses and

Virgil’s Aeneic[, which he both cails “hypotexts” or previous major texts. In this

definition of hypertext, the transposition is like a case of cultural recycling of

dissolving tirne into immediacy by inserting an original cultural product ta hypotext)

into a new context (a Ïiypertext).

Hypertext, as lie deflned it in 1982, is part of one of five transtextual relations. He

defines hypertext as every derivative text of a pre-existing text or of a previous work

that either is a transformation or an imitation of the previous text. In the latter, it

would be every cultural recycled document. for Genette, there is no literary work

that, to some degree and according to its readings, does flot evoke some prior text,

and in this sense, ail works of art are hypertextuai.202

According to Genette’s anaiysis of the PaÏimpsest hypertexts are either a parody or

an imitation. Hypertext according to Genette, is every relation or link that unites a

text B (which lie calis hjperlexi) to a previous major text A (or tivpoiexl) on wÏiicb it

202 Gérard Genette. Palimpsestes, la littérature au second degré, op. cii.. 16.
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grafis itself.203 A weIl-informed reader husks the original text or the hypotext in a

already existing hypertext which is referring to a previous text. For Genette, the

connections between layers of texts are not sequential in tirne or in space. Yet, for

him, the juxtapositions may not be purely “random” or “rneaningless” whereas a

current understanding ofhypertext through the use ofthe World Wide Web implies a

certain randomness and sometirnes a loss of meaning.

Hypertext in the digital sense of the word, constructs itself effectiveÏy through

textual relations; it makes grafis but flot in the sense of a parody or a pastiche. The

goal ofa hypertext in a pedagogical relationship is to allow readers to become aware

ofthe secret allusions present in a text, to find what bas been archived and buried, to

bring to the surface what only appears in the eyes ofthe scholar. It is about wanting

to unite what has been dissociated; what lias been dispersed and fragmented in the

presentation ofa text but lias been related and brought together through hyperlinks.

Even though a hypertextual network spreads out, or is scattered by ‘dissemination’

(to use Jacques Derrida’s expression), and ftinctions apart — in the margins, it is only

to better unite the echoes in a sarne space ofresonance. In illustration, here is an echo

coming from Derrida:

Il nous faut maintenant tenter d’écrire le mot dissémination. Et d’expliquer
pourquoi. avec le texte de Mallarmé. on a toujours quelque peine à suivre.

203 [Tjoute relation trnissant tin texte B (que j’appellerai hypertexte) à un texte antérieur A (qtie

j’appellerai, bien sûr. hypoteste) sur lequel il se greffe.” Ibid., 11, 424.
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Si1 n’y a donc pas dunité thématique ou de sens total à se réapproprier au-delà
des instances textuelles, dans un imaginaire, une intentionnalité ou tin vécu. le

texte n’est plus Fexpression ou la représentation (heureuse ou non) de quelque
vérité qui viendrait se diffracter oct se rassembler dans une littérature

polysémique. C’est à ce concept herméneutique de polysémie qu’il faudrait
substituer celui de dissémination. 2’4

Derrida wishes to substitute the hermeneutical concept of polyserny by the use of

dissemination, for according to Derrida, text is neither the expression nor the

representation of some truth diffracted in a polysemic ]iterature. Dissemination works

well also for hypertext for it has more a sense of movement in space, one that

resembles a moving sowing hand clicking on hyperÏinks that fonction lïke seeds. This

allows for dispersed thoughts to germinate in a virtual space of culturat memory. This

is flot so much to make sense or establish some truth but rather to reopen the ongoing

possibility of provoking readings from a compilation of memories that challenges

them. Imagine reading as an act involving a photo album that one can flip through or

a madeleine soaked in tea; memory similarly returns to the surface and asks for links

and points of reference to be made. It is the reader’s prerogative to do so or “to

follow up”.

Unfortunately, perhaps, the reference mark on a digital surface is stiil modelled on

the book, or more precisely, on the printed page of words, images or, both. I say,

‘unfortunately’, because the model of a sheet of paper from a book is presented as a

surface that must be fllled according to a set of rules. A page is a surface long since

organized according to a closed regulation ofcharacters. Even if the book is a csmall

Jacques Demda. La Dissémination (Paris. éd. du Seuil. 1972). 294.
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machine’, according to Deleuze and Guattari, that functions in relation with other

books, it is a closed object that belongs to a system made up of parts, including,

preface, dedication, chapters, paragraphs, introduction, conclusion, appendices,

postscript, index, table of contents and other divisions that each have a function

inside the book. This explains why attempts to create a labyrinthic text are interesting

for rny topic, because such tentatives ail try to extract the book from its mechanical

materiality. in La Dissemination, Jacques Derrida starts lis book La Dissémination,

with the words:

Hors livre
Préfaces
Ceci (donc) n’aura pas été un livre

And he continues:

Il y aura toujours un risque certes. à faire travailler, voire à laisser circuler les
vieux noms [...] Mais s’cii tenir, pour aller plus loin, être plus radical oti plus

audacieux. à une attitude d’indifférence neutralisante à l’égard des oppositions
classiques. ce serait laisser libre cours aux forces, qui dominent effectivement et
historiquement le champ. Ce serait. faute de s’emparer des moyens d’y
intervenir, confirmer l’équilibre établi. 205

We are still obliged ta use the word ‘book’, or the word paper’ since the analogy of

the book with a digital text is stili made automatically. Consider, for example, the

following terminological designations: web page, electronic page, and E-book. If we

continue using classic terminology, how can we then get out of the book in order ta

try ta explain an approach ta documentation that indeed stems from the book but is

flot a book? Hypertext is only like a book in the sense that it communicates text, but
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hypertext is also more than that. it is a cal! to community since it ftmctions as a flux

that runs between different coïlectivities, their readers and a mernory learner.

Hypertext could solely be a very long preface that again according to Derrida,

“substitutes a text’s monument or a first page stuck on the opening —the first page— of

a register or a group of deeds.”206 What he calls a “hors-livre” or something “outside

the book” is able to achieve the creation of a network. But what is there to say about

a preface, other than that it inforrns on the state of a question as well as evokes

questions related to a topic? On this issue, Derrida refers to Regel who says that a

preface is like taiking about something outside that which one is actually discussing.

He goes as far as to say that it is smal! talk.2°7 A fragment or a preface can certainly

be seen as a sort of chat or E-chatting, but as in conversation and memory recalling, it

is not linear and lilypads, while erasing, rewriting as well as dispersing thouglit.

Recydling Mernorv in the Rhizomatic Labvrinth

The explosion of media through digitization bas affected the capacity of our

societies to stock information or archive our cuÏtura! practices. This has led to re

discovering, re-connecting and re-using cultural products, and to the accelerated

circulation of objects ofien fiom closed cultural practices to more pop-culture

experiences. The recuperation of cultural objects is, of course, not a new practice.

205 Ibid.. 11—12.
206 My translation of: “substitue le iiionmnent d’un texte ou première page collée par-dessus

l’ouverture- la première page- d’un registre ou d’un ensemble d’actes.” Ibid.. 14. n.6.
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However, the proliferation of the different retrieval media bas made remodelling

images, texts and sounds more accessible to the extent that finding the origin within a

resampled piece of work is flot aiways possible. But then again, do we stiil want or

need to know if a cultural product has an origin?

The recycÏed picture examined here, as an example of recurrence, is a photograph

that is used as an object of resistance or protest: it is the over-used picture of Che

Guevara [see the section on lii Clic] , where I question the persistence of

memory in this now over-commercialized poster face.

Through electronic digital technology, documents such as this picture can easiÏy be

accessed, for example, by looking for it on the Internet. Once found, the document

can be used as well as easily altered. Having access to a multiplicity of

documentation allows the user to retrieve and lets him “play” the images. Before the

massive use of the computer, one could alter a document by making a photocopy of

it. On photocopies, one can draw or write, make comments and easily circulate a

document. However photocopies are stili rigid and framed objects: once copied, they

are altered by hand. Now that we can integrate moving images within a text, or

sound, or make use of the copy-paste buttons, documents are being considerabÏy

cbanged without any traces remaining of the original. On that note, let us see how

Lanham imagined cultural pedagogy in 1993:

207 Mv translation of: le lieu d’irne causerie extérieure à cela même dont elle entend parler” or

“bavardage de la petite histoire”, Ibid.. 16.
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Ail of these machinations upon greatness are pedagogical techniques that open

literary texts to people whose talents are not intrmsicailv literarv.” people ho

want. in ail kinds of intuitive ways. to operate upon experience rather than

passively reccive it.28

The use of the Internet in the years following the publication in 1993 of Lanham’ s

book has increasingÏy becorne part of cultural practices. Participation based on

different media —text, image, film and sound— lies at the heart of progressive

teaching in the humanities nowadays. Hypertext thought and practice ailow for a

diversity of intertexts and documentai relations to corne about starting from a single

work, topic or idea and then to proliferate into a web of remediation. In the

hypertextual Ïabyrinth, intermedial practices rethink and influence our learning

instruments.

The labyrinth in the analysis of Umberto Eco appears threefold where it can either

be a thread, a tree or a rhizome. Given that one ofthe ways ofapproaching hypertext

here was to consider it as an open work having multiple interpretations, it was

explored as a labyrinth.209

Like Borges. Umberto Eco provides a perspective on the rhizome as follows. The

theoretician ofthe open work and its multiple interpretations dwells on the labyrinth.

He also uses Deleuze and Guattari’s rhizome to atternpt an explanation ofhis artistic

work in his Reflections on hie Naine of the Rose, Eco has described in Borgesian

2Û8 Richard A Lanham. Ttie Electronic Urd, Democrac, Tectmo!ogv ancithe .1rts. op.cit.. 104.
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fashion, a Iibrary-type labyrinth both in his theoretical work hie Opeii Work and in

lus nove! hie Naine of hie Rose. In The Open Work, Eco analyses James Joyce’s

work and quotes Edmund Wilson in his description of Ulysses in order to iliustrate

how one cari enter the work anywhere:

Edrnund WiIson bas observed that. like Prousts or Whitcheads or Einsteins
world. “Jovcc’s world is alwavs changing as it is perceived bv different
observers and by them at different times.

1 doubt whethcr anv human mernon is capable. on a first reading. of meeting ail
demands of Ulis’ses. And when we reread it. we start in at anv point, as if it

were indeed sornething solid like a citv which actuallv existed in space and
which could be entered from anv direction-as Jovce is said. in composing his
books. to work on the different parts simultaneouslv.21°

This is where Eco’s quote ftom Wilson ends, but in the experience of ail the senses

that are of interest in this study, I wish to add another sentence from Wilson’s same

page: “We possess Dublin, seen, heard, smelt and feit, brooded over, imagined,

remembered.”21’

Through these quotes. we can see how understanding lames ]oyce’s Ulvsses lias

ofien, even traditionally, contributed to explaining the flinction of hypertext. One

works effectively on several parts at the same time while trying to read an

encyclopaedic entity or total knowledge document but also while reading different

parts that can stir several memories and sensations in tue reader’s mmd. Continuing

209 Sec Ilana Snvder’s Hi pertexi The E/ecrronic Labvrinrh (Melbourne: Universïtv Press. 1996).
210 Umberto Eco in Tue Open Work (Cambrïdge: Harvard University Prcss. 1989) 23. He is quoting

Edmund Wilson in ;IxeI’s Castie (London-New York: Scribner’s Sons. 1931). 21t) from the 1950

ediÏion.
211 ibid.
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his une of thought in Reflections on lue Nctme of tue Rose, Eco described the world

as a labyrinth where there are three different passageways.

The first is the one where the reader is guided through by Ariadne’s thread. Ariadne

gave this thread to Theseus in the Labyrinth built by Daedalus in classical Greek

rnythology. He let it unwind through the Labyrinth of cave passages so that he was

able to kil! the Minotaur and find his way back out. Holding such a virtuaÏ thread, the

reader of a classical Iabyrinth enters a text knowing that while going towards the

centre ofhis reading, he is flot going to get lost because there will aiways be an exit

or a main narrative to follow.

The second type of labyrinth, stiil according to the author of The Naine of the Rose,

is stiil like a thread or a path that one must foÏlow lie cails it the mannerist tree

labyrinth:

Then there is the mannerist maze: if you unravel it. you find in your hands a

kind of tree. a structure with roots. with manev blind alleys. There is only one

exit. but vou eau get it wrong. You need an Ariadnc’s-thread to keep from

getting lost. Ibis labyrinth is a model of the trial-and-error process. 212

What Eco says about the third type of labyrinth is important to this study for he

picks up the rhizome concept as being a labyrinthine network that is not only

potentially infinite but also without any centre:

212Umberto Eco. Refiections on flic iVame c?fthe Rose (London: Secker and Warburg. 1985). 57.
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And finallv there is the net. or, rather. wbat Delcuze and Guattari caïl
rhizome.’ The rhizome is so constntcted that everv path can be connectcd with

every other one. It has no center. no peripherv. no exit. because it is potentially
infinitc.21’

Here, even if Eco stiil holds onto sorne form of organization, he is starting to

acknowledge that structure cannot be definite because the labyrinth is potentially

infinite and following his theory of interpretation, reading brings up infinite

possibilities of comprehension. In the textual labyrinth, reading and memory are

linked — even though the reader may sometimes feel disoriented when meandering

the labyrinth ftom reading to memory. Labyrinths are indeed linked or woven like

texts.

Kowever, hypertext is open-ended and is designed to grow and change white

reading through the maze of information available on the Internet. The reader thus

spins ber own Ai-jaUnes thread. Consultation of hypertext collaborative projects in

several cultures and felds of study creates pluridisciplinarity. In search of plural and

collective memories, readers browse cultural practices that are found solely in printed

books. They consuit cultural objects that are also kept and memorized Uigitally and

can be studied on the surface of a computer screen, where memory organizes itself in

a manner that we caIl hypertextual.

Stili, in a classic view of memory, like the mnemonic practices presented in Yates’

study on The Art of !Vfemoiy are mental pictures of places where one must place

213 Ibid.
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objects mentally in order to remember them, to have a rnemory of them. followin

this analysis, we imagine the Internet, or what is sometimes caÏled cyberspace, as

being a space where we can indeed have a mental picture of what memory is. In

cyberspace, positioning objects in order to recover them tater is accornplished by

highlighting them with a bookrnark or a link in a browsing software. The personal

computer itself functions as a mnemonic space as it serves the purpose of a rnemory

place. It is a kind of memorv-aid for our various thoughts and stories. It can save and

stock letters, autobiographica] writings, a diary, scholarly writings, our timetable as

well as our finances or even newspaper articles found on the World Wide Web with

our comments or someone else’s alongside reviews of the latest best-seller. In short,

hypertext network is a place of mega-memory, a mental extension of a mnernonic

theatre where objects can be kept, discovered and manipulated. It is an infinite place

where memory and oblivion converge.

Hypertexts are indeed made of broken links and dead ends for us readers however

this fragrnentary nature encourages us to draw upon our creativity. Disorganized or

not, memory makes us think of its counterpart, forgetting. It is important to stress that

thete cannot be memorv without memorv loss and losing track of where one was.

Therefore, if hypertextual practices are akin to mernory, one must consider that

alongside the links, one will find ruptures and gaps and that they are there to oblige

the reader to think creatively.
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ICONS

Borges’ Library

Caught up in a Book

Many studies have touched upon the parallels to be found between hypertext and the

work ofthe Argentinian autbor Jorge Luis Borges, who questioned the conception of

cultural practices and documentational relationships214 In explaining hypertext, Ilana

Snyder in paralleling hypertext and the labyrinth even stresses that authors like

Borges were at the origin ofthe creation ofhypertexts:

hie notion of hvpertext originates in the imagination not onlv of scientists but
also of literare visionaries. In a storv callcd The Librarv of BabeF. the
Argcntinian writer Jorge Luis Borges imagines a librare of mcomprehcnsible
immensitv
for Borges. literature is a dead end. an impasse. because of its commitment to
single storv-lines. denouements and conclusive cndings.215

Borges wrote books about books and saw them as having neither a beginning nor an

end. The combinations network within bis description of ?7ie Babel Libran’ produces

a phantasm of totality and recalis the archetype of the labyrinth as memory’s

network.

214 Landow cven speaks of Borges as the Vergilian guide to these electronic (hypertextual)
explora1ions. sce Hipertext 1.0. op. cit.. 260.
215 tlana Snydcr. Hpertext The Electronie Lahvi-inth. op.cit.. 28-29.
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In bis short story, “Pierre Ménard. Author of Don Quixote”, Borges shows how

books are aÏways a rewriting ofsome time and place. Ibis short story solely based on

footnotes and references shows how literature flinctions as a text culture based on

other texts. in fact, it does flot matter who wrote Don Onixote — Cervantes or Pierre

Ménard — as long as a text exists which speaks ofthe importance oftext links and flot

so much ofthe importance ofthe author. Borges founds a reading of Don Ouixote on

the basis of intertexts that the text itself has inscribed.

Borges opened up the issue of the resistance of memory, when he wrote his

.F/cciones announci ng (without ever encountering them) the aUvent of networking

knowledge transmission. For Borges, the object of knowledge is ofien portrayed in a

book. He places this book in a labyrinth-prison-like iibrary or portrays the book itself

as an object that makes the characters lose any trace or point of reference. Instead of

finding memory within the book, the readers shown in Borges’ fictions forget their

memory or get conftised by their rememberings. As if to illustrate that whatever the

reader searches or reads, she stili bas flot found — and probably neyer wiIÏ find — what

she is looking for.... As is shown by his character Funes, the man with a prodigious

memory, who has recollections ofevervthing perceivable will declare: “My memory,

sir, is like a garbage disposai.”216

For Borges. the world itself is made up of stories where humans are seen as being

readers in a search of things Ïost. “The universe (which others caÏl the Library) is

26 Jorge Luis Borges. funes. The Memorious”. in Fieciones. op. cit.. 112.
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composed of an indefnite, perhaps an infinite, number of hexagonal galleries 217

From the idea of possibÏy accessing to universal knowledge through the myriads of

networked hypertext, I wish to consider the idea of a library of the future, which

Laverna Saunders called a “lihrary without walls”.218 Looking at the literary works of

Borges and Umberto Eco, I selected the idea ofthe Babel labyrinthian library in order

to grasp what exactiy constitutes hypertext practices. Reminiscent of Borges’

thinking that ail books are already written and already connected, hypertextual

thinking relies on the fact that cultural practices are also like an open work and may

possibly ail be connected in a network. The network portrayed through hypertextual

links reminds us of Derrida’s notion of écritm’e.219 In fact, in the Grammato/ogie22°

Derrida sought to break up the conventionat logocentric linear individual introducing

the notion of the Other into the subject for plural dimensional thought. This is what

he called the space ofthe archi-écrittre.221

In the spirit of a Borgesian Babel library, let us remember the obvious classic

authors who have contributed to the idea of a memory based on books as giving

access to an open text allowing for the total text to occur. These authors are

Mallarmé, Joyce and Borges, but also Diderot and d’Alernbert in their Encyclopédie

project where text and image were to refer in an associative manner. Mailarrné’s plan

together with Borges’, aims for the dissemination ofknowledge in order to avoid the

21 Jorge Luis Borges, ‘The Libmry ofBabel’”, in Ficciones. op. cit., 79.
218 Laverna M. Satrnders, The î ‘irtual libraru: i’isions and realities (Westport. CT: Meckier, 1993).
219 “L’idée du livre, c’est l’idée d’une totalité, finie ou infinie, du signifiant... L’idée du livre, qui

renvoie toujours une totalité naturelle, est profondément étrangère au sens de l’écriture.” Jacques

Derrida in De la Graminatologie, op. cit.. 30.
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obsession ofassembling ail knowledge that haunts the organised library. For Jacques

Derrida in De la Giwnma/oÏogie,222 pictograms are star—shaped systems referring at

the same time to an object and to a sound where Mallarmé’s poétique graphique, or,

graphie poetry, says Derrida breaks with Western writing traditions,223

Sirnilarly, according to Maurice Blanchot, even though the book may seem easiÏy

open to the one who seeks knowledge, in fact it is neither accessible nor available.

Mais le livre n’est pas fait pour être respecté, et le plus sublime chef-d’oeuvre”

trouve toujours dans le lecteur le plus humble la mesure juste qtii le rend égal à

lui—même. Mais. naturellement, la facilité de la lecture n’est pas clic—même un

accès facile. La promptitude dti livre à s’ouvrir et l’apparence qu’il garde d’être

toujours disponible - lui qui n’est jamais là- ne signifie pas qu’il soit à notre

disposition, signifie plutôt l’exigence de notre complète disponibilité 224

Along the same unes, Christian Jacob, in bis analysis on libraries continues thinking

that if ail knowledge in the iibrary maze were to be iinked, we would lose a sense of

meaning or be faced with pure transmission failure:

L’histoire des bibliothèques est habitée par le mythe. Babel et AÏexaidrie sont

deux pôles fondamentaux de cet imaginaire.
D’un côté. l’empire des signes. avec ses jetix de miroir et de mise en abvme, ses

liens hvpertextuels qui se déploient en labyrinthes échappant, pour finir. â toute

maîtrise intellectuelle: la bibliothèque comme métaphore de l’infini, du temps

immobile, de l’immense synchronie de tous les mots et pensées jamais formtilés,

au risque ultime de la perte du sens et de la référence.
De l’autre. l’incendie, la ruine. l’oubti, la mort: la bibliothèque oti le catichemar

de la destruction, la hantise de l’irrémédiable. Finterniption brutale de la

transmission. [...]

220 Ibid., 14t).
221 Ibid., 99.
222 Ibid., 136.
223 Ibid.. 140.
224 Mauwice Blanchot. Le Livre à venir (Paris. Gallimard. Collection Idées. 1959). 133.
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L’histoire des bibliothèques, depuis les salles d’archives des palais orientaux

jusqu’aux bases de données accessibles en ligne sur Internet, est aussi celle de la

métamorphose des lecteurs et des lectures. des politiques de maîtrise et de

communication de l’information. Et du lent processus par lequel la fonction

archivistique et les symboliques de Faccumulation sont devenues instruments de

recherche, fondant l’ensemble des méthodes dci travail intellectuel - historique.

scientifique. philosophique, philologique... 22)

Not just readers but hurnans in general have the need to be linked, to be in touch

with flot only memories of the past but also other beings. The library keeps us in

contact with human thoughts flom the past. As do ail the electronic devices that seem

to submerge us, including, cellular phones, beepers, e-mails, to namejust a few ofthe

cultural electronic ways to be connected and to make sense ofour lives.

Metamorphoses does not only take place in the library as said by Jacob above, we

are also changed by the other media in the experiences that take place and are just as

memory making. Live media data and i’eaIily show experiences inundate us when

connected to electronic media. cable. TV, radio, and newspaper databases.

The storage ofprinted texts presents a certain inaccessibility, as Jacob points out the

effort that must be made to access archived data. Nonetheless, the Babel Library is

flot necessarily there where the book is lefi forgotten. Even though the Tower of

Babel and the diversity of languages is the sign of confusion among men in the

classical Judeo-Christian tradition. In a numeric Ïibrary there operates a cultural

recyciing process where one recovers the text in order to transform its matter.
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ContradictoriÏy, since materials are quickly available, they seem more accessible.

Digitization makes text and document processing as well as modifying easier and,

recovered text will thus start appearing anew and reappearing in the collective

memory. Ibis is the point where information and education must intervene. Cultural

web site creators introducing document links must stop and think about the document

connections to be made in accordance with intertextuaÏ references. Recycting can

resuit in information overload and information underuse (1.O.I.U) with no care for

sorting, or selecting according to pedagogical preoccupations or course-guided

information.

With Babel, and the separation of languages, there is the fear of incomprehension,

ofbad knowledge transmission as well as the fear ofloss and oblivion. The picture of

an ivory tower or architecture that would rise to highest of heavens, where ail human

beimzs would understand each other bas always been utopian. Babel or the Hebrew

balai, means to confound just as the Lord is supposed to have confiised the languages

spoken on Earth so that knowledge sharing seems difficult to achieve. 0f course,

understanding is not only acquired through language nor onÏy through the spoken or

written word but also traditionally through the use of images.

Here I wish to mention Anne-Marie Christin’s L ‘image écrite, ou. la déraison

graphique, a book that reminds us that writing was born from images or from the

225 Christian Jacob ïn Le Pomoir des bibliolhèqne.s La mémoire des livres en Occident. Marc Baratin
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ideogram system and not just from languages being spoken. Like ber, 1 agree that it is

important to stress that culture and memories attached to a culture are effectively

transmitted through iconic images.

Christin uses the term “irnaxe-écran” or, “screen-image” to explain the importance

of thought provoked by an image. She too, is critical of traditional linear thought

because she believes that icons can act as perfect résumés of an idea. Just as a

hyperÏink tempts to refer to one icon or idea by linking frames. icons are visual

condensations of cultural practices.

Characters symbolizing a thing without indicating the sounds in its name, as in

Chinese characters or ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs, these pictures ofa word or sound

could indeed be associated with our electronic use of hyperÏinks in hypertextual

readings where arbitrariness becomes the driving motion of learning acquisition.

The fragments, the graphies, the words or sentences that we point to , ftinction

as polysernic images or a sort of ideogram cluster that we point to with the electronic

device cornmonly called a mouse without even bothering to decipher or to really read

anymore. Christin also points out the importance of the writing surface or screen as

determining for the access to memory. For, as she reminds us, since Mallarrné226, we

and Christian ]acob. cd. (Paris: Éditions AlbinMicheL 1985). 13.

226 [Link (o section L pages 52 & $31
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have understood the importance of reintegrating the visual and spatial aspect of

writing. The screen is the surface that makes appropriation possible.

For Mallarmé, in his Un Coup de dés, works of art are constellations of words or

fittings as in the term emboîtement used by Kfisteva in ber semiotic analysis La

Révolution dii Langage Poétique. For her, Mallarmé tries to create a split as welt as a

dispiacement in order to break up the linearity of a phrase. Un Coup de dés becomes

a thought that evokes the search as well as the hope for the ideal work of art. Already

in his unfinished Igitur, he was referring to the thought that the world is only a story

being told — miinclus est fribula — and that with the throwing of the dice he was

illustrating how the act ofthinking could be seen as a signifying intention.

In Igilti’r. Mallarmé spoke of the act of chance, or “acte où le hasard est en jeu. c’est

toujours le hasard qui accomplit sa propre idée en s’affirmant ou en se niant “, as

being a cyclical movement, in which Mallarmé wanted to achieve total

comprehension through a poem by being able to connect different elements that are

in relationship with each other. For Mallarmé, it is a research project made up of

several fragments that try to resist interpretation as much as possible. The Coup de

dés shows knowledge is unattainable by being incomplete, but the reader keeps on

looking for meaning if only through analogous, inductive and intuitive processes.

Through chance and memory “thought analogies”, the reader seeks meaning. This

process, like writing, is constituted by multiple trvouts. Reading is also subject to
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happenstance. Overail, readings are dependent on reference and allusion where one

must dare to folÏow trails of thought to tease out intertextuality and meaningful

indications. As within an encyclopaedic quest, one goes from one reference to

another or to different sources, ofien browsing to the point where one loses track of

what one came to look for in the first place, if, of course, we were reaÏly out to find

something and not just travelling as Benjamin’s fldnei,r, stroller, or even lurker

through a Yibrarv.

While discovering a text through reading, the /Ïdneur, stroller, or lurker does flot

aiways wish to pay attention to a text’s logic or structure. With its beginning, its

argumentation and its conclusion, a text seems to be framed even if it is part of a

totality. Without being reductive, one should stiil be able to believe that a book is

unique and alone as Borges said when claiming the two facts about the works in ilie

Libraiy ofEabel that should not be overlooked: “One: the Library is so enormous

that any reduction undertaken by humans is infinitesimal. Two: each book is unique.

irreplaceabÏe.”227

AÏthough a book is alone it is also part of a whole without which it would cease to

exist. Yet readers are aware in spite of the frarne that text overfiows, which explains

why they also stroll in a text with no particular goal, even though a text follows and

cornes from other texts and, is part of a larger group.

227 Jorge Luis Borges. The Library ofBabel”, in ficciones. Op. cit.. 85.
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As through associations and as mentioned before in the Deleuzian concept of

hecoming, when A becomes B, it continues to be A, yet it becomes B without

transforming itself into B nor into C but is also C [see section I, page 77]

Borges proposes what he cails a regressive approach to locate books because the

Library is total and a document exists only because of other texts, “in order to Iocate

book A, first consuit book B which will indicate the location of A; in order to locate

book B, first consuit book C, and so on ad infinitum.

One ofthe most visible demonstrations ofthis overfiowing is to be seen in footnotes

that show how texts realÏy spiil over into other texts. footnotes are part of text

coding, because since its existence, text bas been organized in various ways. To

understand how a text ftmctions, it is not only necessary to know how to read and

how to decipher, but it is also necessary to be informed oftextual organization.

This is where the reader’s cultural practices are essential; she must know the

cultural coding and practices of text or othenvise she will not be able to follow its

overfiowing. A retains its identity within a vast textual field. The referential

importance oflegibility and understanding becomes most apparent in literary studies.

Ibid.
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Reading Links in Tue Librarv ofBabe!

it is flot sufficient to be able to read. it is necessary to learn relations of

intertextuality. Classically, reading bas been a game of decoding, of mernory and

recognition. As in the Latin origin of the word textus from texere, which means

weaving, flot just sentences but whole documents intertwine inside of a bigger whoÏe.

They refer to one another and that is the reason for which text overflows outside the

printed pages that constitute it in order to quote other texts. For Borges, life itself is a

quotation as Jean Baudrillard recails in his Cool Memories:

Since he can no longer sec the world. he quotes it. His speech is one long
quotation. Lifr ilselfis n quotation he says.229

That ‘ïife is a quotation” is quoted without a footnote for it does flot need one since

life itself cornes from quotes. As the words ofthe author are being reported in a study

on cultural mernories one must do the work for Baudrillard. Luckily, I have search

engines to use in the vast world oflibraries connected to the Internet. Using the quote

and Borges as a search word, I make bis books and books about him pop up on my

computer screen but I stiil need to go to a place called a library to be able to check

some ofthe books on my list. As the story continues and must be told, 1 end up with a

book of conversations that took place between Borges and Willis Barstone.23° Here,

written on paper is the leitmotiv quoted by Baudrillard. Guessing that I could find it

elsewhere if it is indeed a motto for Borges, I nonetheless decide to quote this

Jean Baijdrillard. C oolÀfemones (New York: Verso. 1990). 209.
230 Wllhis Barsione. Borges at EigÏitv, Conversations (Indiana University Press. Bloomington. 1982).
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reference in order to legitirnize it. In order, to be able to say: “See, it’s written down

here” — so it is tme — so I can refer to it as a reference.

Asked by Barstone about growing up in Buetios Aires. Borges replies that he was

neyer interested in this issue as a child, for the places he liked to look at were books

and so bis memories corne from books.

But as a boy. mv mernories are memories of the books I rcad. Those are far
more real to me than the place itself. So that mv memories arc reallv memories
ofStevenson. ofKipling. and cf theAtahian NigÏ?ts and of Don Onixote [...j
So what can I say about my childhood’? But little. 1 remember pictures of my
forefathers. [...]
Mv rnemorv is chieflv of books. In fact. I hardlv rernember nw own life. [...]
The whole thing is a jumble of division, of images. So that it seems that we are
falling back on bocks. That happens when people speak to me. I aiways fail
back on bocks, on quotations. I remember that Emerson. one of mv heroes.
warned us against that. Ne said: ‘Let us take care. Life itself mav becorne a long
quotation.”2

We see that Borges picked the idea up elsewhere but made it his own by deciding

flot to be careful about his quotations, but rather to just quote infinitely until the end,

having understood that rnemory is made up of texts and images. Composed of neyer

ending stories rnemory is thus entangled in a web ofcriss-crossing Ïinks.

Now, of course I could carry on along this une and try to find out more about this

Emerson who told us to take care when it cornes to quoting. It must be Ralph Waldo

Ernerson whom I find by looking through the Internet by typing the search words

231 Ibid 7.
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“Borges —Life is a long quotation” that Emerson in fact said: “I hate quotations. Teil

me what you know.

“Being told what to know” can happen through the influences ofthose who pass on

knowledge or through the ideas present in texts. for example, AÏain de Botton in

How Proust Cciii Change Your Life states the importance of books in our lives. He

looks at how authors reveal things that without their pinpointing to them would have

rernained a secret. Ris example is of Proust having been sensitized by the art critic

John Ruskin to architecture and how reading him helped Proust in discovering a

smaÏl statue ofthe cathedra! in Rouent

[WÏithout Ruskin as a guide (1 would not have been clever enough to find vou.

amongst the thousands of stones in our towns. to pick out vour figure. to

rediscover vour pcrsonality. to summon von. to make vou live again.”) It vas a

svmboÏ of what Ruskin had donc for Proust. and what ail books might do for

their readers- namely, bring back to life. from the deadness caused bv habit and

inattention. valuable yct ncglected aspects of experience. 22

This shows how we need to share knowledge and that reading brings new search

trails but that anyone who lias already gone down a path and noted it for future

readers also creates a memory tane necessary to keep a text alive and prevent it frorn

falling into oblivion. in a way, because of the hypertextual trail created by a search

engine or ‘browser’ on the Internet, documents that are found with the use of a few

search words can be seen as a guide that introduces the reader to texts or documents

she might othenvise not even realize exist. But perhaps having multiple texts that are
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brought to your attention in a hypertext search can lead to feeling ovenwhelmed by

the information overload. (Let us see in the next generation of cornputer-trained

chiidren.)

Again. De Botton in bis chapter “Marcel and Virginia. A Short-Story”, recalis the

reticence that Virginia Woolf had to enter the work of Proust because of its vastness,

although she herseif wrote in a mernory-like manner by using a stream-of

consciousness technique and poetic style

[Olut of fear of being ovenvhelrned bv something in the nove!, an obect she

referred to more as if it were a swamp than hundreds of bits of paper stuck

togcther with thrcad and lue: I’rn shivering on the brink. and waiting to be

submerged with a horrid sort of notion that I shah go down and down and down

and perhaps neyer corne up again.”’

The irnrnensity of a text, especially when it cornes to Proust’s work, can also make

the reader panic, as one does flot know where to go when entering the World Wide

Web for the first time. Like an illiterate upon entering a library building, submerged

by imrnensity, fear takes over when the visitor is faced with irnrnensity, as can be see

for example in Alessandro Baricco’s book of the pianist Novecenlo, or in the film

based on Novecenlo by Giuseppe Tornatore.

The Story of Baricco’s Novecento is concerned precisely with infinite vastness. The

main character, 1900 or Novecento is a young orphan who bas neyer corne off the

232Alaïn de Botton. t-Imt Proust Con Clifinge ïour Lita’ tNew York: Vintage International Edinon.

Random House. 1997). 176.
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ship on which he was abandoned in 1900. He wishes to stay in bis own closed world.

His refusai to get off the ship cornes from the fear towards the unending infinity of

the earth compared to the ship, which is a complete universe where its centre is a

piano, from which he can define bis own environment.

Alessandro Bariccos monologue pvrOl,ece,,/O. un monologo is the tale of an orphan

found aboard a transatiantic ship in 1900. Novecento becornes a skilled jazz pianist

and neyer sets foot on shore. A feilow musician and Novecento’s friend tells the life

aboard the transatiantic Vugliilati. Written in 1 994, its Italian writer Barrico was

unsure whether Novecento was initiaily a play, a novel, or sornethin else.

The story is about a man with no land or culture who plays music to transcend

global borders. This written monologue can be read in the form of a book, or seen in

its 199$ movie adaptation by Giuseppe Tornatore, The Legend / 1900 or under its

Italian name: La Legeiida de! Pianista su!! Oceano. Francois Girard was the play

director from Quebec at the Théâtre de QuatSous in Montreal who produced this

story on stage after being inspired by the story from the moment he read the script.

During his stage production at the Edinburgh festival fringe in 2001. Edinburgh

based reporter Vivien Devlin interviewed him and this is what Girard had to say

about Novecenlo:

It is an epic fable of someone who leads a verv unusual life. He neyer belongs to
any land. anv nationahtv or border. He bas lived bis entire life in the middle of

233 Alain de Botton. Ibid.. 185.
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thc ocean. witnessing the world. watching and encountering thc people on the
boat. where he himself is bis own culture. His music cuts across ideas of
nationhood and plavs a universal. unifving role. Yhrough this man who doesn’t

belong anvwhere, the plav questions how ve sec the real world. 234

How can one see, when there is too rnuch to see? Even though the boat in

Alovecenlo is a whole, knowable and accessible space (it is endless because as a boat

it has no boundaries it can go anywhere but in fact the character called Novecento

cornes to conceive that the world is infinite, interminable and can indeed seem too

vast.

How and what authority makes the reader dare enter either the infinite text or the

World Wide Web? The fear of being overwhelrned or the .siianip that De Botton

mentions evokes the figure ofthe internet web. The hesitation that the reader has in

entering and in navigating the infinite textuality ofthe World Wide Web cornes from

the fear ofgetting lost and not knowing where to start. We are afraid ofthe open text

because we lose our way and it is often said that going on the World Wide Web is a

waste of tirne. With Proust. as is ofien the case with books. the reader can enter In

Search ofLosi Time without necessarily reading it from the first to the last page. It

can very well be read in fragments. One can even pick it up again somewhere in the

middte, for ofien the reader wishes to savour an appreciated passage or re-browse a

passage at random.

http://www.rampantscotland.com!feaiuresibldev_revïew5.htm (September 20t)2).
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In telling rather than showing what we know, we traditionally tuni to texts and to

the libraries where they are kept. Texts in the large sense of the word are found in

books, and these objects occupy the library space where systernization — in fear of

chaos and of losing a document — has aiways been the librarian’s obsession. ]ust as

literary texts reflect upon their very being as an object, libraries are book spaces

wanting to fulfll the dream of a collection approaching total knowledge. A book that

specificaÏly ponders the absurdity ofthinking total knowledge is hie Book ofSandby

Borges.235 In this “tale.” Borges presents a book seen as the object of an infinite text.

The idea of having access to information in a hypertextual project lias had to deal

with the idea of an endless library. Access to eÏectronically formatted texts lias given

way to discussions speculating on the future ofthe book and the library.236 Thinking

about the possibility of virtual libraries confronts us with a utopian notion of

organising knowledge. An on-une library resembles a non-space or irnaginary place

evoking the ideal state of Plato’s Republic the coming of a better world is the belief

that people can form a homogeneous community. It remains an impracticable project

that appears as chimerical as the imaginary world ofJorge Luis Borges.

The book is central in Borges’ tales such as Pierre Ménard, 77;e Babel Libraiy, The

Book / Sand and 7Jie Aleph, works that have ofien been qualified as being post

modem in reference to the explosion of narration. These are hybrid fictions because

Jorge Luis Borges. The Book ofSand (New York. E.P. Dution. 1977).

Sec, for example. The Future of the Book. Geoffrev Nunberg. cd. (Bcrkelev: University of

California Prcss. 1996).
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of tbe trans-historic characteristic of this author’s Iiterary encyclopaedism.

UnderstandabÏy, the themes in his work explicate the understanding of hypertext

because they are concerned with similar questions concerning networks,

fragmentation, circular tirne and the labyrinth.

Every Borgesian fiction or tale proposes an enigma, or a paradox. In Tue Babel

Libraiy one can read about a dizzy-rnaking library where library and universe are one

and the same. in this Babel the reader follows librarians in search of the “book

guardian” of human memory. Several Borgesian tales present themselves as police

files that lead the reader astray because efforts to accumulate proof confound the

reader. This travelling writer brings the reader to various countries, such as the

Orient, Czechoslovakia, Argentina, England, and various places such as gardens,

labyrinths, libraries and also books. In the Babel library the reader bas doubts about

his identity, for he is led through mirror garnes.

Amidst The Circular Ruins the dreamer is also the one dreamed about where the

reader engaging in the game also becomes the author. Borges’ world enacts a

constant metamorphosis where the book guardian is lost in a nightmarish vision of

the meandering iabyrinth. Similarly the tibrarian will flot be able to exit the prison

that is the book of ail books, ihe Book ofSand:

A prisoner of the book. 1 atrnost neyer vent out anvmorc. Aflcr studving its
fraved spine and covers with a magnifving glass, I rejectcd the possibility of a
contrivancc of anv sort. The small illustrations. I verified. came two thousand
pages apart. I set about listing them aphabeticallv in a notebook. which I was not
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long in fihling up. Neyer once was an illustration repeatcd. At night. in the
meager intervals my insonmia granted, I dreamcd ofthc book.27

Libraries such as the one in Alexandria or the British Museum wanted to hold and to

archive everything that had been written. In looking for a classification system, they

aimed for totality. The Iibrary was then a place where one would classify and

organize scattered ideas existing only in an infinite and chaotic way. The material

total library is not like the immaterial library which is an idea of endlessness that

proposes an imaginary solution, or the hyperreal simulacrum of gathering ail texts.

The difference here is the concept that ideas remain endless and that a comptete or

total library is a utopian impossibility. In a story aiming for no boundaries, we are,

therefore, in the presence of an empowering speech effect or the capacity of speech to

embrace reality.

Borges forces us to face the problematic of the never-ending text in 77w Book of

Sand. This story pictures the never-ending book where infinity resides in the ever 50

numerous number of pages. Looking at the endless number of pages, the bookseller

of The Book c?fSctllcI cries out, “it can’t be, but it is. The number of pages in this book

is no more or less than infinite. None is the first page, none the last.” Like a total

iibrary ofAlexandria, we are faced here with thinking a space where one can keep ah

knowledge in one book as if it were a memory storage. In a total hibrary one aims to

preserve ail books, even those whose characters are unknown whereas Borges’

Babel Librctl)’ and his Book ofSand question flot the idea of totality but of infinity.

37
- Jorge Luis Borges. The Booko/Sand. op. cii.. 121.
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For as the seller of The Book ojSctnd goes on to explain, “if space is infinite, we may

be at any point in space. If time is infinite, we may be at any point in time.”238

The line is made ttp of an infinite number of points: the plane of an infinite

number of unes: the volume of an infinite number of planes: the hypervolume of

an infinite ntimber of volumes.239

He told me his book was called thc Book of Sand. because neither the book nor

the sand bas anv beginning or end.2°

One can oniy look at this immensity and imagine that one is deciphering h. The

totality is only indecipherable matter. Even though the book is total, the reader is

confronted with the illegible. The utopia of an absolute book resembles a dream

about something that does not exist. What is important in this story is that the library

and the work are there to reassure us, so that we can feel an attachment to a mernory

in this imaginary place ofknowledge. Once the book ofbooks bas been opened, only

lunacy can surprise us.

In another Borgesian tale, Pierre Ménard is a reflection on the author’s death, and on

bis work as the immortality of the text, the infinite time of the infinite book and the

mise en abvme of the work in the work. It does not matter who speaks in Borges’

Pierre Ménard, one is in presence of a reconstitution of a work made up of scattered

fragments. Without ever really knowing who is this Ménard and wbo is the author of

238 Ibid.. 119.
239 Ibid 117.
240 Ibid.. 119.
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Quixote, one understands effectively that the text is what is important and ilot the

author of the text. For what are we lefi with besides texts and quotes?

Epic literature in Borges’ fable is pure repetition, abolishing identity through

reading where the narrator is, above ail, a reader. The author of Ménard’s invisible

work is in fact the reader of Cervantes’ Onixote, the reader being Borges. Every

writer creates his own precursors, what is important is the coming reading experience

and the reading tirne whether it be eternal or infinite time.

Maurice Blanchot wrote that reading was what made the book a work of art the

book becomes a work of art beyond the mati who produced iL In opening a book,

reading allows the work to exist through a virtual and immaterial rewriting carried

out by the reader. Multiplicity or the difference of each of our readings brings a

diversity ofcornmentaries. Notice how Baudrillard comments on Borges as being the

author who spoke through books:

1 alwavs fail back on books. on quotations.” Borgcs is the author of
interreferences. of intertextuality since for him, no nialler what one reads or
writcs ail is alrcadv in a book and ail lias atreadv bcen said or written. for the
one who lias lost his sight. it is stili possible for him to quote the World for he is
flot able to look at it anvmore. Since he can no longer sec the world. lie quotes

To remember is iike having access to the information or to the stoly of an old book

to which one makes reference and from which one recites. But for Borges, ah is

211 Jeaii BaudiIlard. Cool Memones, op. cït.. 209.
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already in the book. He insinuates the pointlessness of adding anything because ail

bas aÏready been said. What does the reader do except replicate the text? in short, the

reader creates from pre-existing texts, reading according to the organization in a

library. As Borges daims in his autobiography, if asked what counted most in his

life, bis answer would be: bis father’s library and tbat in fact, he neyer leif this library.

Si on me demandait ce qui a compté le plus dans ma vie, je répondrais: la
bibliothèque de mon père. 11 m’arrive de penser qu’en fait je ne suis jamais sorti

de cette bibliothèque.242

Here one can wonder what happens to the individual tbrough the question ccwhat it is

to be a reader?” Wbat is a reader when it cornes to bis individuality? Simply put, a

reader is a maker of association links. No more, no less.

What does the reader oftbe Western world do in the new millennium, now that she

lias access to a proliferation of media? We wonder whether reading on the Internet,

for example, is a sign of entertainrnent, of evolution or of preservation of culture?

Which viewpoint must we adopt on tbe transmission and the production of the text?

Is tbere production of meaning in tbe interrelations between works of art and texts

corning from different registers? Within hypertextual practices, do we not search

above ail for a reinterpretation ofworks of art and texts, or their updated versions?

With the use and the updating oftexts in hypertexts, we must question a collective

cu]tural belonging. If texts can through tbis practice communicate and make
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references, they also engage in a comparative practice of tensions between the local

and the universal, between the individual and the general. If we are able to compare

and to start reading between cultures and worids, are we stili reading in order to

understand? In hypertexts, do we read for comprehension or for detection, for

interpretation or for imagination? I wiii turn to these vast questions now

In the case of the hypertextual utopia, having access to ah documentation within a

total library is the situation in which one wants to believe in the total text giving

access to ail media — audio, video, graphics — on one computer system, with cross

references from ail written documents and ail pictures produced. 0f course this total

access with the World Wide Web and the internet is behieved plausible, whereas

global communication where all can exchange information is impracticable. What

really counts here is the sirnulacrum of having access to a semblance of such a

utopia. The goal is utopian yet it allows the idea ofa global communication project to

advance.

In his analysis of utopian spaces, Louis Marin reminds us that utopias have aiways

been just books: “Les utopies n’ont jamais été que des livres.”243 Utopia was created

on bookish ground, deriving ftom hurnan ideas; utopia is where one exposes the

ideology of a better world. Utopia cornes from speech and is a space beyond a space

in a “virtual” or “hyperreal” reality. Just as cyberspace is as already seen [section II,

242 Jorge Luis Borges. Essai d’autobiographie (1970. Paiis: Gallituard. Folio. 198t)). 276.
243 Louis Marin. Utopiques: Jeux d’espaces (Paris: Editions dc Minuit. 1973) 17.
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page 168] in Michael Benedikt’s first definition in 1991, “globally networked,

multidimensional, artificial, or virtual.”244

As in cyberspace, the globally connected network called the World Wide Web

makes one believe that traffic information will make the realization of the utopian

project of a computer networked total information library possible.

This thought brings us back to the definition of hypertext, which Michael Heim

indicated in his book on 75e Metaphysies of Virtual Recilitv where lie refers to the

term hyper in hypertext as being an “additional dimension” or extra dimension:

The terni hi’pertext refers to the existence of an cLnnottced or additional
dimension. In board games and in mathematical physics. the term hyper means
another dimension.” [...] In mathernatical phvsics. ÏRperspclce means space
with more than three dimensions.” if the three-dimensional Euclidean space of
the universe is curved back on itself. it becomes a limited but unending
hvpcrsphere.

This extra dimension makes it possible to connect information through associations

and what Borges described as being a memory made ofbooks or ofthe book being at

any point in space and at any point in time. Or what for Heim lias to be the other

dimension ofhvpeispace or the associative manner of continuous textuality:

Tue sense of a scquential litcrature of distinct. phvsically separatc tcxts gives
way to a continuons textuality. Instead of a linear. page-bv-page. line-bv-line.

244 Michael Benedikt. op. cit.. 122-123.
245 Michael fleim. The Afetaphvsics of I 7rIuaI Realitu (New York. Oxford: Oxford Universitv Press.
1993.t. 3t).
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book-bv-book approach. the user connects information in an intuitive.
associative manner. Hypertext fosters a literacy that is prompted by jumps of

intuition and association.24

Again, according to Marin, utopian spaces exist only in the possibility of speaking

about them. Utopia is discursive and the only way to reach utopia is through its

textual nature. This is a I-fipenioild or world of ail worlds the utopian world is a

world of Ïanguage, of meaning production. On the other hand, for hypertext, it is

about the potential of creating links between ail the texts available in the immensity

of the Internet network. Having access to documentation actualizes the adage

“Know/edge is power.” With information increasing access, we are in presence of a

speech-producing power, or the capacity of speech to embrace and to define reality.

Pedagogy being the way something is taught, computer literacy is the ability to read

and write and use a computer. Knowledge is thus not only being familiar with a

certain issue but also having the information as well as a certain understanding of a

subject and how to access it.

The Labyrinthic Book ofSa;id

With Borges, we will leave neither the book nor the library. Confronted by the

problematic of the never-ending text, Borges’ I7ie Book of Sand questions its own

presentation. This book questions the utopian image of what an endless book could

be, according to Borges, where the infinity resides in the infinite number of pages.

246 ibid.
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Just as hie Book 0f Sctnd, the digital text can in a hypertextual way give access to ail

texts in a infinite way. One has to wonder whether a digital text like a ccbook made of

sand” risks getting stuck in the multitude of grains? In order to show the materiality

ofthe book, here is a sumrnary of Pie Book ofSand.

This isa figure ofa book without end, a volume with an infinite nurnber of pages: it

is the book that flows in order to be suitable to ail sorts of forms and shapes as if it

were made of sand. The number of pages of the book is infinite and they are

numbered in an arbitrary manner. The bookseller gives the following explanation: “1f

space is infinite, we may be at any point in space. If the time is infinite, we may be at

any point in time.”247

In Borges’ short story Et Libro de Arenu, it is about a book that contains ail other

books: an inflnity of pages or a hipen’oÏuiiic. This fantastic tale portrays a Bib leselter

who cornes knocking on the door of a retired librarian. He has corne to seil him a

sacred book: a canvas hardback in-octavo volume entitled Holy Writ. The ex

librarian opens the book at random only to find that the characters are unknown to

hirn, although they are printed on two columns like a Bible. He is intrigued because

the page numbers do not follow one another. He sees an even page with the number

40,514 and sees the odd page that follows is numbered 999. The bookseller warns

him to take a good look at the page that lie lias just opened because lie will neyer see

it again.

247 Jorge Luis Borges. hie Book of Sand. op. cii.. 119.
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The narrator closes the volume and indeed cannot find the page 999 again. The

Biblesel ter says that this book is called The Book of&iiid, “because neither the book

nor the sand bas any beginning or end.”248 It is impossible to find the beginning or

the end of the book. There aiways rernains a number of pages between the cover and

the thumb when one tries to open the book at the first or the last page and so, when

the narrator opens the book: “The stranger asked me to find the first page. I laid my

lefi hand on the cover and, trying to put my thumb on the flyleaf, I opened the book.

It was useless. Every time I tried, a number of pages came between the cover and my

thumb. It was as if they kept growing from the book.”249 The hbrarian holds an object

that bas the potential ofkeeping everything in one space, echoing here the notion ofa

universaÏ literature heÏd in one single work of art.

This book is qualifled as “monstrous” and “nightmarish.”25° Yet, the ex-librarian

wishes to acquire it in exchange for a black-Ietter Wiclif Bible. and so he swaps a

rare copy ofthe holy word for this infinite book. Having done so, this is where bis

obsession begins. The narrator cannot stop himself from flicking through — or is it

scrolling or would we say today, browsing — The Book ofSand, this impossible book.

While trying to decipher a system, he becomes prisoner ofthe Book.

245 Ibid.
249 Ibid.
250 Ibid. 122.
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Understanding that this object is monstrous and that it corrupts reality, he flnally

decides to forget it on one ofthe numerous shelves of the Argentine National Library.

Even though he has thought of burning the book, he “feared that the burning of an

infinite book might likewise prove infinite and suffocate the planet with smoke.”21

Infinity it seems, goes on and on and neyer allows for the reader to stand at a distance

to be able to observe. Therefore, the tibrarian decides to go to the library and, “trying

not to notice at what height or distance from the door, I lost the Book of Sand on one

ofthe basement’s musty shelves.”22

it is flot the text that counts as narrative matter but it is its making that gives it its

importance. The book becomes a utopian place where one hopes to recover a text that

totalizes everything ever printed. This of course being impossible, its infinity resides

in its endless number of pages that becorne the infinity ofthe text. Like the boundless

number of sand grains, this Book o/Sandis described as being made ofa multitude of

words and pages carrying text and image. It is an object that allows for a matrix and a

space for what is infinite. In iJie Book o/Sand example, the text is matter because it

is paIpable one touches the materia]ity ofthe object by giving a place of confinement

to that which cannot fit in any space due to its boundlessness.

Similarly, hypertext is the boundless fantasy of thinking that we can assemble ail

that bas ever been written, recorded, filrned or said. Borges has ofien thought about

the infiniteness ofthe idea ofthe book. NotabÏy in the idea ofa L/hraiy ofBabel and

251 Ibid.
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in The Book of Sand, there are images to which one can aiways turn when it cornes to

fantasizing about a book without end or about a complete library.

Borges is essential when it cornes to thinking memorial practices of the book and

the library. A library like the one in Alexandria is the cultural practice of thinking a

physical space where archiving the whole of knowledge like rnernory storage is

thought possible. The Book of Sancï is a space of fiction where the totality of that

which can be expressed is preserved even though the characters are unknown. The

reader can only look at this immensity and imagine that she is deciphering it, for in

fact totaÏity is only indecipherable matter and it seerns that even though the book is

total, the reader is confronted with illegibility. The utopia of an absolute book is tike

a dream of something that does flot exist. What is important in these Borgesian short

stories is that even though the Ïibrary and the book are there to reassure us, we can

ascertain a rnemory in this non-place of knowledge, for once the book of books is

opened, there is only lunacy in the infinite space where there is no place to fix it.

This book made of sand aiways seems to have another page, 50 that the narrator

cannot find its beginning nor its end as if this utopian matrix of the non-place

portrays a muttirnedia matrix even before the apparition of the computer mernory

based on silica. The computer is a network that like moving and changing sand can

contain the text infinitely. It allows us to look at a spatial dimension ofthe computer

window which when connected on the World Wide Web network reflects infinity.

252 [bid.
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We are faced with a screen, a window where the reader cati wonder whether she is

able to penetrate it, orbe part ofit.

How can this new book frame be conceptualized? What would the neologism be in

order to describe this new textual space? The book lias been considered as the symbol

ofthe knowledge and the universe, the Liber Mundi as a Revelation is the first model

of the divine message. Gerry O’Sullivan in bis article on Intertexiualitv in Boiges

aiidfoucaul/ stresses how The Book of Sand is the “resisting Other” - or the opposite

ofa Bible:

It is not surprising that Borges. with dciicious ironv. would make the bearer of
such a book a Bible saiesman. The Bible. after ail. remains the Wesf s cxempiar
of and for textual unitv. and The Book of Sand assumes the charactcr of the
Bible’s sinister Other - a book that. almost demonicaiiv, resists closure. [.1
Stiggested bv the Borgesian Iibrarv and the Foucauldian archive is what
foucault has described as a discursive discase of proliferation” - the seeming
inabilitv of language to avoid repetition, reduplication. and multiplication.2”

In Borges’ work, books are open and are only copies, repetitions, translations of

each otïier. The book contains globa] knowledge and closed, the book only preserves

a secret as for when it is opened, the reader that scwtinises it can tly to decipher its

content. To have access to a world-wide library through linked digital documents on

the World Wide Web would potentially mean to have access to alt texts. to tÏie

multitude of sand grains. 1f like Borges, we think of the book frame as multiple and

fluid as sand, it is then made of the multitude and the abundance of its grains, so like

253 Gcny OSullivan. The Library is on Fire. lnlertcxttialitv in Borges and Foucaulf in Borges anci
His Succes.vors. The Borgesian Impaci on Literalure ami hie .1rIs. Fdiia Aizenberg. cd. (Columbia and
London: University of Missouri Press. 1990). 116.
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water il is hard to mode! or to set in a fixed frame. Aiways unstable and changing, if

the book containing ail books keeps growing, it might be useless or at ieast hard to

locate a specific document or to find again something consuited before.

If the idea of a vast open book containing ail books exists, it must reside in the

accumulation of documents through digitization potentiaiiy iinked in a hypertextuai

network. Hypertext, like a text without end, has the capacity of giving access to ail

possible texts. Ail possible texts or the infinite can neyer be finished or closed. Like a

book of sand that remains fluid, infinity remains open to ail possibilities or

combinations. the hypertext project cannot be fixed or hardened. Neither its matrix

nor frame can be seen, for in the remix cultural practice not only is the reader

absorbed by the image on the computer screen, she is also caught in a space that

constantly grows and tends to become an infinite non-place.

As a portai, the computer can immediately give access to the vastness of documents.

The issue here is the possibility ofcontinually being able to tel! stories. With Borges,

ail correspondences, ail symmetries even are possible outside of space and time. As

seen, Borges explores the thernes of the infinite and the whole, and the unlirnited

possibilities. A shape that Borges cails the Aleph where one point in space contains

all points like 11w I3ook (?/&1)kI or 17w Lihivry o/BaheÏ.

As an open work, the hypertextualized World Wide Web is a space one enters but

one neyer manages to see its end. Infinity is like a work in progress. There will
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aiways be links to forge and intertextual ties to be built from one document to

another. Becoming gradually an interlacing place of knots and hyperlinks found on

the World Wide Web, hypertext loses its non-localisation and at the same time its

utopian connotation.

Ihe Book ofSand is like a warning of reading and its effects, of what can happen to

the reader when she keeps on looking for a system. Borges in fact is more concerned

with the reader than with the text. The infinite text illustrates how we tend to fi

documents in a materiality, using them as a memoiy—aid or memorandum. Utopia

being only a discursive practice in the shape of a book. Ihe Book of Sand is itself

utopian aspiring to list ah in a encyclopaedic manner. In hypertext, readers are

nomads ofthe difleretice, ofaïways finding something different right tiere, right now.

The narrator of The Book (?fSand is trying to look obsessively for a directory’ or a

thumb-indexed system but ail he can find every time he opens and flicks through the

book is something new, something different that appears in the immediate moment of

consu Itati on.

Like browsing the World Wide Web or a hypertext document, there is an obsession

with movement, to be always on the road towards some point or link on the rnap of

the infinite world oftexts and documents. Whereas if the reader wants repetition and

flot the surprise ofthe immediate instant, he can keep to the text ofthe enclosed book

which is more like a guided tour or a fixed itinerary. In a hypertext, we can vagabond

freely in multiple worlds while still feeling totally secure and free to consult
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documents as many times and whenever we like or without limitation.

What is a bypertext instant? It is possibly the moment of a new textuality as

opposed to the fear penned by Borges that a reader will neyer be able to read

everything. in 11w Book of Sciiid we ai-e faced with a reader who wishes to follow an

established well-structured reading path, only to find that reading this demonic

infinite book requires to foÏlow an individua!ized trajectory for the reader. This

allows us to question the construction ofa discoufse, for if reading links now depend

on the reader’ s own trajectory, how can unstructured open texts create a cultural

coherence or identity? How can there be cohesion, if every reading is personal? We

wonder how to look for the readers relations to the text?

Different from a memorandum or the holder of a canonized and fixed text, hypertext

is like The Book ofSand and becomes the carrier of individuat reading paths that link

eventually to other ways of reading. The World Wide Web is an approximate

incarnation of Tue Book ofSand because it allows us to enter a Lihraiy of3abeÏ or a

never-ending text where books do flot amount to their rnateriality anymore. But then

again, on the one hand, reading is based on the question of the time on the other

hand, on materiality. One can neyer have the time to read everything or at least to

read enough. In our contemporary world of stress, we do not seem to have the tirne to

read and assimilate books. (Who is “weII-read” anymore today?)

Hypertext or the text in the new technologies must be thought outside the individual.
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I would like to see hypertext as a relation to the text and at the confluence of meeting

a reading cornrnunity. it is necessary to re-enrol the text in a game by repositioning

literature like a relational strength.

The electronic network society allows for the reader to renew modes of

interpretation. The reader-creatori converges towards a new mediated comrnunity

where she can exchange roles and flot be caught in a division between producing and

consuming. These reading networks allow for exchanges to take place in the network

ofthe hypertext labyrinth in order to recover Ïinked readings and memories.

The rnany links proposed by research browsers on the Internet can be seen as a

Ïabyrinth where one accumulates data and branches out b different links. Before

considering how to tackle this maze of passageways, it is useful to repeat that the

labyrinth is of course not a new figure when it comes to describing the textual

material.

As Borges said himself in the affenvord of ihe Book of Sand, the volume of

incalculable pages portrayed in the story of The Book of Sand is an inconceivable

concept but what he wishes for is the ever renewing richness oftelling stories.254

I hope that these hastv notes I have just dictated do not exhaust this book and its
dreams go on branching out in the hospitable imagination of those who now

close it.2

25.1 Jorgc Luis Borges. The Book ofSand. op. cii.. 125.
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For Borges, it is indeed about branching out or reaching across in order to let our

imagination and memory travel the labyrinth. Continuing in this gleaning discourse, I

wonder how the erasing of an origin in The Book of Sana’ questions the origin of a

work of art and what to do when the origin seems lost or unknown? for if a book is

opened, or in the case of this study, a web page is browsed and the reader does not

really know or recognize what she is looking at, how can a link be made?

How must the reader react when he sees something that seems familiar but is flot

sure what it is anyrnore? In this case, a hypertext has a link that is a selectable

connection made from words, pictures, or information object to another. In a

multimedia environment such as the World Wide Web, such objects can now even

include sound and motion video sequences. A common form of link is a highlighted

word or picture that can be selected with a mouse, resulting in the immediate view of

another word, picture, or information file. The highlighted object and the object

referred to constitute a hypertext link. It is said that links are what make the World

Wide Web a web. The many Ïinks proposed by research browsers on the Internet can

be seen more as a labyrinth where one accumulates data and branches out to different

links. Before considering how to tackie this maze of passageways, it is useful to

repeat that the labyrinth is of course not a new figure when it cornes to describing the

textual material.

ibid The book is signcd J. L. Borges at the end with the place and date: Buenos Aires. Febniarv 3.
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Reading El Che

Recycling of a (Re)Framed Picture

When it cornes to travelling images, the reproduced, over-exposed and over-famous

case of a reconfigured and recycled photograph is a famous snap-shot of Ernesto Che

Guevara (fig. 1):

Also known as El Che, bis welI-known photo was originally taken in 1960 by

photographer Mberto Korda, whose name was quickly forgotten, but whose picture

of the guerriltero quickly developed into a very lucrative poster, stuck-on iconic

image industry. It will be easier to refer to the photograph taken by Korda as the Che

image or picture.

figure 1, is a photo I took of a poster at a Montreal bar in April 2000 of a band

called Genocide who played covers of the rock group Rage Against the Machine,

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

1975.”
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who on their CD had previously used the Che picture. So, this is a picture of a picture

that recycles The Che image in order to pay tribute to a band that also repeats The

Che image in order to pay tribute to the guerrillero. Just as rny photograph in figure

2, that T took in the Jeanne-Mance Park in Montreal in June 2002 of two strofling

youngsters with one wearing a variant of a Che T-shirt displaying a reproduction of

Korda’s photograph.

In the Spanish language of Guevara’s homeland, Clic is the interjection word che!

which could be hey! in EngÏish. It ffinctions as a “tag word” according to the

narrative text by Matilde Sanches in fernando Diego Garcia and Oscar Sota’s book,

Che, Images qf u RevoÏutio,,arir6 — a tag word or, should we say a hyperlink for

references to revolutionary actions or staternents of resistance?

This image of resistance works as an archetype of memory repetition. Its numerous

occurrences in cuitural networks provide an excellent example of cultural recycling

that, as Méchoulan explained when describing the copy of the Parthenon in

Nashvilte, Tennessee, “dissolves time in the immediacy or synchronicity of its

presentation.”257 Likewise. Che T-shirts break up time even if bis photo portrait bas

corne to express resistance and anti-globalization movements today.

256 jl was Nico who christened Emesto Che’—a ‘ersaii1e lag word widelv used b’ the poncnos of
Buenos Aires and the River Plate area. As Che obsened. hie naine lias an air of tango’ about it-

exactlv the sort of connection he had hoped to escape by traveLing and which was now restored to him

bv. of ail peopie. a Cubait” In fernando D. Garcia and Oscar Soia. Ctie, Images ofa Revo/utionarv

(London. Sterling VA; Pluto Press. 1997). 45.
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Photographs are traditionally frarned objects which have, with the advent of new

technologies, been made to travel within new frames and not aiways returning to a

state of origin. As a diluted symbol of freedom, this particular image of Che is no

longer a body, but a reproduced and reprinted shadow on a T-shirt, or the illustration

of a compact disc or a computer wall-paper used as background image for numerous

web sites or even music video-clips.

In this discussion on hypertextual documentation links, it seems that the

reproduction of this “hero” is flot only being moved around but is also a

metamorphosis of a concept of origin and originality. This hero metaphor has

travelled as a second-skin frame and as we slip on our Che T-shirt, do we

metarnorphose temporarily into a super hero? In paying tribute to revolutionary ideas,

rock bands use this image to illustrate their compact disk while at the sarne time

recycling and sampling lyrics from other rock bands and different images ofprotest.

The Borgesian statement “[p]erhaps universal history is the history of a few

metaphors”258 is a leitmotiv for the resurgence of the lefiist sixties cuit of Che

Guevara, even if this image is a synecdoche, or a symbol, that is always a part of a

totality. Paul De Man, in his essay “The Rhetoric of Temporality” distinguishes

allegory, synecdoche and metaphor where in contrast to the Gadamer aesthetics that

reffised to distinguish between experience and the representation of this

257 Éric Méchoulan. op. cit.. 149

Sec Jorgc Luis Borges in his Other Inquisitions 1937-1952 (Houson: IJP Texas. 1964). 6.
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experience.259 It is important to stress that the symbol is aiways a part ofa totality, or

to be precise, ofa whole web of connections.

The popular and commercial use ofthe Che photograph makes us question whether

this is the framing of a concept of freedom or just a simple reference back to a

historical picture with lost and scattered meanings? When our concepts of freedom

change the face of a commercialized product, is there stili reference to the original

concept or are we only seduced by the image? Is a photograph recycled in order to

remember? If so, is it made to remember what and with what goal? Che becomes a

recyc!ed mode! through which one wants to repeat a feeling, an idea, and a memory.

facing the photo of a photo of a photo, we question the framing of the hero in a

moving collective memory and how this unstable picture wants to achieve a

difference. At the same time, we ask what kind ofseduction is being frarned? We are

seduced by a vision as this photograph forces us to look at Che’s gaze in reference to

the sign’s trace260 it is Barthes’s pinclum pointing towards the look of freedom.26’

Like a cursor, bis eyes show the way of liberty even though every reproduction and

distortion ofthis picture make us stray from the point oforigin.

The metamorphosis or the recycling of a concept of origin and originality is

scattered throughout different cultural productions. As noted earlier, Deleuze and

259 De Mai’. Thc Rhctoric of Ternporalitv’ in B/incÏness anci hisiglit: E,ssas in (lie Rhetoric t.f

Contemporan Criticisn, (Minucapolis: Univcrsity ofMinncsota Press. 1983). 187-228.
260 Christine Ross: “Le cadre. c’est alors un regard dédoublé à Foeuvrc. qui n’est pas sans faire voir

mon propre regard à Foeuvre au cours du visïoiiement. En d’autres tenues, les images étmt à la fois
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Guattari evoked that the history of every concept is a winding one, composed of bits

and pieces of other concepts.262 As we trace concepts and ideas, and how they have

influenced one another and how they have been recycled and reused, there emerges a

distinct cultural memory built on contacts and interrelations.

The rhizome, as already said, allows connection of thought without necessarily

resorting to a stwctured, hierarchical approach to conceptualising memory. [See

section U]

Memory in this form is expressed by means of increasingÏy exchange-based type of

textuality. Cultural Recycling is the insertion ofa cultural product in a new context. it

is seen as a process that can have a dramatic effect on the cultural material when it

produces banality or the loss ofmemory.263

Furthermore, the Che picture lias been made available through digitization on the

Internet, and its quotation or collage has becorne a new text, which belongs to the

open document electronic space, where this image stays and re-emerges in the

collective memory through associative thinking. But cultural web site page creators

do not automatically think ofadding documents by using the connections within texts

and their intertextual references, as they reuse and recycle material, unfortunately flot

écctronisées et fusillées, tout se passe comme si le système oculomoteur du spectateur activait le tit.

op. cit.. Chapitre 1.
261 See Roland Barthes. La chambre claire (Paris: cahiers dii cinéma, Galtirnard. Le Seuil. I 980).
262 Deletize and Guatiari. Ou ‘est-ce que la Philosophie? (Paris: Edifions de Minuit. 1991).
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always thinking of mapping out connections and references in their repetition and

reframing of ideas which have become trans- or non-historical. In this sense no one

bothers retracing either mernory or history but will just use the picture in a cut and

paste manner. El Che is used as a picture of protest without the need of bis story to be

tolU. So, if memory is indeed associative and fragrnented, if it is ail we need for

reminiscing, what then is a picture ofChe on a red flag?

Afier having been framed by the camera of the photographic medium, the character

of Che began to live a life of its own. While living according to the ideas of a

revolution, Ernesto Che Guevara found death as a martyr and bis image was staged as

a frame of life sacriflced for freedom. An image aiways seems to be contained within

a frame, dernarcated by a une and mediated space, as Erving Goffman observes in bis

frame analysis ofthe theatre: CCA une is ordinarily maintained between a staging area

where the performance proper occurs and an audience region where the watchers are

Iocated.”264 It is flot Che but bis shadowy picture that performs.

Although Che’s picture bas made the man behind the stare lead the life of an actor,

led by a picture that engaged a performing life of its own, it lias done so outside a line

of demarcation, where tbe audience has been entering this picture’s space and

endorsing the performance itself By sticking this photo of Che Guevara as a poster

on the wall, they have entered a staged and framed forrn of social protest. Che’s

263 Sec Claude Dionne. Silvestra Mariniello. Waller Moser. eUs. Recyclages, Economies dc’

l’appropriation culturelles (Moniréal:Les Edilions Baizac. 1996).
261 Ening Goffrnan. Fraine Analysis (New York: Harper & Row Publishcrs. 1974). 124.
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message offreedom circulates outside the original frame ofthe picture, and therefore

it becornes hard to distinguish an outside and inside ofthe picture’s frame, so when

an image starts travelling through different types of media, it is difficuit to keep on

framing it or at least to keep track of its new extensions. For Goffman, there are two

prirnary frames: the natural and the social. It is the social frame that contains the

cultural Iaws.265 The face that glared in the original picture has become the cultural

frame of something more than the initial leader of South American revolutions. Che’ s

picture is deterritorialized and no longer only belongs to the photographer nor to the

Cuban society, but bas travelled so much through different cultural utterances that it

is somehow out of control of its original frame.

Intermediating the Aura of a Cultural Icon

The constant recurrence of Che’s picture seems to define framing as a constant

movement between an outside and an inside of a frame where a picture’s frame is

aiways in the aesthetic process of (re)creating a subjectivity for itself. Although

reframings seern passive, the muÏtipÏicity of tinks and reterritorializations alÏow an

aulopoelsis, or self-production, within the kind of “chaosrnosis” dear to Félix

Guattari. [See section I]

Through travelling, this picture deterritorializes itseÏf continuously and in doing so

unfrarnes and refrarnes itself constantly through the autopoelsis of Che himself

265 Ibid.. 33
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Spilling out of bis frame, this photograph is permanently reinventing itseÏf and the

concept of freedom. On the verge or edge of frarning, this image is not flxed and can

continue travelling and re-ernerging in different media. By its autopoelsis, it resists

repetition and constantly renews aesthetic framings by producing subjectivities.

1f we decide to look at this picture as a manifesto of a subject’s freedom, we

territorialize it in a frame. However seeing it on the reproduction ofa rock group’s T-

shirt makes us question the frame of freedom. Does it stiil have the sarne kind of

meaning when it is no longer the same reference and becomes an act of defrarning, a

sense of breaking up in a baroque kind of proliferation.266 This leads the subject to

recreate and reinvent itselfconstantly.

The filmic concept of travelling circulates across different cultural instances but

within the emptiness of fluctuating frames. A concept can enter a flux because it is

being submerged, while borders are rneant to be crossed ovef. What can we do when

cultural objects have no boundaries anymore in a constant deterritorialization

undoing reterritorialization? for Guattari, we must work on aesthetics of

transversality in an attempt to cross beauty, truth and good even if these are

necessarily practices of territorialized expressions.

In trying to cross-over concepts, cultural concepts are offen reused or reassembled.

Cultural recycling is a process of sampling, reapropriation, as in imitating, copying,

266 Félix Giiattari. Ghaosmose (Paris: ÉdUïons Gaulée. 1992).
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and quoting. in the case of the Che picture, it bas becorne an bornage to the concept

of freedom somehow framed through the shadow of this figure. In a way, it is flot

realiy necessary to know who Che was to revive an idea of controversy through ail

kinds of prints and graphic designs. But at the same time, this image is not only a

simple reproduction, there is a sense of Ioss of origin within the numerous

transformations. So how can we recali an origin through a consumer product? Is it

stili about knowing who and what freedom represents? In which case, does Che’s

story really matter anymore? Or even more important, do we always want to make a

statement when we reproduce this picture?

Are we, like Walter Benjamin, facing the loss of an aura or are we, on the contrary,

in presence ofthe aura alone? Is the travelling frame here sirnply that: the aura or the

silhouette ofChe. The visual use ofthe shadowy Che paper cut-out is maybe just the

aura of a picture taken previously showing the constmction of a hero or even a

shadow of a hero. Like a second skin frame, the Che image does not necessarily live

on in the political or historical sphere but lives in the world of images. it is also the

image ofa romantic hero and whose face you see printed as a shadow on the red flags

of anti-establishment demonstrators, or on the T-shirt worn by the fans of the rock

band with the allusive name Rage against tue machine. We encounter here the

framing ofa concept offreedorn, but how is it possible that we still hear cheers when

it cornes to commenting the political regirne ofthe lider inâximo, Fidel Castro. The

work on this picture is the resuit ofcultural recycling that enables the metarnorphosis

into the subjectivity ofa ccsuper hero.”
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Re-working an auratic artwork forces the reader to step out of passive spectatorship

and to become a creator. for Benjamin, the decline of the “aura” caused by mass

reproduction opened the way to the appropriation of art. Reusing the Che picture as a

T-shirt, mass product by excellence, shows in fact how the aura persists.

The materiality of his body plays a part in this metamorphosis. The body must

engage in the revolutionary movement, as in a metamorphosis. The passage through

the body is achieved in the body ofthe other, there is imitation and the siipping on of

a mask. In an almost archaeological manner, the remains of the Che’s body were

sought, identified and buried flot so long ago. Even though his face is only a shadow

of itseÏf, a message in bis name travels, it is a message of a missing body. The

metamorphosis ofa body that is no longer, where the image ofthe Che is fragmented

and relocated, recuperated by nostalgia and which we put on our body by either a

tattoo or garment bearing bis iconic effigy.

To see how we are in presence ofthe aura alone, it is interesting to ctick-point-quote

and just read the description of a photograph by Don DeLillo in bis novel White

Noise. The protagonist describes “the tourist attraction known as the most

photographed barn in America.” A place where tourists head to, just to take a picture

after having been attracted by signs announcing the barn. However, these people are

not aware that they are already part of a whole tourist scheme in which they are

immersed. In fact by taking photographs of something that is believed to be a “tourist
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attraction” or sorne kind of historical rnernory from which they cannot get out, they

becorne the aura, because these tourists are part ofthe aura:

MmTav asked inc about a tourist attraction known as the most photographcd

bam in Amcrica. We drove twentv—two miles into the country around

Farmington. There wcre mcadows and apple orchards. White fences trailed

through the rolling fields. Soon the signs started appearing. THE MOST

PHOTOGRAPHED BARN IN AMERICA. Wc countcd five signs before we

reached the site. There were forty cars and a tour bus in the makeshifi lot. We

walkcd along a cowpath to the siightlv elcvated spot set aside for viewing and

photographing. Ail the peopie had cameras: some had tripods telephoto lenscs.

filter kits. A man in a booth soid postcards and siides—pictures ofthe bam taken

from the elevated spot. We stood near a grove of trees and watched the

photographers. Murrav maintained a prolonged silence. occasioirnaliv scrawiing

some notes in a littie book.
No one secs the barn’. he said finallv.

A long silence followed.
Oncc youvc seen the signs about the bam. it becomes impossible tu sec the

bam.”
He feu suent once more. People with cameras lefi the eievated site, replaced at

once bv others.
We’re not here to capture an image. we’re here to maintain one. Everv

photograph reinforces the atira. Cari vou feci it. Jack? An accumulation of

nameless energies.”
There vas an extended silence. 11e mari in the booth soid postcards and slides.

Being here is a kind of spiritual surrender. We sec oni what the others sec.

The thousands who were here in the past. those who will corne in the fiittire.

Weve agreed to be part of a collective perception. This literallv colors our

vision. A religious experience in a wav. like ail tourism.”

Anothcr silence ensued.
They are taking pictures oftaking pictures.’ he said.

l-le did not speak for a whiie. We listened to the incessant clicking of shutter

release buttons. the mstÏing crank of levers that advanced the film.

“What vas the barn like before it vas photographed?’ he said. What did it look

like. how vas it different from other bams. how was it simiiar to other bams?

We cant answer these questions because weve read the sigus. seen thc peopic

snapping the pictttres. We cant get outside the aura. Were part of the aura.

Were here, were now.”
He seemed iminenselv pleased bv this.27

267 Don DeLillo. ÏJ7,ite À’oi.çe (Viking Penguin Inc.. 1985. Penguin Books. 1986). 12-13.
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1f as Hervé Fischer says, “art is iconic” {see section , page 26 k
, photography

and other recent technologies of reproduction are aIl caught up in tiying to grasp an

aura or iconicity. As in DeLillo’s bai-n or in the Che Guevara image, are these

pictures flot beyond being just a commercialized product? Are their numerous

repetitions only showing us how we can be seduced by the image?

When analyzing cultural practices, Régis Debray who took part in the revolutionary

movements in South Arnerica and knew and wrote about Che Guevara said that we

must look at what is found in between, and in the intervals and interfaces of cultural

transmissions.268 He believes that we must observe the emergence of a hero through

the lost trajectories and dynamics that he goes through.

Debray’s tiiediological method aÏlows a synthesis that enables us to describe for

example, the passage from person to hero. Such a transfer can be observed in Che

Guevara’s case, as he passes from having life, to becoming a historical, social and

political document and turning into the picture of an highly cornmercialized icon. He

passes from palpable to simulation. and the transmission can be found in the juncture

of theory and practice. For Debray, we must be careful when we interpret and try to

intervene with a pragmatic approach. He believes that we should try to see how a life

is metamorphosed through different media trajectories.

268 See Regis Debrays Manijstes Àlédiologiques (Pans: Gallimard. 1994) and Croire, Ioir, faire,

(Paris: Editions Odite Jacob. 1999).
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Is the Che Guevara syndrome carefulÏy orchestrated political propaganda? Probably

not, and the biography ofthis anti-establishment figure does flot really matter in the

reappropriations undertaken by rock groups. We need not wonder or question

whether this is in a new “context” but how can there be a new cross-over when tÏiere

is no reference, and do these tributes actually take into account the living conditions

ofthe victims ofthe Cuban revolution?

Afier Castro, Che is certainly the most famous contemporary life ofa Cuban. It does

flot matter that he was not really Cuban, Che is caught in a dispersion between

archiving on the one hand, and scattered reappropriation or re-understanding within a

difference on the other hand. In accordance with Jonathan Culler’s comment in

&aiiiing tue Sign that context is flot given but produced, we believe that Che bas flot

become a person but rather a shadow to remember within the framing of a hero,

where we are being seduced and given directives on how to be a hero. As a former

french web site devoted to Che suggested: ccto become a myth you should be good

looking and wear a hero’s costume which is made of a star-spangled beret, an olive

coloured combat uniform, and a cigar. You shouÏd also suffer martyrdom, posses a

vill to overcorne injustice, imperialism, poverty and have a global message. Che

assembled ail these conditions in the ideal ‘homme nouveau.”269

In a moving collective memory, bis staring gaze becomes a passionate

representation of resistance. This look trespasses the historical picture beyond a
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frame into the world of images. He seems to stare in such a way that this is no longer

just a look but a speech act or an articulation of life. This image seemingly becomes

so real that ii is able to leap into other spaces in search of liberation. spreading

beyond into memory’s virtuality.

We face the mediation of a myth through the links and networks of different cultural

media of production. Regis Debray in lis Mélamoiphose d’une vie27° article on Che

warns us of the mediation of an ideological message. In other words, vie must be

careful to sort out archives and watch out for commercial negotiations — such as

turning Che into a T-shirt.

These new configurations probably offer the modet of an open work and a zapping

mode of looking at a work of art. We do flot circulate within but in-between images

and we are able to enter a story from any vantagepoint, so framing becornes obsolete

or permeable. For Régis Debray, it is important that we observe insertions and

transmission within several interfaces, because for him a “mediological” person does

not cohabit with bis technologicat environment but is himself cohabited by his

271habitat.

269 A simple kcv word scarch using Clic Guevara on the web search engine www.google.com for

exampic. rctum manv refercnces on thc romanUc vision of Clic Guevara.
270 In Régis Debray. Croire, Ioir, Faire (Paris: Editions Odile Jacob. 1999).
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Rhizornatic Linking

1maes like the Che picture configure our cuitural habitat which is pierced and

linked by rhizomatic scatterings ail at once in the simultaneous presence of

heterogeneous space. As a resuit, there are no longer hierarchized distances between

different documents or icons, for they are now in the sarne territory grafiing ideas

across continents, irrespective of national boundaries. The rhizome connects and

assembles in movement, without necessarily losing or gaining anything and without

giving more importance to one element over another. Where deterritorialization

cannot be separated from reterritorialization, the deframed and reframed image

becomes part of the sarne simuitaneity within its simultaneous undoing and redoing

it opens up multiplicities and muitireferences.

With the de- and reterritorializated travelling of the Che picture, or its remediation,

as Boiter and Gmsin would say, a first reaction could be to depiore the loss of

meaning or, at the very least, some level ofrecognition ofrelevance.

As seen in the kind of questions that this picture of Che evokes. For exampie,

whether this is Antonio Banderas, the popular Spanish actor who played a character

named Che in the film Evita. Confusing the ArgentineanlCuban guerrilla leader

makes us question the foggiest of transfers. Another occurrence came up amidst the

controversy ofthe US attack on Iraq, in April 2003, when we witnessed the release of

the album American Lifr by pop music icon Madonna. Here the “material girl”

21 Ibid.
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disguised herseif on this album cover into the famous image of Che.272 Another

remediation ofthis picture found at the same tirne on the Internet, had even Oussama

Ben Laden morphed into the hero ofthe Cuban revolution.

By finding multiple references of a picture such as Che Guevara’s on the internet,

within a network ofhypertextual linkage, we have already seen how in fragmentation

the reader can become a ssors-readei. in order to rernember her readings, she just

cuts out the essential and uses the power ofrepetition.

Just as the clippings of Che’s picture have been pinpointed and cut out from one

Ïink to another on the basis of singÏe ideas or concepts of freedom and revolution, the

redistributed knowledge networl is a scattering that allows the differentiation so dear

to Deleuze rather than a simple repetition.273 This picture is metamorphosing and as it

gives way to new cultural transmissions and fluctuations, there is fragmentation and

constant reframings and deframings. With these kinds of cultural transmissions, the

distinction between public sphere and private space is also becoming blurred because

the works of art are thernselves becoming part of the public dornain— witness, for

instance, web discussions in the public sphere conducted within the private space of

the home. where one can share common cultural memories without having to be in

the same actual geographical space.

22Alc\andre Vigneauli in hïs article “he IacÏonna?!?” writes: ÏMadomml sait attirer l’attention.

comme le montre encore une fois la pochette de son dernier disque. .4nwrican Lije. où l’icône de la

pop mercantile apparaît dans une pose calquant la plus célèbre image de Che Guevara.” (Montréal: La

Presse. Saiurdav 26 Apiil 2003. D 12).
23 GiIles DeÏeuzc. Différence et Répétition (Paris: PUF. 1968).
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Hence, hypertext allows for popular Western cultural icons as diverse as Gustave

Flaubert’s Madame Bovaiy, Alberto Korda’s Ernesto Che Guevara photo and L. M.

Montgomery’ s Aime of Green Gables possibly to meet despite the non-linearity in

this association ofthese narnes.

Due to interactivity, hypertextual aesthetics are based on movement across cultural

practices rather than finished artefacts, on fragmentation and discontinuity

(recycling!collage) rather than continuity, and on interactivity rather than linear

passivity. Borges’ labyrinthic library and Deleuze and Guattari’s rhizome are the

theoretical icons for another pedagogical literacy in which hypertext inscribes

itseÏf274

271 [Click back to section L pagc 2.1



Conclusion: Hypertext, the Memory of Cultural Icons

This dissertation proposed the idea that hypertext works in a manner similar to

memory as a semantic network in which texts, images and ideas from books, films,

paintings, photographs or music are linked together by association. The World Wide

Web networks a distributed hypertext system, where we may preserve a cultural

heritage through Net-browsing or, as I prefer to say, where we form a cultural

rnemory map on the Net. In hypertext practices, we must not resist the clicking urge

ofgleaning, which will allow for textual and cultural memories to occur.

The first section on hypertext was concerned with the changes of culturaÏ worÏ(d)s

of production through questioning memory and hypertext. Ibis dimension stems

rather more from a «cultural studies» approach on hypertext seen as the site of new

memory practices. As a resuit, this dissertation dealt with popular Western cultural

icons as diverse as Madame Bovary, Amie ofGreen Gables and Ernesto Che Guevara

in order to assess that despite the missing linearity in this association of names, the

pedagogicaÏ practice of memory in hypertext networking allows for these icons to

rneet.

The second section moved on to memory practices and on hypertext as an archetype

for memory where cultural recycling on the World Wide Web is seen as a transition
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towards creating rather than repeating a collective mernory. To be able to rernember,

it is necessary to replace memories in a whote context of facts and ideas. Societies

have access to their cultural codes where hypertexts can serve the purpose of a

mernory for our various thoughts and stories.

In this research, the daily practice of hypertext made me realize that it was much

more than a tool providing the “user” with multiple pathways. The routine mix of

lurkim on web listservs, browsing the Net, corresponding world widely through e

mails, as well as zapping, clicking, quoting, connecting and linking documentation

fragments made me experience the surrounding worlds in a way that transformed rny

thinking tbrough a new practice of remembering, and made me think about the

workings of knowledge and memory. My practices of memory and knowledge have

changed through hypertext.

in short, I have argued that hypertext offers a new type of school where students can

learn how to establish links between texts. Teaching intertextual links relies on the

acquisition of cultural relationships. Reality needs for a virtual memory has changed

reality into the hyperreal.

The third section proposed that the humanities can act as guides and provide a

critical assessment of the way in which the new technologies influence learning and

culture. Indeed the very context ofthe humanities and the type of questions they ask

make it possible for people not only to learn a phulosophy of knowledge sharing but
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also to question the way in which collective memory is passed on and reused. The

cultural icons were analyzed as if they were hyperlinks that one could click on while

browsing a hypertext.

***

The Icons

Madame Bovaiyj— While sipping her coffee, the cyber-traveller cou!d be

navigating on the World Wide Web waiting for an event to occur. Just as a Bovaryst

reader, this reader could live a life of melanchotic desires and disappointments, but

instead she can also choose to participate in a community of fervent readers. If only

Madame Bovary cou!d step into hypertext, she might satisfy her desires of being

somewhat different and having some activity in her life. The traditional ferret reader,

or lurker, must enter a cornmunity of network texts. If she does not do so, she

rernains in the shadow of her readings and, like Emma Bovary, onÏy g]eans among

her passive readings aiways looking for creative and liberating readings. The

eternaÏÏy dissatisfied Emma is the figure of the desiring reader, as Emma goes from

desire to disappointment just like any reader who identifies with her readings, she

would like to be able to live the life of a nove!. Nowadays this book-consumer and

compulsive purchaser would be clicking frenetically at midnight to fil! her virtual

shopping cart on the web site www.aniazon.com.

***

tAnne of Green Gab1es— The coming of the Intei-net bas allowed for e-mail
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correspondences to criss-cross the networked society. Here, cultural memories can be

created as well as recycled and rnostly recalled because as part of a Ïistserv, the

reader becomes part of a cultural group that shares a common interest and shares an

accessible rnemory bank. Getting lost in one’s readings does not necessarily have to

be confounding. Hooking up on the internet network can allow a reader to share

common cultural memories without having to be in the same actual geographical

space. In the hyperreal world of L.M. Montgomery, readers of the electronic

highways sign up to many discussion lists in order to connect to a community in

hyperreality and hyperspace.

* * *

Clic Gueva— The photographic image of Che is no longer a body, but a

reproduced and reprinted shadow on a T-shirt. As Barthes’s puiîclini, like a cursor,

bis eyes show the way of liberty even though every reproduction and distortion of

this picture make us stray from the point oforigin. This picture deterritorializes itself

continuously and in doing so unframes and reframes itself constantly through the

autopoelsis of Che himself. Spilling out ofhis frame, this photograph is permanently

reinventing itsetf and the concept of freedom. On the verge or edge of framing, this

image is not fixed and can continue travelling and re-emerging in different media.

* * *

The rhizomej— The visual pointer icon ‘ in the redistributed knowledge network

is used like a clickable rhizome. Reading thus becomes a network where the

rhizomatic hypertext reader is aware ofa knowledge network, of connections made in
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relation to others. Hypertext reveals our daily entanglement with technology and the

problem of thinking relations of thought according to a historically established

hierarchy in Western cultures.

As I have shown, the “rhizome” Deleuze and Guattari offers an exit out of the

traditional image ofknowledge of arborescent thought. The rhizome is different from

the thouglit of knowledge seen as a “the tree of knowledge” where everything is

predetermined and fixed according to a knowledge canon. The hierarchical view of

knowledge organization presupposes an order of thought and events where the

thought would be that the reader must know A, before being able to know B.

Compared to the tree of knowledge, the rhizome is more underground and flat. in

terms of time and space, it is not vertical with a beginning and an end but horizontal

with an undeflned, ininite and unlirnited openness. As through associations and in

the Deleuzian concept of becoming, when A becomes B, it continues to be A, yet it

becomes B without transforming itselfinto B nor into C but is also C.

The Labyrinthic Library— Borges proposes what he calis a regressive approach to

locate books because the Library is total and a document exists only because of other

texts: “in order to locate book A, first consuit book B which wilÏ indicate the tocation

of A; in order to locate book B. first consult book C, and so on ad infinitum.

275 Jorge Luis Borges. “The Library ofBabef’. in Ficciones. op. cii.. 85.
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Borges wrote books about books and saw them as having neither a beginning nor an

end. The combinations network within his description of 117e Babel Lihrctr produces

a phantasrn of totality and recalis the archetype of the labyrinth as memory’s

network. Borges in fact is more concerned with the reader than with the text. The

infinite text illustrates how we tend to fix documents in a materiality, using them as a

mernory aid. But liow can there be cohesion, if every reading is personal? We wonder

how to look for the reader’s relations to the text? Different from a memorandum or

the holder of a canonised and fixed text, hypertext is like The Book of Sand and

becornes the carrier of individual reading paths that links eventually to other ways of

reading.

The Experience of Hypertext— Associative fragmentation is a cultural practice of

combination, of letting memory pop up it is concerned with the possibitity of

bringing together in the sarne space Madame Bovary, Anne of Green Gables and El

Che. This possibility could be done through hypertextual practices and the use of

dynamic and creative theoretical ideas such as those brought forth by Borges and

later on by the collaborative work of Deleuze and Guattari. Their creative practices

being associative, playful and analogous, they break with the ideological Western

conception ofa linear progression.

A student of comparative literature, J have been using the Internet daiÏy for close to

ten years, and an active reader, I have spent rnuch time reading newsgroups or

navigating and gleaning the World Wide Web. Even though I do flot know the ins
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and outs of HTTP (the communications protocol used by the World Wide Web), 1

have investigated the idea of pedagogy of rnemory through hypertext as part of my

daily experience on thought and creativity.

Internet and the World Wide Web are not a question of progress but constitute a

new combination called hypertext. This thesis was written under the influence of its

very object. It would have been interesting to be able to examine it through the use of

the computer media and not be limited by the inscription possibilities of paper. My

approach, which could flot be constrained within a hierarchical way of thinking,

inevitably led to a creative experiment. As my discourse became more scattered and

diverse, it divided up into the associative fragmentation caused by memory’s written

language.

These scattered examples of abrupt fragments and hypertext jumps were brought

together here in order to make us tbink about how we glean through iconic images

and create layers to the point where we question how we see and sort out the

component images.

The scissors-readerj— What I have designated as the difference-reader or the

reader-creatorj is the kind of reader who bas the ability to put together popular

western cultural icons as diverse as Madame Bovary, Amie of Green Gables, Jorge

Luis Borges and Che Guevara despite any obvious linearity in the association
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throughout the course of her reading or browsing.

The practice of mernory in hypertext networking allows for a kind ofscissors-readei1

that is, der-creator-gleanei to make these icons meet. But then again, if we are

able to compare and to start reading between cultures and worlds, are we stili reading

in order to understand?

***

Pedagogy of Mernor’— The practice of hypertext re-produces how memory

functions and sensitizes us to how memory works, it reveals a potential of hypertext

flot yet seen. My hypothesis bas been that instead offollowing a canonical, culturally

fixed and a hierarchicat unidirectional rnethodology, cultural practices and various

media should instead be shared in order to develop what I have called a effective

pedagogy of memory. Pedagogy of memory deals with how to read, teach, research,

transmit, archive, and find —voluntarily as well as involuntarily— the associations

provided by memory links.

I suggested that teaching or study in the humamties can act as a guide and provide a

critical assessrnent of the way in which the new technologies influence learning and

culture. Indeed the very context of the hurnanities and the questions asked in this

broad discipline make it possible for people to learn not only a philosophy of

knowledge sharing but also to question the way in which collective mernory is

transmitted and reused.
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This new phenomenon means that we must examine our cultural heritage and its

mode of transmission in a new light. It bas been established that our cultural past is

cornmunicated intertextualty and that we cannot understand the passed-on ideas

unless we know how to move through their origins and their heritage. As Pierre Lé\/y

writes, to move is flot to go from one point to another on a surface by going into

depth through nomadic worlds:

Bouger. ce n’est plus se déplacer d’un point à l’autre dc la surface terrestre, mais
traverser des univers de problèmes. des mondes vécus, des paysages dc

sens... des nouveaux nomades...276

The project of a digital world would be to acquire knowledge inside a collective

mernory and to go dowu knowledge lane collectively with the help of a new form of

training.

This thesis worked around the question of memory and hypertext focussing on

hypertext as the site of new rnernory practices and as the occasion for a pedagogy of

memory. However, hypertext is not just a tool because memory and knowledge

change through the new practice and hypertext on the World Wide Web through a

personal computer functions as a mnemonic space, for it serves the purpose of a

memory place or a kind ofinenîoiy place for our various thoughts and stories.

276 Pierre Lévy. L ‘Intelligence collective, pOt!)’ 111W anthropologie clii cvhere5pace. op. cit.. 10.
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These memories are channelled and transmitted by a medium that stiil relies on

teaching intertextual links to transmit knowledge and the acquisition of cultural

relationships. With the loss of memory. do we necessarily face the loss of an aura or

are we at the same time in presence of the aura? Perhaps both.
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Music: Brad Fiedel
Distributor: Tri-Star Pictures USA / Canada
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